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They were just
doing their job ...
They had no idea
their lives would be
changed forever.
the NEWEST
John Schmidt Production
AGospetFilms Release 4
TJ., Brian and Karen, writer's {or Clvistim Obsen'er magazine, have been assigned
to write articles in three different parts of the world; 'West Africa, South America,
and Philadelphia.
They will use the latest in computer technology for communication and research.
They will go merely to "observe." But they will see their roles as observer's come
quickly to an end as they become personally involved in the lives of the people.
TheWait.of tlwWorldis a powerful and unforgettable motion picture that will give
you a new perspective on the world and the part all Christians should play in
fulfilling the Creat Commission.
89 minutes/Rental $99.00 t**HA5*
( ]AL IFORNIA
CHURCH FILMS & AUDIO VISUALS
San Diego 619/298-3601
l/8oo/5lz-3980 in S. CA
l/800/33 1-1872 Outside CA
MUNDAY&COLLINS, INC.
Clhrist ian Mcci ia Mart
San Josc 408/28?.5705
I/800/662-6OOO in N. CA
CE() l tc lA
GOSPEL WITNESS FILMS
Atlente 404/885.101?
l/800/282-1086 ln GA
l/800/241, I ?55 Llutside (;A
ILLINOIS
MOODY FILM RENTALS
Chicago 112lJ29-4353
INDIANA
YFC/SACRED FILMS
Indianapolis 3 I 7/926-2404
118O01772.7246 lnIN
l/800/428,?001 Outside lN
To order call your local
Gospel Films [i]:nary
GOSPELFILMS, INC.
Muskegon 616/773-3361
l/800/632,01 19 In MI
l/800/253.0411 Oureide Ml
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St. Louis I 141968.9130
l/800/192.1067 In MO
l/800/325.9509 Outside MO
OH]O
OKLAHOMA
GOSPELOUTREACH FILMS
Tulsa 9r8/582-6203
1/800/722-3540 In OK
l/800/33 l-38?2 Ouaide OK
PENNSYI.VANIA
CHRISTIAN CINEI\{A, INC.
Ambler 2 l51628.4630
l/800/492-2003 In PA
l/800/523.6648 Ouside PA
CENTURY GOSPEL MINISTRIES
Soudcrron 215l?23-5522
215l?23-2036ln PA
l/800/521-6748 Outside PA
GOSPELTHRUFILMS CHRISTIANFILMSERVICE
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The most importsnt alnti-Comlmlunist
wotfr euet wrifren
now abridged for easier cading
How often does an author applaud when his magnum
opus is abridged? Yet Alexander Solzhenitsyn thinks so
well of this abridgment that he contributes a Foreword.
in which he writes:
"l gratefully accepted Professor Ericson's suggesrion to
create a one-volume abridgment of my three-volume work,
The Culag Archipelago, in order to facilirate its reading for
those who do not have much time in this hectic century of
ours. I thank Professor Ericson for his generous initiative as
well as for the tactfulness, the literary taste, and the
understanding of Western readers which he displayed during
the work on the abridgment."
How the Club Works
Every 4 waks (13 times a year) you get a free mpy of the Club Bulletin which offers you
the Featurd Selarion plus a gmd choice of Altemates - all 0f interest to conservatives.
* If you want the Featured &larron, do nothing; it will come automatielly. * If you
don't want the Featurd Seleoion, or you do want an Altemate, indicate your wishes on
the handy card enclosed with your Bulletin and retum it by the deadline date. * The
majority of Club books will h offerd at 205090 discounts, plus a charge for stupping and
handling. * fu soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prica, your
membenhip may h endd at any time, either by you or by the Club. * If you ever eceive
a Featurd Selection withoul having had l0 days to decrde il you want it, you may retum it
at Club expense for full credit. * Gtxi service. No urmputen! * The Club will offer
regular Suprbargains, mosdy at 7019590 dismuns plus shipping and handling. Super-
bargains do NOT oount oward fulfilling your Club obligation, but do enable you to buy
fine hnks at giveaway prices. * Only one memhnhip per household.
Wrote White House Communications Chief Patrick
Buchanan awhile back: Solzhenitsyn is "a human dia-
mond, made hard by the crushing weight of Stalin's
monstrous regime, a prophet sent to the West as a final
warning." Well put - yet how many of us have been
scared away, until this abridgment, by the huge size of
the three original volumes? How many high school and
college youngsters have passed this great teacher by?
No longer need we deny ourselves the one ESSENTIAL
book on Communism. Professor Ericson has out the
world in his debt.
Arr liripc.rirrrenr iii t.itcnq, i
495 pages - the essence ofthe original work ofover 1,800
pages . 4 pages of maps depict the whole sweep of the
Soviet slave camps . 31 revealing photographs (most of
them obviously smuggled out) . Foreword and Afterword by
Solzhenitsvn himself
haise for the origirul vohtmw of this
"extmordinary epic"
"Surely among the few gigantic literary achievements of
this age . . . The idea that this volume can pass for an
ordinary book in this age of too many books is . . .
laughable, ludicrous." - Washingfon Posf
"Powerf ul." - George Will
"No one who reads through its many blood.stainedpages can ever be quite the same again . . . Leaves apermanent $car on the reader's oul,"*New York limes
"A work of prophecy."-Chnsfian Science Monitor
"Reads as if written in letters of fire . . . We should be
more terrified than we are."* Esquire
Solzhenimyn
*GTJIAGArchipefuo
1g1S-19t6
coNsERt/AnvE I-i! eooK curB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE . HARRISON, NY 10528
Please accept my membership in the Club and send FREE my
one-volume abridgment of the three volumes of Solzhenitsyn's
Gulog Archipelago 19l8-1956. I agree to buy 3 additional books
at regular Club prices over the next 18 months. I also agree to
the Club rules spel led out in the coupon. FJ _ 33
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Do you wonder how you will survive
until your children ore through the
teen yeors? Do not despoir, Even
God. the perfect porent, knew the
poin of rebellious children. He gives
the guidonce we need.
1A Porenling leenogerc
'- lhrough Those Difficulf,
Rewording Yeorc
Gory R Collins
17 Somedoy
" Chorles R Sw,ndol
At 18 yeors old, Jennifer Simpson
wos pregnont for the second
time ond unmorried. Abortion
ended the first one, Whot would
she do this time?
vol s/NO,
The greot Christion leoders of the
Reformotion ond subsequent re-
vivols thot swept ocross Europe
in post centuries ore deod. ond
so is the Christion fervor thot wos
once the hollmork of mony Euro-
peon notions. Could this be the
threshold of onother Greot
Awokening thot will sweep ocross
the Continent once ogoin?
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Ernest V Liddle
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Fundomentolism ond
Evongelicolism
Edword Dobson
Profile
Poul AMerson: The World's
Strongest Mon Litts Young
People from Delirquercy
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Biogrophy
A,W, Tozer-A Mon in Pursuit
of God-Jomes L Snyder
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Old Cross ond the New
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43
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World Missions
Is About To Reach
New Heights
The New Stovonger Forum Convenlion Cenler wi I
oct os the heodquorters tor Eurofokus '86.
ome are dcscribing i t  as thc
uLtimutt t,ccarlonl V'ell n'hcn
vou stop to considcr scvcn ful l
days in Norway, Scandinavia
n' i th f irst-class hotcl-.  ancl meals, a boat
cruise up onr of Nonvay's longcst rnd
most majestic f jords, a r, icu' frorn Pulpit
I{ock extending 2.,10t) feet straigi'rt abovc
Lvseford, as s,cll as l barbcque grill partv
worthy of thc King of Norrvay himself,
run entirc dlv at King's I ' l rk u' i th Jcrrr,
Falu,cl l  and thc f) lcl-Trmc ()osprl Hour
Trio of L)on Norman, lv{ack Evlns and
Il .obbic Hincr plus much, muth morc -
u,ho's to argr-rcl
Othcrs, horvever, are conr, ' inccd thut
Errrofbkls '86 u ill pror"c to l.c onc of thc
nrost irrportant, pou'crhrl  and infor-
matir,'c fcllou,ship mcctings of thc dccadcl
( )ne  qu ick  g l lnc r  u t  th r  l i s t  o f  1 l  o f
An-rericl ' - t  grcrtest preachers and mis-
sionarics latcd to spcak as wcl l  as thc
tcntat ivc schc.lulc in,: ludinq thrcc "fcrcus
ott Eunrpe" stssions, cxcrting mcrtings irrr
thc ladrcs antl  chi l t l rcn :urJ pro\ 'ocativc
"mrssions" scminars -- nho's to Jisagrcc!
Thcrc arc hou'cvcr tu'o facts that
cl cnonc wil l  agrce upon: This s' i l1 he, hy
l - r r  t h , .  \ ' r , . r l ' ' r r  u r t l r , . r i n o  , , f  1 . ,  l ,  ' u  . . 1 , . . r
I3aptists that Europc l ias cr ' , :r  r i  i tnesscd,
and sccondlv, that frrr as lou as $1121.00
you u,i l l  neverl evcr again Jupl icate, or
affcrrd, such u memorablc expcrienccl
Dates :  August  5 ,10 ,  1986
hr the Ll.S. u'r i te: CVG Travel,
8101 Vhittier Bh'd., Bcthe.da, \'tD lrE1i,
or phonr::  l t l l - l l0--1599.
In Europe, r.vr i te: Phi l  Brou'n,
Eurofokus'36, lostboks 81, 4ur51 SOLA,
Nor' ,vav, or phone : 011-1i-4-65 l+08
or tr1 --1i--1-6i 115.
Eurofokus'86
Slovonger, Norwoy
I K ngs Dork - Scondrnovio s newes' ond orgesl
f 
' 
, o.-rr"rn.nt pork. where porticiponts will enjoy o
1ri full doy of fun, food ond fellowship.
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YCU SAID II
Shimei's Dust
I've finally decided to go to the mis-
sion field, but I just can't settle on which
one. New Guinea is too primitive,
Australia is too far awav. Africa scares
me, and Hawaii sounds like too much
fun. Someone recommended Europe,
and I said, "You've got to be kidding. It's
a great place to visit, but you sure
wouldn't want to start a church there!"
Europe is still a great tourist attrac-
tion. Its old-world charm, architecture,
stained glass, spires, and steeples are in-
credibly impressive, but its churches are
empty. Missionaries to Europe are a
waste of time. What do they really
accomplish? Their works are small and
ineffective. Trying to lead a European to
Christ is like beating your head into a
brick wall. They don't want to hear the
gospell Besides, they look down their
noses at Americans as Johnnycome-
latelies on the world scene.
No, Europe is not for me. Why
should I bust my head to preach to a
bunch of people who don't want to hear
me? The apostle Paul went there and
was stoned, beaten, and beheaded. No
thanks! I'll take my chances with some
simple primitives in the jungles of a dis-
tant island-like Tahiti!
Shimei
Real ly hi t  home.. .
"The Unrepeatab le  Mi rac le"
(January) really hit home.
Sometimes the hypocrisy and ambi
guity within society and the medical
orofession are unbearable.
A woman can willingly abort her
child up to the 28th week of pregnancy
because the Roe v. Wade decision
declared, "An unborn baby is not con-
sidered viable until the third trimester
of pregnancy." Well, my first son was
delivered by emergency cesarean at
27 weeks. He was born kicking and cry-
ing like any full-term baby. The
medical staff worked around the clock
for 48 hours to save little C.J., but
Jesus called him home.
If women considering abortion
were required to hold a premature in-
fant, or talk with some of us that have
been through the agony of a lost child,
perhaps they would choose life for
their unborn children.
Bonnie L. Biermacher
Richardson, Texas
The second greatest commandment
is "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself " (Matt. 22:39).
How can a woman love her neish-
bor as herself when she destroys pirt
of herself-that is, has an abortion?
David Grover
Dayton, Ohio
Five excel lent art ic les.. .
I have just read your January issue.
As a new Christian, I have been having
some problems in my daily life.I found
five articles in this issue that have
helped me a great deal. I am so glad
that I can find my faults and correct
them with the help of our Lord.
Again, thank you for an excellent
issue. I praise the Lord for fundamen-
tal Baptists!
Timothy Heffner
Milford, Connecticut
Appreciation and concern.. .
I appreciate Truman Dollar's "Can
Fundamentalism Survive?" in the
December issue. I am concerned. how-
ever, that his remedy seems too closely
attached to "high-tech" education
rather than the deeply spiritual and
holy writings of, for example, the
Puritans and the early church fathers.
"High-tech" reasoning, though often
helpful, cannot be compared to that of
the fathers of the Reformation and
others back of them to whom God was
a l iv ing Being who st i l l  worked in the
hearts and lives of mankind.
Andrew Sandlin, Pastor
Baptist Temple
Painesville. Ohio
GROWTH.
Since 1952
Overholtzer
Church Furniture
has been helping
people to be
comfortable for
their Spiritual Growth.
Let us help you.
OVERHOLTZER
C H U R C H  F U R N I T U R E .  I N C .
626 Kearney Ave. ,  PO. Box 4039
Modesto,  cA 95352-4039 /  Depr.  FJ
(209) 529 1716 / (800) 344-7162 Ioll free
Morch .1986 7
Happy and lnsplred.. .
I read your article on Charles A,
Tindley (December) with great delight!
Words could not express how happy I
am that you inserted a biographical
sketch of Rev. Tindley.
I am a black preacher myself, and
biographies really inspire and en-
courage me, especial ly i f  i t 's a
biography about another black
preacher or Christian.
I am one of the faculty members at
Hyles-Anderson College, and one of the
classes I teach is called "Biographies
of Great Black Christians." As you
know, it is very hard to find good
material or biographies on Bible-
believing black Christians.
Stanley C. Harris, Jr.
Hyles-Anderson College
Crown Point, Indiana
Real issues..  
The Fundamentalist lournal is the
most interesting and stimulating
masazine I receive. Most of the fun-
damental papers I get are good, but
they do not help me minister to my
people. Often you have articles on sub-
jects that have been a problem to me.
The Journal addresses real issues and
looks for real Bible answers. Thanks
for helping me stay true to the Word
and still be timely.
Ellis Bond, Pastor
Muskogee Baptist Temple
Muskogee, Oklahoma
Source of encouragement. .
I would like to greatly thank you,
on behalf of the men of the Maryland
Penitentiary, for your fine magazine.
It is a fine addition to our Chapel
Library for the men to use as a source
of encouragement in their walk with
the Lord,
Macie C. Tillman
Administrative Chaplain
Maryland State Penitentiary
Baltimore, Maryland
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Amazing naru courue shows how to play and CH0RD
any gospel song you've ver heard -enlirely by ear!
How to find the right starting note, what chords t0
play and when to play them. Play in easy keys first,
then in any key. Learn the secrets ofhow t0 play
by ear, and play the hymns you love-now! 10 easy
lessons $6.98 plus 700 postage.
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illustrates very step slotrvly enough so you hear how
its done. Hear hov songs hould sound. $6.98+400
postage.
Order both book and cassette for $12.98 ppd!
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Exciting new course shows ho| to play melodies
with right hand, chords with left. Learn t0 play
rhythm basses, lills, runs, cross hands, "walking"
ba'sses. melodies in 3rds. 6ths. other technics. 20
easy lessons $6.98 plus 700 postaqe.
90 minute CASSETTE goes beyond inexplana-
tions and illustrations. Actually hear how t0 play
rhythm basses, runs, fills, \/\alking' basses. Repeat
examples a  otlen as you wish, learn in privacy at
home. $6.98+400 postage.
order both book and cassette Jor $12.98 pod!
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If like other Christian minis-
tries or Christian workers,
your budget is limited, you
want to spend euery dime
wisely.
Jay has spent the last 18
years buying and prouiding
audio and uideo equipment
at wholesale prices. Why?
To help you reach the world
with the sauing message of
Christ.
ust cnll lcy Cole
for prices thclt rrre
wholesale ...crrd
technology thafs
free!
So, if it's a Panasonic 3-
tube profe ssional broadcast
can'Lera, p roj e ction TV, a com-
plete editing system, special
effects generator, cassette
tape duplicator, cassette tape
player, or just 100 C-60 cass-
ette tapes that you need, just
call Jay, (5OI) 521-1758
Three lube Carnercrs
Each camera listed comes with standard
2 line enhancement and cost is without kns
wv 555 g
o 1/2" Saticon" tubes
. 600 Lines
a 80 lux min.(RetaiL) 
. . .(Your Cost). . $3,390
wv 555Bil (r:sm xcwk! il-3
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(Your Cost)
vw 89O
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$3,600
o 2/3" Puumbicon@ tubes
. 600 lines
. 40 lux min.( R e t a i L ) . . . .
(Your Cost)
$7,400
s4,990
. $9,700
86,990
service*sapily
Rt.4 Box 384 /  Foyet tev i l le ,  Arkonsos 72701 /  (5Ol l  521- t758
JERRY FALWELL COMMENTS
Will You Save a Baby?
n New Year's Eve in 1984, at
15 minutes past midnight, as
the sounds of bells and sirens
and "Auld lang Syne" were dying away,
a tremendous explosion ripped through
the Hillcrest Women's Sursical Center
in Washington, D.C. The ab6rtion clinic
there was damaged extensively. The
blast was so powerful it broke more
than 200 windows in apartments and
offices across the street. It was the thir-
tieth attack on an abortion clinic since
1982, the fourth attack in the same
week.
Through the press coverage of the
violent and inappropriate series of abor-
tion clinic bombings, the nation was
reminded again that since Roe v. Wade
more than a fourth of all pregaancies in
our nation end in abortion. The esti
mated 16 million babies who have died
since the Supreme Court's decision
represent 4,000 abortions every day. In
some states, like New York, the number
of abortions has been almost as hish as
the number of live births. The natioi has
gradually wakened to the terrible reality
that an entire generation of unborn
babies is in danger.
Just days after that terrible bomb-
ing in Washington, D.C., my wife, Macel,
and I were standing beneath the Capitol
rotunda at President Reagan's second
inauguration. Millions of dollars had
been spent to celebrate this historic
event with parades and festivities on the
streets and in the beautiful parks and
monuments of our nation's capital. Tens
of thousands of celebrants had traveled
to Washington, D.C., to join in. But the
weather was too cold. Since the wind-
chill factor was 42 degrees below zero,
the extensive outdoor inaugural
festivities were canceled, and the
lO FundomentolistJournol
-
Ilrro, the rights granted
us in a demrcratic
system, we can turn
our free society from its
kiling course and become
a mdel for the rest
of tlte world for the right
to life of evety child.
ceremonies were held inside the Capitol.
Only 2,000 could fit beneath the great
Capitol dome. My wife and I stood with
Mrs. George Bush and the vice presi
dent's family as President Reagan de-
livered his second inaugural address.
He spoke eloquently of the dignity
and worth of human life. and of his own
position against abortion and the deaths
of unborn children. Later I learned that
sources close to the president had ad-
vised him to delete this controversial
material, but he had refused. During the
first year of his second term, he in-
structed the attorney general to begin a
dialogue with the Supreme Court that
could eventually strike down Roe v.
Wade and end this decade of death.
The day following the inauguration
I joined 72,W0 people who braved the
icy temperatures to march down Penn-
sylvania Avenue to the steps of the
Supreme Court for the l2th "March for
Life," coordinated by Nellie Gray and
proJife groups from across the nation.
The President's voice echoed out across
that vast sea of faces, applauding our
stand against abortion and encouraging
us to continue fighting for the rights of
unborn children until we finally secure
their right to life. As I stood to address
that huge crowd of people shivering in
the capital's cold winter chill, I knew we
could win the battle.
Yes, we can win the fight against
abortion without taking to the streets in
real warfare, without bloodshed, with-
out bombing abortion clinics or abor-
tionists'offices, without acts of violence
and hatred. Using the rights granted us
in a democratic system, we can judi-
cially and compassionately turn our
free society from its killing course and
become a model for the rest of the
world for the right to life of every
child, born or unborn.
As I looked down across that great
crowd of proJife friends, I thought
about the price they and their organiza-
tions have paid to save the lives of our
nation's unborn children.
Last year, for the first time since the
Court's decision in 1973, the number of
abortions actually went down in our
country. The President has promised, if
given the opportunity, to help create a
Supreme Court that will reverse the
tragic decision to legalize abortion, and
help stop the killing.
But a victory against abortion is not
enough. We need to work just as hard
for the health and happiness of the girls
and women who are facing unwanted
pregnancies and for the future of their
babies after they are born.
-
You might want to initiate a pro-
gram in your community. Phase One is
a completely volunteer operation that
almost any person or church, service
club or charity, can develop. Our na-
tional offices will provide all the help
you need to begin a Pregnancy Crisis
Center in your town. We will help you
train volunteers who will operate your
local crisis hot line for the young girls
and women in your community who
have absolutely no one else to talk with
about their fears concernins an un-
wanted pregnancy. We will 
-help 
you
give free pregnancy tests and show you
how to counsel or mobilize volunteer
counselors for the women who call. We
will help you launch your first shepherd-
ing home and organize volunteers to
teach your girls, during their long
months of pregnancy, the important life
skills or crafts they will need or enjoy
in the future. We will also provide
materials and practical "know-how" for
a complete community awareness pro-
gram about abortion and "a better way."
There are approximately 50 Phase
Two Liberty Godparent Home programs
already in action around the nation.
These programs include everything
described in Phase One plus a residen-
tial care facility or group maternity
home for underaged women who need a
place to live during their months of
pregnancy. We have a carefully detailed
manual to assist you step-by-step in
starting a Liberty Godparent Home. We
hope you will visit our home in Lynch-
burg or another one nearer you to talk
to the staff and volunteers and to see
how they set up their home. Then call
our toll-free line to find out how we can
help you do it too,
We hope to have 10,000 shepherding
and maternity homes across the nation.
If each Godparent Center helps 150 girls
and women a year, that means 1.5 mil-
lion young women will have experienced
"a better way." At no cost to the woman
or the taxpayer, the lives of 1.5 million
babies will be saved everv vear.
If the current numbeioi abortions
continues to decline, at least 750,000
more babies will be available for adop-
tion every year. Remember, last year's
estimates ranged from 2 million to 5
million homes that were qualified for
adoption with only 50,000 babies avail-
able. Imagine the disappointment.
Imagine the loss. There are loving
homes waiting for every child we can
save.
Finally, during the next few years,
we will need hundreds of adoption agen-
cies to place the tens of thousands of
newborn children with their waitins
families.
Chances are right now in your town,
in your neighborhood, even on your
street there is a young woman who faces
an unwanted pregnancy. Picture her.
She may be the girl who checks your
groceries after school or sells you Girl
Scout cookies. She may be the pastor's
daughter or the mayor'r niece. She
could be any one of the attractive young
women you see in church, entering the
school yard, or babysitting your own
young children.
She is not an evil person. She just
made a mistake. In an unguarded
moment she let her need for intimacy
get the best of her good sense. Now, i
living being is growing inside her. She
is only a teenager, but suddenly she
must make a difficult decision about the
life or the death of her unborn baby.
When she finally has the courage to
tell someone, she will almost invariably
be advised to get an abortion. "it is only
a fetus," they will tell her. "It is not
human. It will feel no pain. The whole
thing will be over in a few minutes. It
is harmless and it won't cost you
anything,"
We are tired of doctors and parents
and friends, even pastors and teachers
of this nation's young people, pretending
that a fetus is only unthinking, unfeel-
ing tissue, when in fact it is a human
being waiting to be born. We are tired
of the abortionist's lies about the
"painless" effects of abortion on the un-
born child and the "harmless" effects of
abortion on the unwed mother.
[et's face it. This cycle of misinfor-
mation has led to the use of abortion as
a primary birth control technique. Our
kids are ignorant about sex. According
to competent research, American teens
commonly believe that pregnancy can-
not result from the first sexual inter-
course. Too many teenagers also believe
pregnancy cannot occur if sex occurs in-
frequently. Recent surueys of America's
young people found that there is even
a common misunderstanding that if they
have sexual intercourse in a nonhorizon-
tal position, conception is impossible.
Biologically, any method of sexual inter-
course can lead to conception; and ig-
norance, half truths, and lies only lead
to increasing the difficult and dangerous
problems we are facing.
Since 1972 the number of teenagers
who are sexually active has risen by two
thirds. Today 49 percent of all 15- to
l9-yearolds are sexually active, accord-
ing to the Guttmacher Institute. It
reports that the average teenager today
starts sexual activity atage 16 and that
half of teen pregnancies occur within six
months thereafter.
We believe that if teenagers are old
enough to be sexually active, they are
old enough to be informed clearly of the
consequences of those actions. The long-
term results of the current lies about
abortion are becoming more and more
apparent. Believing the lies, a teenager
gets an abortion, returns to her home or
classroom, and eventually discovers the
truth about the effects of abortion on
the fetus and upon herself.
From that moment at least one com-
mon behavioral pattern is all too clear.
The young woman may feel anger at
those who encouraged her to abort her
baby. She perceives them as having
betrayed her by holding back the long-
term truth for the short-term solution.
Many young women carry the emotional .
and physical scars of an abortion with
them forever. Or worse. as the number
of teenage abortions increases, so does
the number of teenage suicides by girls
who cannot live with the growing guilt
and grief they feel.
Since January 1982 the Liberty God-
parent program has worked with more
than 20,000 pregnant girls. Out of all
those cases, 99 percent have chosen
against abortion to save their unborn
babies. And none of the young women
who have entered our maternity homes
has ever opted for another abortion.
The Liberty Godparent Homes are mak-
ing a difference.
Will you seriously consider joining
us in helping save the unborn babies in
our nation? Will you think about the
possibilities of volunteering to help
establish a Liberty Godparent program
in your town or neighborhood?
There are people who smile when
thev hear mv dream. Of course it is too
large to accomplish. Of course it cannot
be done in a few short years. Of course
it will require tens of thousands of vol-
unteers, tons of materials, millions of
hours spent in training and preparation,
tens of thousands of shepherding homes,
thousands of maternity homes, and hun-
dreds of adoption agencies. But we can
do itl We must do it! We will alter the
course of history if we try to do it!
I Adapted from Il I Should Die Before
I Wake, O 1986 by Jerry Falwell.
Used by permission of Thomas Nelson
Publishers.
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Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism:
A Comparison a d Contrast
On talk shows, in question and
answer sessions, alter lectures, in the
classroom, and in pivate conversation,
the question I am most often asked is,
"What is the diflerence between Funda-
mentalbts and Evangelicals ?" Comp aring
apples to oranges would certainly be
easier, but I believe an examination of
the difference between these two
religious bodies bings an essential
understanding and even a reinforcement
of our beliefs.
Ithough they share many com-
mon characteristics, Funda-
mentalists and Evaneelicals
represent two distinct camps among
Protestant Conservatives.
Several general features characterize
Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism
today. Those features are the strengths
of each group; but, when out of balance
and control, they quickly become weak-
nesses as well.
Fundamentalist Strengths
Militancy. Fundamentalists are
characterized by a militant commitment
to the truth. They rejected Liberalism
because they saw it as capitulation to
error and unbelief. Therefore. historic
Fundamentalism has always been strong
in exposing Liberalism as heresy and
unbelief.
Adherence to biblical truth. Fluu;'-
damentalism began by defining and
defending the basic truths of Scripture.
In many ways it was an apologetic
(defending the faith)movement before it
was a polemic (attacking heresy)move-
ment. The central issue for every Fun-
damentalist is whether or not an idea is
biblical. They take seriously the issue
of separation from worldliness.
Preaching. Whereas others have been
dialoguing, Fundamentalists have kept
on preaching the gospel. Their commit-
ment to the pulpit has resulted in
churches known for strong and power-
ful preaching. Fundamentalist pastors
thunder: "Thus saith the Lord!" They
are dynamic, confrontational preachers
with conviction and authority in every
message. The movement is characterized
by the gift of prophecy (proclamation).
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by Edward Dobson is this moderation that has always kept
Evangelicals from blind extremism.
They do not believe something just
because someone tells them so. They
tend to examine very issue thoroughly
before committing themselves to it.
Love. Evangelicals tend to emphasize
the love of God. They believe that since
God loves all men, we should be slow
to judge and criticize others. Their
churches are usually characterized by
the loving fellowship of believers.
Teaching. Evangelical churches
usually emphasize the teaching of the
Bible. Expository preaching and over-
head projectors prevail in these con-
gregations. The pastor is generally
concerned about the correct interpre-
tation of Scripture. He wants the Holy
Spirit, not himself, to guide the church.
He wants his people to understand the
truth, knowing that the "truth shall
make you free" (John 8:32).
Worship. Most Evangelicals struc-
ture their church services as worship for
the corporate body, giving less attention
to public decision making and invita-
tions. The music emphasizes worship of
God. The entire service is designed to
make one think and reflect.
Scholarship. In Evangelicalism the
teacher is king. The patriarchal scholars
and Bible teachers (H.A. Ironside,
William Hendriksen, Martyn Lloyd-
Jones) are venerated. Contemporary
pastors are evaluated by their ability to
teach the Bible and unlock its treasures.
Expository preaching prevails in these
churches, and pastors are judged by the
size of their libraries and the number of
their academic degrees.
The good qualities of both Fun-
damentalism and Evangelicalism are
commendable. The strengths of both
groups, in proper balance, help make
the Conservative Bible-believing move-
ment the most dynamic force in
American religious life.
I Adapted from In Search of Unity,
O 1985 by Edward Dobson. Used
by permission of Thomas Nelson
Publishers.
Next month: Weaknesses compared.
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Evangelism. Most Fundamentalists
are known for their aggressive vange-
lism and their emphasis on soulwinning.
This has always been the strength of the
Fundamentalists and is the major rea-
son for their phenomenal growth in the
last 50 years. They have taken literally
our lnrd's command to "go out into the
highways and hedges, and compel them
to come in" (Luke 14:23). Every activity
is geared to reaching the lost.
Ti, strengths ofbtll
gnrups, in proper balance,
help make the
Con*rtative Bible
belieufug movement the
muit dynarnic force
in American religius Me,
Pastoing. The leadership of Fun-
damentalism has long been in the hands
of great pastors. It is a pastor-led move-
ment. Patriarchal pastors (Norris, Vick,
Ketcham) are venerated, and their mem-
ories cherished. Current would-be
leaders are judged by the size and in-
fluence of their churches. They are prac-
tical men concerned about winning
souls and building the local church.
Evangelical Strengths
Moderation. Although Fundamen-
talists are uncomfortable with the
moderate attitude of the Evangelicals, it
What do
these Pas
have in
tors
common?
Pastors Draper, Cunningham, Latimer, and Cedar have more in common
than being the spiritual leaders of dynamic growing churches. They, along
with several hundred others, have realized that successful fund raising
requires specialized leadership. Using STEWARDSHIP ENRICHMENT, a
scriptural approach that calls for a spiritual response to a financial need, we
at The Rogers Company have helped these pastors establish then reach their
goals. Our consultants, dedicated Christians schooled and practiced in
coordinating stewardship campaigns, can help you too, by determining your
financial potential then guiding you through the steps necessary toward
achieving your goals.
STEWARDSHIP ENRICHMENT will involve many of your families as
workers. This involvement means training, materials, and experienced
leadership which we provide to your people. Our job isn't complete until
we mobilize your laity.
Prayer is very important in a stewardship campaign. As a stewardship
emphasis it should strengthen, encourage, and challenge, leading each
family to a new spiritual awakening.
If God has placed some great project before you, contact us. We will lead
your people to raise more money than you imagined possible and will lift
them to new, exciting levels of stewardship awareness and commitment.
You will then experience as these pastors have . . .
Successful fund raising through
STEWARDSHIP
ENRICHMENT
TIIT
Dr. James T. DraPer
Fist Baptist Church, Euless, TX
Ovcr $7,mo,(m raised (Second Progrm)
Senior Pastor Jimmy Latimer
Central Church, Memphis, TN
Over $4,6O0,000 raised (Second Program)
Dr. Paul G. Cunningham
College Church of the Nazoene, Olathe, KS
Dr. Paul A. Cedar
Lake Avenue Congregational Church
Pasadena, CA
Over $l 1,000,000 raised
pocEp6
COMPANY
Toll Free l-8OO-527 -1354
Texas: 214-3 49-417 4 (Collect)
10713 Plano Road, Suite 300, Dallas, Texas 75238
City
Share with these pastors the common bond of successful fund raising through STEWARDSHIP ENRICHMENT. Returning the coupon
below could be the first step toward the greatest fund raising campaign your church has ever known.
Church Phone -(
State - Zio Code
Pastor's Name Committee Chairperson
Approximate Church Budget last year:
n Under 100,000 n 100,000-300,000 n 300,000-500,000 n 500,000-1,000,000 n 1,000,000-3,000,000 n Over 3,000,000
The funds raised through STEWARDSHIP ENRICHMENT will be used for:
n New Construction - ! Relocation n Land Purchase I Renovation n Debt Retirement n Other
TYPE
Parentin$ Ieenagers
through Ihose
Difficult, Bewar1tin$ Years
by Gary R. Collins
don't want to cheer.
Not yet.
But I think we are going to make it.
In only two years our youngest
daughter will reach the ripe old age
of 20, and we will no longer be parents
of teenagers. The house will be quieter
(I hope), but we will miss the chal-
lenses of these difficult and rewardins
yea"rs of parenthood.
A lot has changed since we parents
were in high school. Most young people
today are faced with temptations,
pressures, and anti-Christian philoso-
phies that many of us never heard
about as teenagers. Every parent and
youth leader knows of kids who have
left the church, slid into blatant im-
morality, moved into gangs or cults,
ruined their bodies and Iives with
drugs and alcohol, or turned in despair
to suicide. How many of us have felt
an inner ache when other parents,
Christian parents, have helplessly
watched their children rebel?
There is comfort and encourage-
ment in the early verses of Isaiah. God
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ity of his new country, or quietly fumed
in bitter anger. Instead, he maintained
a strong faith in God and rose to exert
great influence in the midst of a per-
IVIany parents do not
understand or listen
to youn$ people.
verse and crooked generation. While
the rulers of Babylon were going mad,
drinking themselves into oblivion and
wasting their lives in sinful pleasures,
Daniel maintained his stability and be-
came a competent leader. He was a
teenager who turned out well.
The Scriptures do not say how this
young man grew to adulthood. But the
story of Daniel's life gives hints that
could help parents today.
Somebody prayed.We do not know
this for certain, but is it possible that
is speaking through the prophet. "Hear,
O heavens, and give ear O earth: for the
Lord hath spoken, I have nourished
and brought up children, and they have
rebelled against me" (Isa. l:2). Even
God, the perfect parent, knew the pain
of rebellious children. He understands
the heartaches of modern Darents
when their teenagers turn from the
faith and rebel.
No formula can stop this pain or
prevent eenage rebellion. No recipe is
available to help parents turn out
model offspring. There are no easy
answers to parental questions, in spite
of the hundreds of books and articles
on child-rearing.
But there is hooe. The Bible shows
that many of God^'s children did not
rebel. Others turned from their sinful
ways and spent productive years serv-
ing the master. A few became outstand-
ing religious leaders.
Consider Daniel, a young man whose
early life was disrupted when Nebu-
chadnezzar burned Jerusalem and
carried its people into captivity. Daniel
could have wallowed in discourase-
ment, rebelled, fallen into the immoral-
people were praying for young Daniel
as he was carried off into Babylon?
Living as slaves in a foreign nation,
Daniel's relatives were powerless to
guide his life, but they could pray to
their all-powerful Goc.
Several years ago, one of our daugh-
ters got involved with teenage friends
who clearly were not a good influence.
She knew we did not approve of the
friends. We knew that arguments and
confrontation would probably cement
the friendships instead of breaking
them. In power struggles, teenagers
often do the opposite of what their
Darents want.
So my wife and I turned to a more
powerful source. We prayed, asking
God to protect our daughter and guide
her into more healthy friendships.
Philippians 4:6 became our daily theme:
"Be careful for nothing; but in every
thing by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made
known unto God." Slowly our daughter
shifted to more wholesome friends.
She even admitted that her former
Photos by Cathy Watson
Lirt.ning enhances
communication. and
everybody gets
friends could have been dangerous.
Prayer changes teenagers and their
parents.
Somebody understood. When the
king's servant announced that Daniel
and his colleagues would be given the
royal wine and rich foods, the young
men refused. They convinced the ser-
vant to try an experiment. "Let us eat
fresh vegetables for 10 days," they pro-
posed. "Then you will see that we are
healthier than the others."
The Babylonian servant knew he
would lose his job and his life if the ex-
periment failed. Nevertheless, he lis-
tened to the young Israelites, tried to
understand their struggles, and finally
went along with the experiment.
In a recent survev. Christian teen-
agers reported that hany parents do
not understand or listen to young peo-
ple, Too often, we parents jump to con-
clusions and issue orders, without
attempting to comprehend the per-
spectives and struggles of our kids.
When parents listen and make an effort
to understand, most teenagers are
eventually willing to talk and change
behavior. Listening enhances communi
cation, and with communication, every-
body gets along better.
Somebody wos an example. Young
people are imitators. They dress and
talk like one another, follow the latest
trends in music, and hang on to the
pronouncements of the latest teenage
heroes. It is not easy to be like young
Daniel, who made up his mind to resist
the crowd and refuse the royal junk
food (Dan. 1:8).
Was Daniel following the example
of some unknown believer whose ac-
tions had shown the young man how
to overcome temptation?
Many Christian teenagers believe
their parents and church leaders are
hypocrites. Kids claim that we often
say one thing but do something differ-
ent. I have not forsotten the collese
freshman who told ire she was leaviig
the church because her father was a
model deacon on Sunday, but a tyrant
at home durins the rest of the week.
Being a Christian at home
easy. Teenagers are watching
the time, and that can make
comfortable.
Paul must have sensed this discom-
fort, but he still told the Corinthians,
"Be ye followers of .me, even as I also
am of Christ" (l Cor. ll:l). Like the
apostle, we need God's daily help if we
are to be good examples to our grow-
ing children.
Somebody cared. Godcared enough
to give Daniel the knowledge, under-
standing, guidance, and protection he
needed as an adult, serving as an alien
in a foreign land. Not sirrprisingly,
Daniel was a man of prayer, who surely
cared for Shadrach, Meshach, Abed-
nego, and others.
Recently I talked with a young man
whose parents are successful business
people. They are committed believers,
active in their church, and concerned
about the rebellious behavior of their
teenase son.
"I know that the thines I do are
wrong," the teenager adriitted, "but
my parents are too busy to care. They
don't show much interest in me as a
person. Sometimes they only notice
when I get into trouble."
My young friend is probably not
typical. Rebellious kids often have very
concerned, caring parents. But any of
us can get too busy and fail to show
how much we care.
In the midst of a damp, uncomfort-
able prison cell, Paul cared enough to
urge his Philippian readers to help
those believers who were not getting
along with each other (Phil. 4:2-3).
Encouraged by the concern that the
Philippians had shown to him, he took
the time to exDress his thanks for their
help (Phil. +:io,t+-t01.
Do our kids know that we care
about them, that we are interested in
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is not
us all
us un-
along better.
their plans, struggles, stresses, and in-
terests? The father of the Prodisal Son
never stopped caring, as he wai-ted for
his boy to come home.
Somebody encouraged. Daniel was
so remarkable that his critics were
jealous and intent on getting rid of
him. Every Sunday school teacher has
told the story of Daniel in the lion's
den. God closed the mouths of the
beasts, but later the critics were de-
stroyed by the hungry animals.
I wonder if anybody encouraged
Daniel. Did he have somebody like
Barnabas, who was so encouraging
that the early Christians gave him a
name that means "encourager"?
In my years as a parent I have
learned that it is easier to find fault
than to give encouragement. My wife
discovered this in a dramatic way
several years ago. One of our teenagers
was going through a stage when every-
thing she did was wrong. Her dress
was outlandish, her musical tastes
were terrible, her behavior was gener-
ally obnoxious, and her attitude was
worse, We had reached the point (again)
of feeling that we were failures as
parents and that none of us would
make it through her teenage years. We
felt that we were criticizing all the
time.
My wife did not want to be a nag-
ging mother, so she made some de-
liberate efforts to chanee. She asked
Do our kids know we
are interested in their
plans, struggles, tresses,
and interests?
the Lord to help her see the good qual-
ities in our teenager. My wife deter-
mined to overlook the minor things, to
keep her criticisms for major issues,
and to give compliments and encour-
agements whenever there was any sign
of something good. Philippians 4:8
became her guide. She looked for what
was good, lovely, and praiseworthy in
our children, and made it a habit to
mention these frequently.
Almost overnight the atmosphere
at home changed. Of course there was
still a need for pointing out errors,
giving warnings, and mentioning weak-
nesses. But these were set in an en-
vironment of positive feelings and
encouragement. When she made criti-
cal comments, my wife was careful to
speak this truth in love (Eph. 4:15).
Remarkable changes followed.
Somebody was patient. One day
King Nebuchadnezzar had a dream
that he wanted Daniel to internret.
"Because of your pride, you are going
to go mad," Daniel told the king. "The
dream means that you will lose your
kingdom and live in the fields like an
animal."
A year passed, and nothing hap-
pened. Did the king, or Daniel, wonder
if the prediction of madness might be
wrong? Did Daniel get tired of waiting
for God to act as He had promised?
When the king was struck with mad-
ness, did Daniel get impatient while
waiting seven years for the king to
recover?
We have no evidence that Daniel
was impatient, but for many modern
parents patience is not a virtue. We
like immediate answers to our prayers,
quick changes in our teenagers, and
almost instant maturity. Waiting for
change and growth is difficult.
God is never in a hurry. He is pa-
tient and gives us patience, as one of
the fruits of the Spirit. Like Paul, who
had learned to be content even in jail,
so we must trust God to work patiently
in us and in our teenagers. God moves
in mysterious ways, but He seldom
moves in hurried ways.
We find little comfort in being re-
minded that most Christian teenagers-
and their parents-successfully get
through these important years. The
maturing process is sometimes painful
and often not rewarding. But our pa-
tient, caring God is sovereign. He gives
the encouragement and guidance we
need, either from the Scriptures or
from other parents who are willing to
share our burdens.
The past several years have been
the most fulfilling in my life. I have
grown as a Christian and as a parent.
Has much of my growth come be-
cause we were privileged to have teen-
agers in our house?
I Gary R. Collins is author of several
books on Christian counseling and is
professor of psychology at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield,
Illinois. He holds a Ph.D. from Purdue
University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
Einolly, a Christicn schoqft
cf,IrTicailUm thct3,-"-;,1*
excitingf...e\ren forrrft11p1lf-it-clls"!
There's one in every class. The student who's been
in Sunday school every Sunday of his life. He's
been to camp 235 times; vacation Bible school 43
times. . . and hes only ten! Trying to keep him
interested in a Bible curriculum is NOT always
easy.
. . . but with Lifdffay, you're a lot closer! Write for
our free catalog, or sample materials for your grade.
! Please send me your
catalog ot LifeWay
curriculum for Christian
schools, K-8, with Junior
High literature electives.
Send me a sample
curriculum packet for
grade(s) 
-; I
understand we can
examine these for 60
days with no obligation.
City, State,
Division of Scripture
Press Publications, Inc.
1825 College Avenue
Wheaton. lllinois 60187
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by Charles R. Swindoll
.I OMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS
\anr cRowN, things are going
V to be a lot different. The garage
won't be full of bikes, electric train
tracks on plywood, sawhorses sur-
rounded by chunks of two-by-fours,
nails, a hammer and saw, unfinished
"experimental projects," and the rabbit
cage. I' l l be able to park both cars
neatly in just the right places, and
never again stumble over skateboards,
a pile of papers (saved for the school
fund drive), or the bag of rabbit food-
now split and spilled. Ugh!
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, the kitchen will be incredibly
neat. The sink will stav free of stickv
dishes, the garbage disposal won't gel
choked on rubber bands or paper cups,
the refrigerator won't be clogged with
nine bottles of milk, and we won't lose
the tops to jelly jars, catsup bottles,
the peanut butter, the margarine, or
the mustard. The water jar won't be
put back empty, the ice trays won't be
left out overnight, the blender won't
stand for six hours coated with the re-
mains of a midnight malt, and the
honey will stay inside the container.
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, my lovely wife will actually
have time to get dressed leisurely. A
long hot bath (without three panic
interruptions), time to do her nails
(even toenails if she pleasesl) without
answering a dozen questions and re-
viewing spelling words, having had
her hair done that afternoon without
trying to squeeze it in between racing
a sick dos to the vet and a trip to the
orthodontist with a kid in a bad mood
because she lost her headgear.
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, the instrument called a "tele-
phone" will actually be available. It
won't look like it's growing from a
teenager's ear. It will simply hang
there . . . silently and amazingly avail-
able! It will be free of lipstick, human
saliva, mayonnaise, corn chip crumbs,
and toothpicks stuck in those little
holes.
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, I'l lbe able to see throughthe
car windows. Fingerprints, tongue
licks, sneaker footprints, and dog
tracks (nobody knows how)will be con-
spicuous by their absence. The back
seat won't be a disaster area, we won't
sit on jacks or crayons any more, the
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When I became pastor of Central Bapist Church in
Tyler, Texas, God gave me some programs and ideas
that involved and excited our pople. We grew from
364 in 1981 to an average of
1,685 by December of 1984.
Offerings increased from
$200,000 to $800,000. tet me
share our programs with you!!
Larry Nonell
Consider the materials:
God's Affirmative Action
o A four-month program ofdaily
devotions
. A weekly theme and memory
verse
. A timely and easily understood
devotion
. A positive action easily per-
formed that will build Chris-
tian character.
o A set of 16 lessons uitrble for
Sunday school curriculum or
Sunday evening sermons by
the pastor. Cost: $115.00
Reach Out and Touch
Detailed timetable for corre-
spondence, cot tage PraYer
meetings, printing deadlines,
and publicity. Nine weeks of
Reach Out and Touch themes.
Suggestions for a successful
homecoming. Produced a big
day of 2,700 in Sunday school.
Cost: $50.00
'Paftners With Christ
o A five-week stewardship campaign
r Weekly Sunday school lessons
. Detailed sermon outlines
o Six letters with timetable for mailing
. Suggestions for a successful banquet
Cost: $50.00
Women's Welcome l1/agon
Produced over 4,000 first-time
visitors in one year. A soul-
winning program for the women
of the church. One of the most
innovative programs we have
ever used to involve the women
of our church in prayer and
evangelism.
Cost: $60.00
WHAT PASTORS SAY:
"Our attendance increased over 50 percent. Our
teaching staff doubled."
-Rev. Tommy Stone, Sherman, Texas
"lt literally turned our church around. Our offer-
ings are up considerably. The programs increased
our attendance."
-Rev. Don Beebe, Kilgore, Texas
"One of the most revolutionary ideas I've seen
for ladies vsitation and soul-winning."
-Dr. Gary Coleman, Garland, Texas
"They make for an easy installation in any
church. "
-Dr. Johnny Ramsey, Ft. Worth, Texas
Fill out order and mail to:
Norrell Publications o Box 7000 o Tvler. TX 75711
Please send me the checked (z) materials. Enclosed
is $- (Deduct 10% if ordering all four.)
n God's Affirmative Action n Partners
n Reach Out ! Welcome Wagon
tank will not always be somewhere
between empty and fumes and (glory to
God!) I won't have to clean up dog
messes another time.
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, we will return to normal
conversations. You know, just plain
American talk. "Gross" won't punctu-
ate every sentence seven times. "Yuk!"
will not be heard. "Hurry up, I gotta
go!" will not accompany the banging
of fists on the bathroom door. "It's my
turn" won't call for a referee. And a
magazine article will be read in full
without interruption, then discussed at
length without mom and dad having
to hide in the attic to finish the
conversation.
SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS ARE
GROWN, we won't run out of toilet
tissue. My wife won't lose her keys. We
won't forget to shut the refrigerator
door. I won't have to dream up new
ways of diverting attention from the
gumball machine . . . or have to answer
"Daddy, is it a sin that you're driving
47 in a 30-mile-an-hour zone?".. .  or
promise to kiss the rabbit goodnight. .
or wait up forever until they get home
from dates . . . or have to take a num-
ber to get a word in at the supper
table . . . or endure the pious pounding
of one Keith Green jusf below the level
of acute pain.
YES, SOMEDAY WHEN THE KIDS
ARE GROWN, things are going to be a
Iot different, One by one they'll leave
our nest, and the place will bqgin to re-
semble order and maybe even a touch
of elegance. The clink of china and
silver will be heard on occasion. The
crackling of the fireplaces will echo
through the hallway. The phone will be
strangely silent. The house will be
quiet.  .  .
a n d  c a l m . . .
and always clean. . .
ano empty .  .
and filled with memories.. .
and lonely. . .
and we won't like that at all. And we'll
spend our time not looking forward to
Someday but looking back to Yester-
day. And thinking, "Maybe we can
baby-sit the grandkids and get some
Iifeback in this place for a change!"
Could it be that the apostle Paul
had some of this in mind when he
wrote: I have learned to be content in
whatever circumstances I am.
Maybe so. But then again, chances
are good Paul never had to clean up
many oog messes.
I From the book Standing Out: Being
Real in an Unreal World by Charles R.
Swindoll, copyright 1979by Charles R.
Swindoll, Inc. Published by Multnomah
Press, Portland, Oregon 97266. Used by
permission.
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"I Am Pleased
To Announce...tt
" In 1987 Cedarvi l le Col lege wi l l  mark i ts ccntennial
year in Christ ian higher educat ion. For 100 vcars we
have devoted ourselves to clualit-v. 'frl reaffirnr that
commitment,  I  am pleased to anrlounce that orrr  t rustees
have authorized two major constrt tct ion pro. iccts.  ' fhcse
nerv faci l i t ies ensure that t l re qual i tv educat i<,rr t  for u 'hic l i
Cedarvi l le is respected wi l l  cont inue. "
l ) r .  I )a t r l  I ) i xon .  [ ) rcs idcn t
Our new, t \ \ ,o-story,  67,000 st ;u l rc f i rot  l i t r rarv wi l l  r ivrr l  thc s izc of  our Athlct ic  Oentcr .  l "u l lv  cornputcr izcd und
t lcs igned for  r  growing stude nt  l rocl_v,  th is resourcc center  wi l l  provide room f i r r  a col lcct i<>n of  2.50,0(X) r 'o lunrcs,  a
langLrage labomtr l ry ' ,  media resourcc ce nter ,  and specia l izcd lcrrn ing and stuclv r r rcas.  Whcn complctecl  in 191J7,  i t  wi l l
be onc of  thc f incst  inde oenclcnt  col lcsc l i t r rar ies in thc Nt ic lu 'cst .
' l 'hc 
27,(XX) s<;urrc foot  bui ld ing u,hich houses our present l ibrarv r , r , i l l
be conve r tcc l  to ncconrmodate lJusincss Adr l in ist rat ion,  our largcst
acac lem ic  dcpa r t r ncn t .  P rov i d i ng  l 2  ncw  c l ass rooms  and  1 t l  f acu l t y
o f f i c cs ,  t h i s  co rpo ra te  cen te r  w i l l  con t r i n  r r  un i< ;uc  bus incss
s imu la t i on  l a l r r l r i r t r l n ' and  con rp t r t c I  supP( ) r t  i n  evc r y  c l ass ro r tm  l nd
of f lcc.  ' l 'hesc rcsor l rccs cxpancl  thc dcpertnrcnt 's  prescnt  lcaclership
rn rong  t  o l l cgcs  r r r r d  r r n i r  c r s i t i c s  i r r  co rnp r r r c r  i n t eg r l t i on .
ffiWWWW
CNDARYILLD
COITDGN
l tJtJ7 19 tJ7
An accredited Baptist liberal arts college of 1800 students
Box 601 (ledan.ille . Oll 4.5314 (513) 766-2211
f-b' -d
Finding A
An Excerpt from
If I Should Die
Before I Wake
by lenniler Simpson
(6 here are you going?"
my father asked, look-
ing up from his news-
paper as I carried two suitcases and a
hanging bag toward the door.
"Over to Shelly's, Dad," I answered,
Ieaning over to kiss him on the cheek.
"I'l l be staying there while you are in
Washington, and Mom is in Florida."
"Will you be careful, Jennifer?"
Mom added as she came in from the
bedroom where she had been packing
for her long-awaited vacation.
"Careful enough," I answered rather
sharply without even looking in her
direction.
Our fights always seemed to end
with my mother's not-so-subtle im-
plications. "Where will it lead?" I
knew what she had in mind. We alldid,
We never spoke of the abortion, but it
was always there hanging over us. We
tried to ignore it but it wouldn't go
away. We tried to forget it, but it
crowded our memories and haunted
our dreams. I didn't realize it then, but
the abortion was a turning point for all
of us. I think now that my four hours
in that abortion clinic was the besin-
ning of a long list of troubles for 6ur
family, including my growing depres-
sion and my parents' growing fears.
Something awful had begun to hap-
pen between my mother and me dur-
ing those last two years in high school.
I knew she loved me and I loved her,
but every conversation between us
quickly became a shouting match. I
didn't understand her. She didn't
understand me. Somewhere along the
way we both gave up trying to under-
stand each other. We just yelled across
the distance between us, and the
distance grew wider and wider as we
yelled. Slowly, my best friend had
Decome mv enemv.
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"Careful enough isn't an answer,"
she said loudly. "I want a promise that
whi le we're gone you' I I . . . "
"Mom," I shouted, turning to face
her, "I'm not a child anymore. I'm a
high school graduate. I'm 18 years
old."
"Jennifer," she said, taking a deep
breath and trying to stay calm, "you
may have your own life, but as long as
you live it under our roof you will obey
our rules. We don't like your going out
every night."
"I haven't been going out every
night," I interrupted her.
"Let me finish," she said with ex-
aggerated calm. "We don't know where
you go or what you do out there, but
we do know that almost every night
you come home smelling of beer and
stale cigarettes."
"That's not true," I yelled back,
Iooking to my father for support. "I
don't come in all that late, Dad." I
ignored my mother altogether. "And I
don't smell!"
Dad just looked at the two of us
sadly. He had watched our relation-
ship deteriorate over the past few
months. He knew that mother-daushter
warfare was common durins thJlate
teen years, but he knew, too, that our
warfare was getting out of hand.
During my junior and senior years,
in spite of the good times and suc-
cesses, I had become more and more
unhappy. I was easily irritated and
often depressed. Shelly was good com-
pany, but I needed more than girl talk
and giggles Something had gone
wrong in my life. I didn't know then
what it was, but I knew that I was
miserable and angry and lonely most
of the time. And I desperately needed
someone or something to make me feel
good again.
So I dated and went to oarties. I did
what all the kids were doing our junior
and senior years. It felt good to have
guys interested in me. It was a vicious
circle. The less I was home, the more
trouble I got into, and the more trou-
ble I got into, the less I wanted to be
at home. Instead of being with my
familv I snent a lot of nishts with
friends wh^ere there was no 5ne to tell
me what to do and what not to do.
"Jennifer," my mother said quietly
that day, reaching out to touch me as
she spoke, "you have been drinking at
these parties, and the last few nights,
you've been drinking too much. Think
where that could lead." she said.
I jerked my arm back from my
mother's hand, walked quickly to the
door, and turned to face her. Her face
was flushed. Her eyes were blinking
back the tears. Her hands were clenched.
She was right. We both knew it. I had
been drinking at those parties. I liked
the way I felt after a couple of drinks.
A beer or two helped me kill those
awful feelings I wanted to avoid. I
laughed more. I loosened up. I felt free.
"I' l l drink if I want to drink," I
whispered fiercely.
"Yes, and you'll use drugs, too, I
suppose," Mother shouted back.
"Drugs?" I yelled. "You think I'm
using drugs?"
"One thing leads to another, Jen-
nifer." she answered. "And God knows
where it will all end."
I stared at her for one long, angry
moment. Then, without answering, I
pushed open the door and stormed out.
I walked quickly down the driveway,
slid behind the wheel of my Volks-
wagen beetle, and turned the key.
"Start, you little creep," I muttered
as the engine turned over once and died.
I wanted to get away before our fight
began again. Sometimes my mother and
her warnings followed me out the door,
down the sidewalk, and up to the car
without pausing. I could see her stand-
ing in the doorway looking at me as I
turned the key again. All I could think of
was getting away from her angry voice.
I wish now that I could have known
where my rebellion was leading me. It
had all begun innocently enough. I had
been lonely and depressed in high
school after Mike graduated. We had
become close friends. We dated resu-
larly. He loved me and I loved hi?n.
When he graduated and went away to
college, there was a short time when
we managed to keep our relationship
alive. Then the letters quit coming and
the visits stopped. We never ended our
friendship formally. But I knew by his
silence that it was over.
Mv senior vear was a difficult.
lonely time. I needed someone to love
me. My mom and dad loved me, but
their love wasn't enough. Shelly loved
me, but we were just girlhood chums.
Then I met Jeff, and I thought maybe
this time someone would love me
enough to make the hurting go away.
I don't know why Jeff and I kept
noticing each other at parties, except
that I was without Mike and Jeff was
almost always alone. He had the most
beautiful eyes I had ever seen. They
were so dark, and so deep-set that they
looked black, and they sparkled when
he talked. He looked like James Dean
in one of those black-and-white posters
from Giant. He was quiet and often sat
staring into the fire for hours at a time.
Then his mood would change, and we
would go racing across the back roads
in his dad's old jeep. I loved the way
Jeff held me when we danced or lay on
the floor watching videos in Shelly's
oasement game room.
I grinned to myself even as I
struggled to start the flooded motor.
Dad was going to an important con-
ference in Washington. Mom was tak-
ing time to visit her sister in Florida
for the first time in years. They would
be gone for three weeks.
I liked the way I felt when I was
with Jeff. When he kissed me or held
my face in his hands and said, "I love
you," I felt the loneliness and the
depression fade away. He loved me. I
loved him. Though I really believed
that making love should be saved for
marriage, I broke my rules with Jeff.
I swore the first time would be the last.
The second time was easier. Time sped
by-the Senior Prom, final exams,
graduation, and summer vacation. Jeff
and I had big plans for those next three
parent-free weeks.
Shelly was waiting for me outside
her parent's sprawling home in a
never
spoke of the
abortion, but it
.was always there .
t .
nangmg over us.
We tried to ignore
it but it wouldn't
go away.
suburb near the mountains. She
jumped down from her perch on the
ranch-style fence that encircled their
property and raced toward my little
Volkswagen bug.
"Jenniferl" she yelled.
For the next three weeks we would
have the run of the house and could en-
tertain our friends there in total privacy.
Mom called from Florida the next nisht
to see if everything was all right. I liad
been having strange little cramps in my
abdomen, but they didn't seem worth
mentioning to Shelly, Iet alone to Mother.
I was so happy to be on my own at last,
and I certainly didn't want to mess
things up right from the start.
Every day the cramps got worse.
During the first week at Shelly's I was
awakened by sharp pains. When I felt
my abdomen, I noticed swelling. I
suspected cancer. It was common in our
family.
One morning the pains doubled me
over onto the cold tile floor in the
bathroom. I have never been a trooper,
my mother says, when it comes to pain.
Shelly found me kneeling there, clutch-
ing my stomach and groaning in pain.
We had a party scheduled for that
night. Jeff was coming. I could not be
sick.
At that very moment the telephone
rang. It was Dad, calling from Wash-
ington just to see how we were doing.
"Tell him, Jennifer," Shelly whis-
pered as I picked up the phonej "or I'll
tell him myself."
She started for the extension phone
in her room. I cupped my hand over the
telephone mouthpiece and whis-
pered loudly, "Get away from the phone,
traitor. I'll tell him."
Toward the middle of our conversa-
tion, I mentioned the abdominal pains.
At first I made light of them, but when
Dad questioned me further, I admitted
that the symptoms made me wonder
about cancer.
My father said to hang up, and he
would call a doctor who was a friend of
his. Only five minutes later, he
called me back to say, "You have an
appointment at 10 this morning,"
Shelly drove us into town. She sat in
the waiting room and stared at an old
National Geographic while I went in for
the emergency checkup. There was
something growing in me, all right. The
ultrasound test proved that, but it
wasn't cancer.
"It's a baby," I told Shelly, as we
staggered arm-in-arm out of the waiting
room into the noontime sun.
"A baby?" Shelly echoed wearily.
"You're pregnant? Again?" We barely
made it to the car before I burst into
tears.
This time I had taken birth control
pills as the doctor had suggested after
the abortion. But every once in a while
I had forgotten. How could I? I
wondered.
Shelly helped me into the living
room, and I lay back on a huge stuffed
chair and sobbed until the tears were
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Ababv?"
Shelly echoed
wearily. "You're
pregnant? Again?"
gone. She brought me a piece of tissue
and a glass of water and waited for me
to calm down.
"I know what we'll do," she said
when I finally got control again. "We'll
get an apartment together somewhere
out of state. I'll get a job and you can
have the baby."
I listened while my friend concocted
a crazy plan. She was serious. She
wanted me to keep the baby this time,
and she wanted to help me keep it. But
I would not allow my best friend to
leave her home and family to get a job
somewhere as a waitress to support my
baby while I lived on welfare. I was too
practical to accept her offer, and too
angry.
The first time I got pregnant, I was
innocent. I didn't understand anything.
I was just hurt and frightened. But the
second time I got pregnant, I also got
angry. I was angry at the first man, who
made me pregnant without loving me.
I was angry at Jeff, who said he loved
me but made me pregnant anyway.
"Why did he do it?" I muttered
through my tears. "Why wasn't he more
careful?"
Shelly listened silently as I just
babbled accusations at Jeff. "He'll set
off scot-free," I remember shoutinglat
Shelly that day. "I'll have to pay the
price."
I didn't call Jeff. I didn't tell him that
I was pregnant. In fact, he stil l
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doesn't know. I don't remember exactly
why I left him out of my decision. I was
angry, afraid, and deceitful all at once.
I knew I didn't want to marry him. I
knew that would be wrong. So, I walked
away and faced the problem without
him.
Suddenly, I felt very much alone. I
wanted my parents back. I knew I had
to call my dad and tellhim the doctor's
diagnosis.
"Dad?" I could hear his voice over
the long distance line. I knew how auful
he felt as he waited to hear the results
of the doctor's test. But I couldn't speak.
I didn't have the courage to tell him.
"Jen," he finally said. "Are you
pregnant?"
"I'm going to Florida," I answered,
ignoring his question completely.
"Tomorrow. To see Mom. I'il call you
from there."
"Jen," he said again, "it's all right.
Everything is all right. Don't worry."
Suddenly, I began to cry again, grip-
ping the phone for dear life and sob-
bing long distance as Dad, a thousand
miles away waited for me to get control
of myself.
"I saw a television special just
yesterday," he finally said to me, "about
a maternity home in Virginia where you
can have your baby in privacy. They
take care of everything, even an adop-
tion. There was a number to call. I'll find
it and call you back."
"A place in Virginia. . . " I moaned as
Shelly hung up the phone and helped me
lie back on a living room sofa.
" . . . where I can save my baby? Great."
I pictured a haunted house with
arrny nurses and big needles and preg-
nant girls behind locked doors and
barred windows.
"Give me that phone," I said to
Shelly. "I'm going to call Mom. I'm go
ing to Florida tomorrow. She'll know
what to do."
The drive to Florida was endless. It's
a miracle I made it there alive. I cried
from Macon, Georgia, on Interstate 75
South all the way to the Florida state
line. I cried six hours until I reached my
aunt's home in Baldwin, a little town
outside Jacksonville, where my mom
and her sister were waiting.
I hadn't told her about my preg-
nancy on the telephone. I was too afraid.
She had warned me so many times dur-
ing those last two years of high school.
Her words, "Where will it lead?"
haunted me. But as I drove throueh the
streets of Baldwin, I knew that"Mom
would be outside, waiting for me.
"I've been worried siik," she said
walking down the drive to meet me,
"What's wrong?"
She put her arm around me and led
me toward the house. We sat on'a
screened-in back porch. For a moment
I forgot the tension between us, We sat
on a swing seat. She held me and rocked
me back and forth gently, waiting for
me to speak, knowing what I would say.
It was too late to begin the war between
us once again. We postponed the loud,
angry words during those next 24 hours
and tried to solve mv problem.
Dear Stephen,
I think the most important hing frir you to know is that yoir were not
unwanted. Many, many people care for you and pra! for you, but none more
than mp. I want the very best for you, and if I could give it to you, don't.
think for a moment that I wouldn't. "
God has a very special plan for your life, and right now it's for you to
have both a mother and a fathdr.
' Not a day in ybur life will go by without your being in\ my thoughts and
my prayers. And even more important had that, God has His eye on you.
Never once since that instant you were concei.ved has God takb4 His eye
off yoq, and not until the moment you cease to exist will He. I pray that you
will grow and mature in the knowledge that God gave up His Son, Jesus Christ,
who sacrificed His precious life for you and me.
This love and concbrn for you exceeds even mine. I love you.
Your Mom.
, Jennifer Simpsop
"I saw a television special," Mom
said finally after I had poured out my
calamity to her.
"About a place in Virginia?" I fin-
ished her sentence sarcastically.
"Yes," she said surprised, "How did
you know?"
"Dad told me about it on the phone,"
I answered. "Oh, please, Mom," I
blurted out, "don't make me go to one
of those places."
For the next hour over iced tea and
key lime pie, my mother talked to me
about a Reverend Jerry Falwell and his
maternity home in Virginia. She had
been devoted to "The Old-Time Gospel
Hour" for several years. She had known
about Liberty Godparent Ministries
from the beginning. She had heard mov-
ing stories about girls like myself who
had gone to Virginia to save their babies
and she was sure it was the answer.
"There's no way you're going to get
me to move into some weird home for
unwed mothers," I said, thinking she
had gone crazy on me. "There's just no
way."
ln spite of my protests and my angry
replies, Mom didn't grve in. She and Dad
had talked about it already. They had
decided. Now they were just waiting for
me to be convinced.
"Just think about it," she said grow-
ing more and more exasperated by my
determined
that tris tinre I
would'be smart,
Sometliing changod
' within me.
I grew up
resistance. "Call them. Talk to them.
Please."
Mom and I had reached an impasse,
yet we couldn't talk about anything else.
We had gone round and round until I
could stand it no more. I decided to
leave for home. I would not listen to
Mom's pleas to stay until morning.
I left Mom and Aunt Elizabeth at I I
in the evening the night after I arrived
in Jacksonville.
I hugged Mom before I drove away.
Not once had she said, "I told you so."
Not once had she scolded me.
I didn't want to go to that awful
place I pictured in a godforsaken little
backwater town in the hills of the Ap-
palachians. I didn't want to get mixed
up with a television preacher and his
spooky old maternity home. But my
mother had at least suggested a solution.
"There must be another way," I said
to her as I was leaving. "And if there is
I'll find it."
Everyone had reacted so differently
to my second pregnancy. The first time,
everyone had quickly decided an abor-
tion was the only answer. But after
going through it together and after liv-
ing with what we had done for more
than two years, our ideas had changed
completely. No one really admitted it,
but everyone felt the same. The guilt and
grief from having one abortion was
enough. No one mentioned it again. Still,
I couldn't imagine having a baby. I
wasn't married. I didn't have a iob or an
Groteful for the impoct of the Liberty Godporent Ministdes on her life, Jennifer Simpson joins Dr. Jerry Folwell's etfort to estoblish thousonds
of similor progroms notionwide.
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apartment. I planned on college and a
career.
Sixty minutes after I left Jackson-
ville. in the middle of nowhere on a dark
and empty highway, my faithful little
Volkswagen beetle began to sputter and
lose power in the fast lane. I pulled
quickly across the highway and coasted
down the nearest off-ramp to the only
24hour station I noticed on the long and
lonely drive.
It was past midnight andno mechanic
was available until morning. I called
Shelly and locked myself into the
Volkswagen to await her arrival.
The night was endless. There was no
moon. No stars. No midnight visions. I
just sat in the scary silence watching a
beautiful moth fly around and around
a hot light that hung above the gas
station. The moth was black and sold
and fuzzy. Its wings were iridesient
blue. As I watched I wondered why such
a beautiful creature didn't have sense
enough to fly away to safety. It fluttered
and danced about the light closer and
closer until with a terrible sizzlins
sound, it died and fell into a heap witl
all the others.
Lying on the backseat of a locked
Volkswagen with the door handle
jammed into my back and myfeetcurled
under me, I pictured myself fluttering
and dancing about the light. I deter-
mined that this time I would be smart
enough to fly away to safety.
That awful night was one of the
best things that ever happened to me.
There beside that fillins station in the
middle of nowhere, somithing changed
within me. I grew up.
"Dear, Lord," I prayed, "please help
me." I hadn't prayed for a long time,
not a real prayer, not like this one. "I'm
in bad trouble again, Lord, and I don't
know what to do about it." I stared in-
to the darkness trying to find God out
there. "Help me know if I should go to.
this Godparent Home place, or help me
find some better way."
I lay in the darkness praying and
crying and thinking about that once-
beautiful moth for the rest of the night.
At 6 a.m. Shelly finally arrived. We
drove home together in silence.
Exhausted when we finally turned
into Shelly's driveway, we went right
to bed, only to be awakened a short
time later by the telephone. "Jen, this
is Dad," the voice said from some-
where far away.
"Dad?" I asked coming wide awake.
"Mom and I are both catching
planes within the next hour. We'll be
home by noon. We've talked all night
about your baby. We know you don't
want to go to Lynchburg, but... "
"I'll go," I interrupted.
For a moment there was silence.
"You will?" he said, sounding sur-
prised that I had offered no argument
against their plan.
"Yes, Dad," I answered. "I want to
go."
I was as surprised about my at-
titude change as he was. All my
resistance had been drained away the
night before.
"Go home then," he instructed me,
"and get your clothes ready. I'm proud
of you, Jen."
I Adapted from If I Should Die Before
I Wake, O 1986 by Jerry Falwell.
Used by permission of Thomas Nelson
Publishers.
If I Should Die
Before I Wake
Now I lay me down to sleep.
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
If I should die before I wake,
I pray'the Lord my soul to take. 
:
trf I should die before I wake,
And never know the joy of gazing into Mommy's'face,
As the loving hands of Jesus wipe the tears out of my eyes,
Mavbe He'll tell me whv I had to die.
If I shoqld die, if i shorild die.
If I should die before I wake,
An{ become a memory fty mom and dad tried to erase,
I will join in countless millions
wondering if I'll never know
whv Mommv and Daddv hated me so.
If f should di., if I should die.
Please don't throw my life away.
There are so many things I can give.
There are thousand's who want me,
so even if you donit love me,
Let me live. Let me live.
And if I should die before I wakd,
all alone with pain and fear, no one can hear my silent cry.
When you stand in front of Jesus, /.
God the father of Creation, .- ,
what wi.ll you say
when they ask you why?
If I should die, if I should die,
If I should die before I wake' 
-Robbie Hiner
If I Shqrld l)lc Before I Wate @ Copyright 1985 by Ariose Music. All righs re*ned. Used by pemission.
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the family and for the sake of peace, but
also for the sake of personal testimony.
In verse 16 he wrote: "For what knowest
thou, O wife, whether thou shalt save
thy husband? Or how knowest thou, O
man, whether thou shalt save thy wife?"
Paul was not implying that the wife
or husband had the capability of saving
the unsaved spouse; only God through
the finished work of Jesus Christ can
save a soul. But Paul was saying that a
personal testimony could win the un-
saved partner to Christ. Paul was urg-
ing, "Make it your ultimate prayer and
goal and objective to win that unsaved
partner to Christ."
In verse 15 we find the heart of the
controversy that surrounds I Corin-
thians 7. Paul writes. "But if the
unbelieving depart, let him depart. A
brother or a sister is not under bondage
in such cases."
Notice that the action of departing
was undertaken by the unbeliever, not
the believer. There are two interpreta-
tions of the remainder of verse 15. The
first holds that Paul was talking about
a separation, not divorce. Those who
take this position argue that if the un-
saved person departs because of the
faith of the believer, it is permissible to
live separate one from another.
The other interpretation is that Paul
is giving further biblical grounds for
divorce. If the unbeliever divorces a hus-
band or wife because of his or her faith
in Jesus Christ, that divorce is legitimate
and biblical. The saved person is not
under obligation to the marriage cove-
nant and is therefore free to remarry.
How can we choose between the two
views? The word for "depart" is the
Greek verb choizo, a technical term for
divorce. It is used in Matthew 19:6.
"What therefore God hath joined
DMorce ond the Teoching of Poul
nd unto the married I com-
mand, yet not I, but the Lord,
Let not the wife depart from
her husband: But and if she depart, Iet
her remain unmarried, or be reconciled
to her husband: and let not the husband
put away his wife (1 Cor.  7:10-l l ) .
In these verses Paul, like Jesus
before him, calls for permanence in the
marriage relationship. That is God's
ideal plan. Paul goes a step further in
this passage, encouraging those who
have been divorced to do all they can
to seek reconciliation. According to
these verses, God's plan for per-
manence in marriage extends even
beyond divorce.
Apparently the church at Corinth
was dealing with a serious problem
regarding an unsaved husband and
wife, when one of the partners ac-
cepted Christ and a problem was
created in the marriage. In I Corin-
thians 7:12-17 Paul addressedthe situa-
tion by beginning: "But to the rest
speak I, not the Lord."
Since we believe that all Scripture
is God-breathed and inerrant, this
passage is just as authoritative as the
words Jesus spoke. Paul was saying, "I
am going to give you an instruction
concerning something Jesus did not
deal with."
Paul then admonished the couple
with one saved spouse to stay together
if at all possible. Apparently in the
midst of pagan worship at Corinth, a
husband or wife had been saved, and
the unsaved partner continued in the
pagan idolatrous worship. The saved
spouse was torn between loyalties to
Christ and to the unsaved spouse.
Paul's answer-do all you can to stay
together.
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Paul gives three reasons for the
couple to stay together: "For the
unbelieving husband is sanctified by
the wife, and the unbelieving wife is
sanctified by the husband: else were
your children unclean; but now are
they holy."
Paul was not saying that the unsaved
people were sanctified in the sense that
they were automatically saved, but that
through the example of the saved family
HA wantd marriages
to stay togerter for the
sake of the fanily and
for the sake of peace and
for the sake of perconal
tesfrmony,
member, a godly influence was exerted
on that home. Paul reminded the Cor-
inthians: "God hath called us to peace."
One of the most devastating calamities
in a family is divorce. Feelings of
loneliness, guilt, and inferiority often
result. Children of divorce suffer
disastrous consequences. They want to
love both parents. Deep emotional,
psychological, and spiritual problems
are frequently found in a broken home.
Paul wrote to say, "You ought to stay
together for the sake of your family,
because divorce can bring only disrup-
tion and hurt to all of the people
involved."
Paul wanted the mixed marriages to
stay together, not only for the sake of
together, let not man put asunder." The
entire passage here clearly refers to
divorce, not separation, and the word
for "put asunder" is the same Greek
verb choizo. On this basis, I believe Paul
was definitely referring to divorce, not
separation.
Was the saved partner who had been
divorced free to remarry? Paul wrote
that a brother or sister was not under
bondage. The term for bondage, from
the Greek doulow, meant to make
someone a slave. If a slave was declared
"not under bondage" in the legal
documents of that dav. his former
owner had no claim on him and all legal
obligations were broken. This same idea
applies in the case of divorce in the
situation of 1 Corinthians 7. The lesal
contract, the marriage covenant, r,ias
dissolved, and the innocent person was
not under any obligation.
Paul used the same idea in I Corin-
thians 7:39. "The wife is bound by the
law as long as her husband liveth; but
if her husband be dead, she is at liberty
to be married to whom she will; only in
the [ord."
Paul was saying that the wife was
bound by the law to her husband, but
when he died she was no longer bound.
The marriage covenant could be broken
by death (v.39) or by divorce (v.15).
On the basis of the language of this
passage and the general teaching of
I Corinthians 7, I believe Paul added to
the teaching of Jesus by saying that in
one special circumstance-when an un-
believer divorced a believer on the basis
of faith in Christ-a biblical divorce
could be granted, and the saved person,
no longer bound by the marriage, was
free to remarry.
Although Paul did not specifically
mention remarriage, after studying the
remainder of the passage, I believe it
is clear, In verses 25 and 26 Paul
addressed non-married people, virgins.
He advised them to remain single
because of the pressure of the age and
the necessity of serving Christ and
preaching the gospel. Iater he says, "I
think you can care for the things of the
L,ord in a greater way than a married
person. Your time and effort and talents
can be maximized if you are single."
To the already married, Paul urged,
"Seek not to be loosed." Because there
are only two ways to be loosed from a
wife-death and divorce-Paul was re-
ferring to divorce. No rational person
would seek release from a marriage by
desiring the death of his partner. He
then asked, "Art thou loosed from a
wife? Seek not a wife. But and if thou
marry, thou hast not sinned; and if a
virgin marry, she hath not sinned" (v.28).
Who is being married in this verse?
There are only three options. Paul could
be talking to someone who has been
divorced, a widow or widower, or a
virgin. I do not believe Paul was talking
to virgins, because in the next clause he
addresses virgins directly. So Paul is
talking to people who have lost their
mates through death or divorce. He told
them, "But and if thou marry, thou hast
not sinned." Paul said thatif a person
has been loosed through divorce, it is
better not to marry, but if you do
remarry, you have not sinned. But he
adds a footnote in verse 28: "Never-
theless such shall have trouble in the
flesh."
Paul wanted divorced people who re-
married to know of the great likelihood
that trouble waited ahead. Anyone who
has studied secular or sacred writings,
or articles or books on the subiect of
divorce and remarriage, can certainly
determine that those who remarry after
divorce are more likely to have tiouble
in the second marriage. Why? Because
almost invariably, the same problems
that brought about the deterioration of
the first marriage will bring touble to
the second marriage if they are not
resolved,
Paul ends the discussion by remind-
ing the Corinthians of the Christian's
commitment to marriage (v.39). Even
thongh the Old Testament and Jesus and
Paul gave biblical grounds for divorce,
both the Old and New Testaments,
Moses, Jesus, and Paul all appealed for
the same thing-permanence in mar-
riage. When a Christian enters a mar-
riage and stands at the altar, he is
making a lifelong commitment to that
relationship. We are not to enter
marriage with the idea that if it does not
work, divorce is always an option.
Though there are biblical grounds for
divorce, Christians have less reason to
seek a divorce than anyone, because we
have the Word of God as our guideline
and the Holy Spirit living within us. We
have all the spiritual advantages to bring
unity to the marriage relationship, so a
Christian's divorce is the ultimate
demonstration of failure within a mar-
riage. There may be problems on both
sides of any marriage, but as Christians
we ought to do all we can to help peo-
ple stay together, not pull them apart.
We ought to deal with one other
passage in the teaching of Paul. In
I Timothy 3 Paul addresses the issue of
what a divorced person is not to do
within the church.
"This is a true saying, If a man desire
the office of a bishop, he desireth a good
work. A bishop then must be blameless,
the husband of one wife." That is one re-
quirement for a pastor. Notice in verse
12 Ihat it is also a reouirement for
deacons. Pastors and deaions are to be
literally "one-woman husbands." What
does Paul mean? There are a number of
interpretations.
Some people believe this excludes
married men. For instance, Roman
Catholic dogma states that the one
woman for a pastor is the church.
Therefore, they believe all bishops and
pastors within the church ought to be
married to the church. First Timothy 4:3
reveals that one characteristic of fahe
teachers is that they prohibit marriage.
Furthermore, Paul says that a pastor
should have his children in subjection,
and it is difficult to have children if you
are celibatel
The second interpretation excludes
single people. Some believe Paul in.
tended that pastors and deacons be mar-
ried. This line of reasonins leads to the
conclusion that pastors m"ust also have
more than one child. But this position
contradicts I Corinthians 7:7, where
Paul advocated that a single person
could serve God better than a married
person.
The third position holds that this
refers to the exclusion of polygamists-
pastors and deacons should not have
more than one wife at a time. But polyg-
amy was prohibited by Roman law, and
neither the Greeks nor the Romans of
the New Testament practiced polygarny.
Would Paul promote something pro-
hibited by Roman law?
The fourth position is that Paul was
excluding those who have been divorced,
or those who have been divorced and
remarried, from the office of pastor and
deacon. God always demands greater re-
quirements and qualifications of those
in leadership. Next month we will
discuss this more fully.
What then can divorced persons do?
Can they teach Sunday school? Be
evangelists? Preach in the pulpit? Be
assistant pastors? If Paul is talking
about a one-woman man, what about
those who have been involved in pre-
marital sex? Does that exclude someone
from being a pastor or deacon? What
about extramarital sex? Does someone
who commits adultery forfeit his right
to be a pastor or deacon in a church?l
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to Emrnous
On the Rood
by Russell L Asvitt
fl leopas and his companion
I trudged wearily along the road
\/ from Jerusalem to Emmaus.
Like many of Jesus' disciples, they
were confused and discouraged. Jesus
of Nazareth had been their hope for the
future. They had listened in amaze-
ment as he preached about the king-
dom of God. They watched Him as he
cast out demons, cleansed the lepers,
and gave sight to the blind. They may
have even been present when he raised
Lazarus from the dead.
Then they observed His triumphant
entry into Jerusalem! Their enthusiasm
grew as the crowds shouted hosannas
and greeted the acclaimed Messiah.
But suddenly their dreams were
shattered, their hopes dashed to the
ground, as they stood by the three
crosses on the hill. Through tears, they
warched Jesus-their Redeemer-hang-
ing between two thieves. They heard
the once-cheering crowd now jeering
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the One in whom they had placed all
their hopes.
Now, three days after Jesus' death
and burial, as the two discussed these
strange events, they paid little atten-
tion [o the other traveler who had
ft *, pick and choose
which Scriptures
to believe, we merely
reinforce our previous
convictions, and remain
in ignorance.
caught up with them. He was listening
intently, keeping pace with them, and
asked, "Why are you so sad?"
They could not believe their ears.
How could anyone have come from
Jerusalem and not know what had hap-
pened? "Are you a stranger in Jeru-
salem?" Cleopas asked. They explained
that they were sad because Jesus of
Nazareth, whom they believed to be a
great prophet and, they hoped, the
Redeemer, had been put to death.
Not only so, they said, but they
were puzzled by the empty tomb, and
the testimony of some of the women.
Angels had told them that Jesus was
alive. But they had not seen Him.
"Fools, and slow of heart to believe
all that the prophets have spoken,"
Jesus replied. "Ought not Christ to
have suffered these things, and to enter
into his glory?" (Luke 24:25-26). Then
He reviewed many passages of Scrip-
ture concerning himself.
How startled they must have been
to be called "fools." But Jesus never
glossed over men's weaknesses. He
often used the expression, "O ye of litde
faith!" (Matt. 6:30; 8:26; 14:31; etc.).
Doubting any of God's Word is foolish-
ness. If we pick and choose which
continued on page 30
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Scriptures to believe, we gain nothing
from reading the Bible. We merely
reinforce our previous convictions,
and remain in ignorance.
"All scripture is given by inspira-
tion of God" QTim. 3:16). When we are
slow of heart to believe all of it, we are
in effect either calling God a liar, or we
are stubbornly rebelling against His
Word. Either course is foolish.
"Ought not Christ to have suffered
these things, and to enter into his
glory?" The Jews would not acknowl-
edge that the prophets spoke of the
suffering Messiah as well as the trium-
phant King. Both are a necessary part
of the gospel.
The prophet Isaiah tells us of Jesus'
suffering and gives the reason for it.
"He was wounded for our transgres-
sions, he was bruised for our iniquities:
the chastisement of our peace was
upon him; and with his stripes we are
healed" (Isa. 53:5).
i v: l
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Jesus died for us, to pay the penalty
we deserve. No one else could have
paid this price, for no one else has ever
Iived a sinless life. Nothing but the
death of Christ could ever solve the
world's problem of sin and bring for-
giveness to the repentant.
Why are we so slow to believe all
that the Scriptures say? Jeremiah
gives us a good clue. He said, "The
heart is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked: who can know it?"
(Jer. 17:9).
We hate to admit that we are sin-
ners in need of forgiveness. We like to
justify whatever we do, to ignore the
Word of God, which condemns us. But
if we were as good as we think we are,
Jesus would not have had to die for us.
But His death was necessary, so those
who believe in Him "should not perish,
but have everlasting life" (John 3:16).
But there is another purpose for
Jesus' sacrifice. "That he might enter
into his glory." The apostle Paul wrote:
"Wherefore God also hath highly ex-
alted him, and given him a name which
is above every name: That at the name
of Jesus every knee should bow, of
things in heaven, and things in earth,
and things under the earth; And that
every tongue should confess that Jesus
Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father" (Phil. 2:9-l ).
When Jesus left the two on the road
to Emmaus, "they said to one another,
Did not ourheart burn within us, while
he talked with us by the way, and while
he opened to us the scriptures?" (Luke
24:32\.
We all have our road to Emmaus-
times when we are discouraged, or
disappointed, or disillusioned. We
trudge the way heavyhearted. But like
Cleopas, our hearts can burn within us
if we will but pick up the Bible and let
Jesus open the Scriptures to us. He has
given the Holy Spirit to comfort us and
guide us into all truth. Let us not ne-
glect this great opportunity to refresh
ourselves.
I Russell J. Asvitt is a free-lance
writer in Concord. California.
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Europe-
Rebuilding
the Forlress
of Foilh
by Howard Erickson
John Calvin. Martin
Luther, John Wesley,
C.H. Spurgeon. The
list could go on.
the grea
ing
rist
leaders of the Reforma-
tion and subsequent revivals that swept
across Europe in past centuries. They
are all dead now, and regrettably, so
is the Christian fervor that was once
the hallmark of many European nations.
A glance at the spiritual climate of
Europe reveals. some surprising facts
about a part of the world long viewed
as "Christian."
Austria: Of its 7 million people, only
6,000 are born-again believers, and
7,000 are Jehovah's Witnesses.
British Isles: Over 90 percent of all
children never attend Sunday school.
France: Only 1,500 out of 38,000
towns and villages have a permanent
gospel witness.
Spain: Only 2 out of every 1,000
people are believers.
Italy: Only I Christian worker for
every 100,000 people.
West Germany: Over 25 percent
believe in the "supernatural" power of
witches and Satan priests.
Spiritual decline is being experi-
enced in both Protestant and Catholic
churches. On a recent visit throughout
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Europe, the Pope received many harsh
welcomes, including riots directed
against policies and beliefs of the
Catholic church. (At least 15 European
countries are more than 90 percent
Roman Catholic, though most Catholics
are not considered faithful. The Cath-
olic church itself views parts of Europe
as a mission field, including France,
which is supposed to be 90 percent
Catholic.) Most Protestant denomina-
tions are experiencing a steady drop in
membership. While Spain and Ireland
lead European countries when it comes
to religious commitment, the Church
of Scotland loses 20,000 members
yearly, and has dropped by more than
350,000 since 1951. Across Great Brit-
ain almost 2,000 church buildings
stand vacant. At least six European
nations are more than 90 percent Prot-
estant. The dominant denominations in
Europe are Roman Catholic, Lutheran,
Anglican (England), and Greek Ortho-
dox (Greece).
While Christianity in Europe has
steadily declined, Islam is on the in-
crease. However, this increase is de-
ceptive as it has resulted primarily
from a steady flow of immigrants and
foreign workers from northern Africa
and the Middle East. Many young peo-
ple, most notably in Great Britain, are
becoming Muslim as a result of conver-
sion or marriage.
There is a mixed receptivity to the
gospel across Europe. In Greece, which
is 98 percent Greek Orthodox, laws
protect the "faithful" from "proselytiz-
ing." Recently, three Evangelicals were
arrested for "converting" a 16-yearold
boy. (Proselytizing of a minor is viewed
as a serious offense). Romania has
wonderfully proved the strength of
the gospel over Communism. The Bap-
tist church in Romania is the fastest-
growing in Europe-Communist and
free alike. However, persecution of
believers is still common in all Euro-
pean Communist countries. In Czecho-
slovakia four leading theater directors
were fired and restricted from further
employment because they designed a
set with stairs at right angles that
looked like a cross.
Various churches across Europe, in
their attempt to more closely identify
with the people, have lowered their
Euto
credibility and effectiveness. Accord-
ingly, many people are either dropping
out of organized religion, turning Com-
munist, becoming agnostic, or are pur-
suing other means of "fulfil lment."
England is in the midst of the biggest
explosion of interest in the occult in a
century. Poland has one of the world's
worst alcohol abuse problems. Den-
mark and Sweden are Ieaders in world
pornography. Austria has one of the
highest suicide rates in the world.
Liberal French thinkers have set the
stage for negative changes in secular
and religious philosophy.
Although missionaries from America
are viewed with skepticism, there is a
general openness to the gospel in both
Communist and Western Europe. Chris-
tianity has been the only counter-
thought to withstand Communism and
expand under its persecution. Since
the coming of Communism, the num-
ber of believers with a living faith has
increased in every country, with the
possible exception of Albania. Albania
is the only officially declared atheistic
state and in 1966 turned all 2,169
churches and mosques into apartment
blocks and community centers. Western
Eurooe's uneasiness about the future
and the increasing restlessness of Euro-
pean youth are advantageous to the
proclamation of the gospel. Neither
formally organized religion nor social-
istic governments have provided the
answers they seek. We could very well
be on the threshold of another sreat
revival that will sweep across the Conti-
nent once again. Europeans are search-
ing for meaning to life. Regrettably,
few have the opportunity to hear, be-
cause there are too few to tell them.I
Eurofocls
POPUIATION : opprox. TOO,OOO,OOO(rncluding Luropeon Russro;
HIGHESI Mount Elbrus, U.S.S.R.,
POINT: l85lo ft, obove seo level
TOWESI Cosprion Seo,
POINT: 92 tt, below seo level
IARGESI (by oreo)
COUNIRIES: Europeon Russio 2,123,3OO sq,mi.
Fronce 2]3,OOO sq. mi.
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Fronce-
Profile of o
Deod Nolion
WillThere Be life Atler Deoth?
by Robert Lugar
There he is-coming
down the aisle of
your church! The
choir is softly sing-
ing "I Surrender
All." The pastor has
just delivered a stir-
ring missionary message,
and now one of the leaders in your
youth group is standing at the front of
the church, publicly surrendering to
carry the gospel to the people of France.
A tear wells in your eye, and pride
swells in your heart. The world really
can be reached with the gospel-young
people are willing to go!
But why France? Are they not al-
ready Christians?
Apparently you did not hear the
shocking reports of the 3,000 Protestant
believers who were murdered by a hys-
terical crowd in the streets ofParis on
August 24-the first day of the bloody
Saint Bartholomew Massacre that
lasted for more than a month and rav-
aged every community in France. On
that tragic day in 1572,France angrily
shook its fist in the face of God, re-
jecting His Living Word and His saving
grace in favor of their own traditions
and rituals. And the tragedy of this
angry proclamation of self-sufficiency
is multiplied infinitely by the fact that
400 years have never seen its repeal.
France has seen no Great Awakening-
no great revivals have swept through
her cities. Though the years have
brought many changes, they have never
erased Satan's unmistakable marks of
ownership from the hardened faces of
France's 57 million inhabitants, nor
have they stopped the echoes of his
victorious cries from resounding in her
streets.
No, France is not a Christian nation.
Indeed, a more godless nation could
hardly be imagined. When the young
man from your church finishes his for-
mal Bible education, cornpletes ome
kind of internship, and secures the sup-
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port needed for this ministry to which
God has just called him, he will be
greeted at the airport in Paris by a na-
tion that is quietly resentful of his
nationality, openly hostile toward his
message, and totally ignorant of any
biblical morality or principles.
This hostility toward the message of
the gospel stems from the fact that for
centuries France supported the decay-
ing carcass of a form of godliness with
no life-giving power. Inevitably the
disillusionment came, and from the
resulting rubble arose a Humanism so
inclusive that it leaves no room for
Fo, .rnluiles Frqnce
supporfed fhe decoying
corcoss of o form
of godliness wilh no
anything but man, and no concern for
any man but self. Indeed France is
where America could be going.
During the last generation, America
has looked on as the satanically inspired
forces of Humanism have methodically
expelled God from ever-increasing
areas of public life. We have seen the
biblical principles upon which our
country was founded begin to erode
and in some cases crumble. Recently
however, God appears to have heard
the fervent prayers of many of His peo-
ple and blessed their efforts to slow
America's march toward moral de-
struction. Unfortunately, there was no
such moral influence to impede France's
headlong tumble as years ago it crashed
into an immoral system of atheistic
Humanism that now so nervades French
thinking and life that it virtually cannot
be questioned. For a young French per-
son to even suggest hat God or any
absolute standard might possibly exist
is to ask for a shower of ridicule and
scorn-it simply is not done.
Some may think the same situation
exists in the United States. Yet the
magnitude of the problem in the two
life-giving power.
countries is so different that the situa-
tions cannot be compared. A Christian
in America who wishes to take a stand
for what he knows to be right need only
identify himself with the large Chris-
tian community which is acting as the
salt and light of our great land. At
times his stand may seem lonely or
even difficult, but his spirit is buoyed
by the Christianity he sees all around
him. Large, visible churches proclaim
the gospel from almost every neighbor-
hood. The nightstand in any hospital
or hotel room testifies to the fact that
Americans hold the Bible in high es-
teem. Even the air itself sings praises
to the Lord as it carries the message
of salvation to every radio and televi
sion in the country. How could anyone
within our borders not know that a
large number of Americans believe in
the reality of God? And certainly no
Christian could honestlv feel all alone
in his belief, We are so blessed.
The Christian in France feels no
such support; he sees no moral re-
straint in his land; he hears no Chris-
tian voice. His senses are bombarded
a thousand times a day with the mes-
sage that there is no God and that,
truly, he is alone. Even the Catholic
church, which once led France by a
leash providing some kind of "moral"
influence, now considers it a mission
field. Today, the lavishly ornate Cath-
olic church of France stands empty-a
dead monument to "less enlightened"
days gone by.
What about the true believers? The
trappings of wealth are conspicuously
absent from the storefronts, base-
ments, and backyards where they meet
in tiny groups to discuss the message
that is the only hope for France's fu-
ture. A recent study reported that
among the 57 million people of France
1,261 individuals considered them-
selves to be Baptists. By way of com-
parison the 2.5 million who live in the
DalladFort Worth metroplex are served
by 595 Baptist churches, with an ap-
proximate average membership of 350.
This means that in every 100,000 people
in the Dallas/Fort Worth area there ire
8,330 Baptists, while a city of the same
size in France would have only 2. Is it
any wonder that the heads of these two
lonely warriors can rarely be seen
above the tidal wave of sin that con-
tinues to sweep across their nation?
They cannot muster the strength to fire
rockets; they are firing only flares of
distress. They need help!
Ultimately, only the Lord can pro-
vide the help so desperately needed
and give an increase in this barren
land. But He will do it only after dedi
cated Christians have planted and wa-
tered, and only in response to prayer-
informed, specific, fervent prayer.
As we pray for a harvest let us con-
sider what awaits those who carry
God's message to the people of France.
French people are being saved, and
many more would be saved if they ever
had the opportunity to hear that their
empty, shattered lives could be mended
by a loving God. Yet there have been
many hindrances. As a whole, the
French have been slow to receive the
gospel, especially when preached
through American lips. To date, God's
work in France has been the tedious,
pioneer work of chiseling a church out
of stone-cold hearts-hearts hardened
by centuries of sin. But things could be
changing. Though any good Frenchman
would deny it with his dying breath,
the jealousy and resentment that have
long characterized France's attitude
toward "those arrogant Americans"
appears to be giving way to a new-
found infatuation with anything that
Tn. French
ore wilhoul queslion
hurl ond confused
ond looking fol onswers.
is American. This is being fueled by a
change in the political climate, as the
French are becoming increasingly dis-
illusioned with the long-awaited and
much-acclaimed panacea of Socialism
that has finally been given its oppor-
tunity to try and fail in France.
Though imprisoned behind a facade
of stubborn arrogance, the French are
without question hurt and confused
and looking for answers. Unfortunately
Satan and his messengers are always
standing by ready to provide a plethora
of imposters, lest anyone stumble onto
the truth. The last half of this decade
could bring a long overdue spiritual
awakening to this powerful and influ-
ential nation. Yet the French cannot
receive a gospel that they have never
heard. Will we at least give them the
chance to choose life rather than death?
To rationally present the gospel to
each of the 13 million individuals in the
Paris area, not to mention the 44 mil-
lion in the rest of the country, will re-
quire hundreds of thousands of hours.
If these hours are to be fruitful, each
must be bathed in prayer. When the
gospel has been presented, and a
French person has accepted Christ, the
work has only begun. A new Christian
in France is years behind any convert
in the States. Having been brainwashed
since birth by the atheistic culture in
which he is still immersed, his mind
must be changed. His wounds must be
bound. He and the others who have
responded must be formed into a
church. And it all takes time. Do we
have time to save France?
Your church could be involved by
sending people, individually or in
groups, to help get the gospel to people
who have never heard it. Avenues for
service are as numerous in France as
in America.
If you are a musician, you know
that music is not only an effective tool
for presenting the gospel, but also an
essential ingredient in a healthy Chris-
tian life. France is in desperate need
of good quality Christian music.
The extremely high cost of labor
coupled with support levels that are
never sufficient have forced the mis-
sionaries serving in France to spend
much of their time working on their
own cars, mixing cement, building
walls, installing plumbing, and doing
a hundred other jobs for which they
are not trained. Their tiny churches
are not yet blessed with many skilled
laborers who could free pastors to do
the work to which God has called them,
but maybe yours is-maybe you are.
They need help.
There is a tremendous need for
those who know how to counsel, work
with children or young people, teach
the Bible, pastor, live the Christian life,
or pray. God has given these talents to
many American Christians, and He
wants some of them to use them, so
France can hear the gospel,
We know God can give life to this
country that has for so long known
nothing but death. But will He do it?
Will the French be saved? The choice.
of course, is theirs. They must choose
to accept God's-saving race. Yet they
can choose life only if we choose to
share it with them. That choice is ours.
I Robert Lugar is a missionary serv-
ing in Paris, France. He is associated
with Liberty Baptist Mission.
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Dqvid Hqog-
Testitying
to God's
Reolity
in Scotlond
David Haas has been
t on the mission lield
for seven years-in
France f or three
years and currently
inScotland. Hismin-
istry includes leader-
ship training and pastoral
administration. He serves with the
Evangelical Baptist Mission of Kokomo,
Indiana.
What motivated you to choose
Europe as your field of service?
I believe the Holy Spirit matches
people with places. I had been inter-
ested in the United Kingdom, especially
Scotland, for several years prior to
coming as a delegate to the World Con-
gress of Fundamentalists held in Edin-
burgh in 1976. While attending the con-
gress I received a definite impression
from God that it wasn't His time for
us to minister in Scotland. Interest-
ingly, at the congress I learned of a
new educational ministry to be started
in France. We were involved in this
work for several years before God
allowed us to come to Scotland at the
invitation of the Field Council of our
mission.
As Europe has long been con-
sidered "Christian," how do most
Europeans respond to missionaries
sent to them?
There is no general way in which
they respond to missionaries, except
that European Christians are usually
grateful. At the same time, they may
feel that our presence testifies to their
lack of  success or  in i t ia t ive in
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spreading the gospel in their own coun-
tries. They may welcome us, but they
may also be sad that we are needed.
In our experience, many Europeans
don't know that they are considered
"Christian." This is certainly true of
the younger generation. Many are
simply surprised that we consider the
Christian gospel of sufficient impor-
tance to come here to teach and preach
it. They don't react against us or
against our message. They are simply
indifferent, which, in a sense, is a kind
of reaction.
How receptive are the people with
whom you work?
Most people are interested in those
who take an interest in them. If com-
mitment and a degree of compassion
have brought you to Europe, people
will receive you and will usually come
to accept you. However, in Scotland
the response to the gospel is cautious.
We are not ostracized or rejected, but
there is an attitude of complacency
toward our message. Most people here
don't  consider Christ iani ty as an
option for today.
How would you compare the
twentieth-century spiritual condition
of Great Britain and Europe to the
period of the Reformation?
There are no real points of com-
parison. Christianity, in the form of
state churches or otherwise, is not
honored, feared (as the sixteenth-
century Roman Catholic church was),
or even generally acknowledged as a
living spiritual force. The message
given out from many European pulpits
has nothing to do with one gospel.
There is virtually nothing of salvation,
holiness, and the supernatural-such
as a literal heaven and hell, angels, the
Devil, resurrection, and eternal life.
Reform or revival is seemingly
more difficult in twentieth-century
Europe than in the Europe of the six-
teenth century. Based upon my own
understanding of church history and
of the contemporary scene, there is far
less interest in the church today than
there was then. But with God all things
are possible, and this is our one great
hope. Os Guinness makes an important
observation in his book The Gravedig-
ger File (p.50). "As Andre Malraux says,
'The death of Eurooe is the central fact
of our time.' Do you think it is only a
coincidence that the'death of Europe'
follows so closely upon the stil l ing of
the faith which was its heartbeat?"
We have heard that both the
Church of England and the Church of
Scotland have been steadily losing
membership for 20 years. How has this
affected your ministry?
The number of ministers and
churches in both these groups have
been in decline for some time. This
means a decrease in overall member-
ship and in the degree of influence
being exerted. This decline affects our
ministry, reflecting an increasing at-
t i tude of indi f ference regarding
anything related to Christianity. The
tendency is to look for the cause of this
decline in the structure and organiza-
tion of the church. As confidence is lost
in the Church of England and the
Church of Scotland, it affects us by
association, because we're considered
part of organized Christianity.
Fortunately, because we take a
strong position on the inspiration and
inerrancy of Scripture and on the appli-
cation of biblical principles to everyday
living, those who see these things being
lost in their churches will sometimes
come to us. They see in us a position
closer to Scripture and more clearly
identified with true Christianity.
There has been considerable unrest
among young people in Europe. How
are the young people with whom you
have contact responding to the gospel?
There is great unrest among young
people in the United Kingdom today.
High unemployment, virtually no pros-
pect of future employment for many,
teachers' strikes, a flagging economy,
all contribute to an unstable environ-
ment for young people.
Again, young people respond to
genuine interest shown in them. Our
church sponsors a weekly high school
game night, two Bible studies for
youth, and a university visitation and
discussion outreach. We find con-
siderable interest and response among
the high school students. The univer-
sity students show little interest.
Based upon one-on-one contact with
about 200 university students during
the academic year, I encountered only
a handful of Christians, and nearly
universal disinterest in the church.
However, where there is unrest there
is often openness to new ideas, and if
Christianity can be presented in its
strength and relevancy an impact can
be made. We have had university
students saved and, as the unrest con-
tinues, perhaps there will be greater
openness and response.
Since one of the goals of a local
church is to train its members in ser-
vice for God, how is this being fulfilled
in your church ln Scotland?
Leadership training is an essential
in Scotland. This brought my family
and me to this country in the first
place. In attempting to offer training
for the members of our church, and to
those in other churches, we have
developed the Institute of Biblical
Studies. It is a small venture, but we've
averaged 28 in attendance per term
over the past four years. The objective
of the institute is to inspire Scottish
Christians to be involved in their
churches and to teach basic Bible sub-
jects, so their involvement is biblical
and productive,
We are working toward every-
member participation in our church
ministry. We follow a series of weekly
lessons dealing with ministry gifts. We
teach our people that each one can
serve the Lord, that they have some-
thing to offer that is vitally needed in
the body of Christ.
Recently we have involved two
more of our members in areas of the
church's ministry. We have weekly
children's, high school, ladies', and
university student activities in addi-
tion to our regular services, offering a
variety of areas to apply what is being
learned in a practical way.
Is training readily available for
those desiring a full-time minlstry for
the Lord?
Scotland has a variety of training
institutions for those who want to
prepare for the ministry. In addition
to the divinity faculties, which are part
of the major universities, several col-
Ieges offer minister ial  t raining.
Although training is available, several
important aspects are consistently
lacking in many institutions. The Bap-
tist distinctives are not recognized;
personal and ecclesiastical separation
are often absent to a great extent.
Generally in eschatology the trend is
not to have a stated position, rather to
teach the various millennial views and
let the student draw his own conclu-
sion. On the divinity faculties in Scot-
tish universities only a few believe in
inspiration or inerrancy of Scripture.
This low view of the Bible is one of the
greatest dangers.
What do you see as the greatest
need ln Scotland, or in Europe?
Good leadership is the greatest
single need-leaders who are com-
mitted fully to God, who believe the
Bible, are sensitive to the Holy Spirit's
Ieading, and have the ability to inspire
others to follow them in these areas.
The right kind of leaders will in turn
establish the right kind of churches,
preach sermons based upon the Bible,
and apply biblical Christianity to every
area of life. To be most effective this
leadership must come from British
Christians.
What do you feel is the greatest
contrlbution missionaries and Chris-
tian workers can make to the church
ln Europe?
Missionaries and Christian workers
have a great responsibility to lead peo-
ple to a dependency upon God. Much
more than our trying to show Euro-
peans how to build churches or how to
evangelize, I believe our contribution
should be to bring them to an openness
before God. so He mav work throush
them. A part of this process may be
starting churches and evangelizing,
but the need is much greater than we
will ever be able to fulfill as foreigners.
If we, through our lives and ministry,
show what God can do, and if they
onen themselves to be used bv God, the
result will be a truly indigenous minis-
try. Those of us living in Europe must
pray to this end and live Iives that testify
to God's reality and to the fact that He
does work through men today. I
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Heriloge,
Religion,
ond Politics
Fuel Conflict
on the
Emerold lsle
by Ernest V. Liddle
Shamrocks, lepre-
chauns, rolling green
, 
hills, the Blarney
I stone, the IM, let-
' ter bombs, tanks in
the streets...Todav's
Ireland is a contradic-
tron rn lmages.
The continuous conflict in Northern
Ireland makes a sad commentary upon
history and modern society. Nothing
Trr. pleos ol the
Prcleslonls ole
for conlinued unily
wilh Greol Bdloin.
Colhollcs pursue o uniled
helond-seveled llom lhe
Billish crown.
could be more exasperating than this
mutually destructive struggle with its
bitterness and hostilitv.
The early inhabitanis of the British
Isles were Celts, but in the fifth cen-
tury A.D. a large group of Angles,
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Saxons, and Danes migrated from
northwestern Europe to the shores of
Great Britain. These peoples, who
eventually became known as English,
pushed the Celtic natives north and
west. To this day the Celts of Scotland
and Wales remain a distinct people
from the English.
In an attempt to conquer and sub-
due the country, England made similar
movements in Ireland. The most suc-
cessful one was that of Ulster, where
James I (1603-1625) confiscated half a
million acres from Irish lords, who
fled the country, and gave the land to
northern English and southern Scottish
settlers. Thus, there was implanted
into Irish history the antagonism of
racial conflict between the Celts and
the English.
When the Reformation struck Great
Britain it turned the English moder-
ately toward Protestantism to become
Episcopalian, but the Scots became
radically and adamantly Presbyterian.
As the Roman Catholic church became
firmly entrenched in lreland, the inter-
jection of a different religion into lrish
society, through the immigrants by
force and under royal decree, produced
another factor for hostility.
The educational systems of Northern
Ireland perpetuate this religious
animosity. The Roman Catholic church
has established its parochial schools in
every village, with approximately 90 per-
cent of the funds coming from the
government. Public schools are left to
the Protestants. This educational divi-
sion deepens the conflict between
religious philosophies.
Economically, theProtestants became
the entrepreneurs of Northern Ireland.
Hence, they control much of the well-
known linen and shipbuilding indus-
tries as well as a major portion of.
the small businesses of the countrv. The
Celtic Roman Catholic segment of the
population is the chief labor force. For
Northern Ireland the common capital-
labor disputes take on political accents
and keep the wounds of turmoil open.
As a natural sociological outcome,
separate housing zones further the
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divisive atmosphere. The development
of two different living areas produces
segregated clubs, lodges, and pubs,
where each group discusses and reiter-
ates its pllght.The Protestants, because
of their accumulation of wealth, often
live in better conditions than the
Catholics, adding to the rancorbetween
them.
Protestant businessmen generally
hire Protestants. Likewise, Roman
Catholics hire Roman Catholics. Farms
and property held by Protestants are
usually sold to Protestants, and Roman
Catholics practice the same policy.
This encourages the rigidity that exists
between the two societies.
Fear, part of daily life, is evidenced
by the military presence throughout
Northern Ireland. Barricades have been
erected on roads leadine into towns and
everybody is stopped arid checked. Auto
mobiles cannot remain on city streets
unattended. Under this somber atrnos-
phere of dread, hopes for reconciliation
and the development of mutual respect
seem impossible.
Extremist groups on both sides have
minimal support. The Irish Republican
Army has presented candidates for poli
tical office, securing-at most-half of
I percent of the votes cast in local elec-
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tions. Candidates favored bv the Protes-
tant paramilitary organizitions have
suffered the same defeat.
The Protestants support the Unionist
Party and its bond with the Conservative
Party of Great Britain, while the
Catholics back the Nationalist Parw and
want no link with England. Gerry-
mandering may not be a factor in the
political subdivisions of the province,
but the Unionist Party with its I million
Protestant adherents has had control of
the government, while the Nationalist
Party and its half-million supporters has
had few members of parliament. There
is little or no crossover voting in elec-
tions, which are hotly contested.
The pleas of the Protestants are for
continued unitv with Great Britain.
Catholics pursue a united lreland-
severed from the British crown. A
democratic party system is impossible
under the present strained conditions.
The voter cannot choose benveen two or
more possible governments, only
whether the state should be maintained
or dissolved. Therefore, social ameliora-
tion and the improvement of the quality
of life become secondary issues.
Even though the antagonism in
Ireland is chiefly confined to the two
opposing elements in the north,theprob
lems have overtones for the whole of the
Emerald Isle. The Protestant British
north has no sympathy with the forced
revival of the Gaelic language, which
stresses the Celtic tradition of Eire in
the south. The vigorous commercial, in-
dustrial, and business climate of the
north contrasts sharply to the rural
south with its slow-moving economy and
ffierent standards of living. The Roman
Catholic church, which enjoys special
privileges in the south, holds tremen-
dous power and sway over all areas of
living, particularly on welfare legisla.
tion, and is another hindrance to unifica-
tion of the island.
Would a genuine biblical revival be
the answer to this dilemma? Unfortu-
nately, since the Reformation this type
of Christian experience has generally
touched only Protestantism. Hence,
although this emphasis is greatly
desired in the church, historical ac-
counts suggest that it would not do
much to alleviate the tension.
Should Eire achieve its desired pur-
pose of a united lreland, it might pro
voke the northern Protestants to guer-
rilla warfare, which is what the Irish
Republican Army-in opposition to
British rule-is doing today. Would the
Roman Catholic church be contented
if a quarter of the population were
rigidly and aggressively Protestant, in-
spired by evangelistic zeal? The English,
even though overbearing at times in
Irish history, have already contributed
lavishly to Ireland in a number of ways,
such as in developing parliamentary
government and common law and offer-
ing employment to its citizens without
restrictions in England.
In most countries there are minori-
ties that may feel the pressure of dis-
crimination. If the Roman Catholic
people of Northern Ireland experience
that at present, the thought of the same
condition brings shudders of anxiety to
the Protestants when they think of a
united Roman Catholic country. This
fear of persecution, known from con-
temporary and historical times, haunts
the Protestants in an all-Catholic
Ireland.
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The British have in recent years tried
to accommodate the Catholic minority
in Northern Ireland and have looked for
and attempted to implement solutions.
After considerable discussion between
the British and Irish governments,
an accord was worked out in November
1985 that attempts to alleviate the
problem. This grants Dublin a con-
sultative role in governing Ulster, while
guaranteeing continued British sover-
eignty as long as the majority desires
it. The pact maintains the status of
Northern Ireland as part of the United
Kingdom. Protestants bitterly opposed
this agreement, saying it was a step
toward the unification of Ireland and
the loss of their citizenship as Britons.
The IRA, through terrorist actions,
responded that it was not enough-and
continues to agitate life in Northern
Ireland with violence.
Even though many of its members
would consider themselves atheists, the
Catholic religion may be a touchstone
to give them identity and affinity with
the people, but more often they would
prefer to recite Karl Marx than to quote
Jesus Christ.
The general population of all Ireland
is tired of the terrorists, their kill ings,
and destruction. There is a desire for
settlenlent. Hopefully there will be a
uniting across divisions and borders,
real or imaginary, that will make a
positive impact on a nation and its
people-one that will allow for reli-
gious diversity while maintaining the
religious fervor so absent in other
European countries.
I Ernest V. Liddle was born in Ennis-
killen, Northern Ireland, and lived in
Ireland for 28 years. He is dean of
Library Services, Liberty University,
Lynchburg, Virginia. He holds a Th.D.
from Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
History ond Politics of Europe
f /isiting Eupp_e is like walking througtr history. The buildings, monuments, and landscapes peak of a rich
l/ heritage of which Europeans are justly proud. Scattered across Western Europe thousands of various sized
"! . q:gllithic structures, such as Stonehenge in England, make the earliest histbry of the area visible. Manyof the buildings, churches, even lifestyles, were already centuries old when the United States was born.
About the size of Canada, Europe has nearly as many people as North and South America combined. Political bound-
aries in Europe have.changed frequently over the centuries, each time leaving a new border for existing countries. The em-pires of Rome, Austria, and Germany, and conquerors such as Charlemagne aid Napoleon left their maiks on the continent.
At least five European nations established woqldwidg empires. Not only did the sun never set on the British Empire,
but France, Spain, Portug4, -d even the tiny Netherlands had colonial possessions around the world. Europe's languages
and cultures are reflected in countries around the globe. Almost every piece of land on earth was ruled-at soml time
by a European power. Worldwide, art, science, literature, and music have been greatly influenced by Europeans.
Europe is composed of 34 nations, including the western Soviet Union and 3 percent of Turkey. Strange as it may
seem, this mea4s that cities like Moscow, lrningrad, Kiev, Bucharest, and Warsaw are on the same iontineni as [,ondon,
Dublin, and Athens. San Marino, with a populaiion of only 23,000, is the world's oldest republic, established in a.o. 301.
France has the largest land mass, but,West Germany the largest population at 6l million. Vatican City is the world's
smallest sovereign state, having a population of 724 and,a security force composed of 75 Swiss guards. The poorest nation
in Eulope is Albania. Liechtenstein is the most highly industrialized nation in the world. Three nations, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia, and Belgium, have at least two major ethnic groups between which there is frequent tension. Switzerhnd
hgs fory primTX languages: &!!*, French, Italian, and Romansh-a latin dialect. Norway tr-as the world's largest mer-
chant fleet and Sweden the w_orld's longest life expectancy. The small island nation of Maita, located in the geigraphic
center of the Mediterranean Sea, is the biblical Melita, where the apostle Paul was shipwrecked.
Qf the 34 European countries,,2S are considered to be "Free" Europe and 9 are in-Communist Europe. The Com-
munist governm€nts are very similar, with only minor variations. East Germany is the most repressive, hbving barbed
wire, mines, and guards- to keep its citizens from escaping. Economic standards are low througlrout Eait EurJpe, with
Hungary having the highest standard of living in the Communist bloc.
_ 
The governments.of Free Europe are a mixed lot. Some, like Italy, are increasingly influenced by parties of the left.
Several others, including France, are Socialist. Most Free European countries have socialized medicini and education-
3nd high taxes to support governrnent expenditures. Ten nationi still have royalty-king, queen, prince, or duke. (Royaltyfunctions under constitutional monarchies with elected parliaments.) Democratiqrub iJthe common form of government
throughout Free Europe, but in varied forms.
- - 
Most European nations face the serious economic problems of high unemployment, inflation, and restless populations.
Numgry-us-major strikes involve workers in almost every field. Some of these strikes have been quite violent. Thistconomic
instability has caused disillusionment toward the government and a general, undefined unrest. Additionally, conflict comes
lrom th9 strong peace movement, which frequently opposes the foreign and defense policies of NATO (the North AtlanticTreaty Organization).
What the future holds for Europe is uncertain. Pride in its historical accomplishments is not sufficient to alleviate
the Continent's present problems. However, Europe's history is o-ne of survival. Iiulers and empires have come and gone,
wars h.ave ravaged the land, yet life continues. The quality of that life, though, has become a dominating concern
for millions of Europeans. I Howard-Erickson
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Joseph Ton-
Botfling
Religious
Perseculion
by Howard Erickson
The decision was not
difficult. He knew
that the majority
who had left did
not plan to return,
but he must. He had
no ootion. If he did
not return to lift the
banner for all to see, who else would?
Others who had left Communist
Romania to attend universities used
the opportunity to free themselves
from a repressive political system-
and never go back. Joseph Ton was
different.
He had gone to Oxford University
for the express purpose of earning a
degree and returning to Romania to
train others, because of the lack of
educated pastors or Christian leaders
in Romania. In 1972 he graduated with
a master's in theology, and he returned
to take up the fight for religious
freedom for the people of Romania.
At the time, the Romanian Ministry
of Religious Affairs had "unofficially"
imposed harsh restrictions, Iimiting
religious services to one on Saturday
night and one on Sunday morning. No
other activities were allowed. In an
attempt to isolate congregations, the
government ruled that pastors could
not visit other churches as guest speak-
ers. Deacons and other church officials
had to be approved by the local atheistic
government office. If a pastor became
incapacitated, only those officials could
fill in. (The government would not
select candidates favored bv the church.)
Lists of people desiring baptism were
required, with the government approv-
ing only those from Baptist families.
So as not to be accused of uniust
religious repression, the government
put nothing in writing. Instead, they
expected the Baptist Union to enforce
these rules and to fire any pastor who
violated them. Joseoh Ton took a stand
against his represiion, risking his life
by writing a paper entitled The Present
Situation ol the Baptist Church in
Romania.
I n. did not return
to liff lhe bonner for oll
fo see, who else would?
Rather than attack the government,
he chose to direct his criticism at the
Baptist Union, which was enforcing
the rules. He took the approach that
since these rules were not on paper,
violating them was not illegal. He
stated that the rules caused the Bap-
tist Union and local government in-
spector to replace Jesus Christ as the
head of the church. Because Ton did
not direct his attack at the govern-
ment, the secret police could not arrest
him.
An English publication of the paper
was sent to Washington, and shortly
thereafter the president of Romania
came to the United States seeking most
favored nation status. The United
States' condition for this was that
Romania honor human rights. In-
cluded in this condition was Ton's
paper. The Romanian president ac-
cented. He returned to Romania on a
Friday and by Tuesday the pastors
were notified that all interdictions had
been dropped.
For the church in Romania this
signaled the beginning of a tremendous
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revival, which began in the Baptist
church in Oradea and spread across
the country. Ton became the pastor of
this church in 1977. With 2,000 mem-
bers and 200 lay preachers.it was the
leading force for the gospel in that
country.
When the government lost its grip
on the church, it switched its attack to
individual Christians. Demotions and
firings of Christians became common.
Fines were imposed for conducting
religious "activities" outside the con-
fines of the church building. Christians
could not attend the universities. Ton
felt it was time to sound the trumpet
again. With five others, he wrote a
paper outlining these abuses. All six
were arrested and beaten and received
six weeks of harsh treatment. When
Western governments heard about the
situation, the ensuing uproar resulted
in the release of the prisoners and the
persecution of Christians seemed
resolved.
But again the persecution was
redirected-this time at the pastors. In
1980 the government audited all
church financial records. Thev en-
forced rules that were applicabl6 only
to institutions and business. Anv
pastor who made purchases withoui
approval of the government ministry
was accused of embezzlement. The
government was attempting to smear
active pastors.
Once more Joseph Ton wrote a
paper that angered the government
officials. They immediately proposed
to exile Ton, but reconsidered, think-
ing he would be more dangerous to
them out than in. However, God's tim-
ing called for Ton to further develop
his ministry. He was given a tourist
passport for himself, his wife, and
Ton rvos orlesled
ond beolen
ond leceived six weeks
of holsh lleolmenl.
daughter, on the condition they never
return. They left Romania with four
suitcases.
Joseph Ton now has an active new
ministry. His goal is still to train
leaders for the Romanian church. A
new generation of pastors is desper-
ately needed. Of the more than 1,000
Baptist churches in Romania, only 160
have full-time pastors. The theological
seminary at which Ton taught has a
government restriction allowing only
l0 students a year to study there.
Training the needed pastors re-
quires materials that students can
study on their own. Accordingly,
Joseph is now involved in an intensive
translation program to provide books
for Romanian Christians. Several have
alreadv been translated and sent to
Romania, including New Testament
Surveyby Merrill C. Tenney and Mark
by Irving Jensen. Thiessen's Systematic
Theology is currently being completed.
TEE (Theological Education by Exten-
sion)manuals have also been prepared.
Ton is still defending his Romanian
brethren who serve and live under a
repressive political system. He is
regularly on the radio to Romania.
Each Saturday and Sunday I million
listeners hear his nine-minute program
on BBC. On Sunday afternoons he has
a 55-minute program on Radio Free
Europe to 8 million listeners.
Regardless of the situation, God
still works. Outside Great Britain the
Baptist church of Romania is the
largest in Europe. Persecution has not
dampened the spirits of Romanian
believers. They know where their
strength and support comes from.
Much needs to be done, but with God's
help and our prayers, men such as
Joseph Ton can impact Romania with
the gospel message.
I Howard Erickson is a freeJance
writer in Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Paul Anderson: The World's Strongest Man
Lifts Young People from Delinquency
by Angela Elwell Hunt
e won the gold medal for
weight l i ft ing at the 1956
Olympics. The Guinness Book
ol World Records tates: "The greatest
weight ever raised by a human being
is 6,270 pounds in a back lift. . . by
the 364-pound Paul Anderson. He has
bench-pressed 627 pounds, achieved
1,200 pounds in a deep-knee bend, and
deadlifted 820 pounds, making a career
aggregate of 2,647 pounds."
Though today he does not claim to
be the world's strongest man, his rec-
ords stil l stand. "I think it would be
kind of hokey for me to claim those
titles at my age," 53-year-old Anderson
said, although until recently he still
wowed audiences with his incredible
lifts and engaging speaking style.
Paul was born in the little town of
Toccoa, Georgia, in 1932. As a child he
was always the smallest and most
sickly in school, having suffered from
Bright's disease as a S-year-old. But
while at Furman University on a foot-
ball scholarship, Anderson discovered
weight lifting. He had found his niche.
Anderson was never outlifted by
another athlete. His strength was a gift
from God and was unequaled by any
other human being. In 1955 Anderson,
then unknown, joined the American
weight-lifting team for a competition
in Russia. He soundly defeated the
Russian heavyweight, stunning the au-
dience with a lift of 402.5 pounds-
more than 40 pounds over the existing
world record. The Russians went wild
exclaiming, "He's a wonder of nature!"
At the 1956 Melbourne Olympics,
Anderson's body raged with a fever of
over 104 degrees. He was sick, weak,
and striving just to stay conscious. He
knew he would not be able to set the
records he had hoped for, and he de-
spaired that he might not even have the
strength to win the medal.
He had to lift 414.5 pounds. Healthy,
he could easily lift 500, but that night
he was struggling even to stand. He
made two attempts and failed to com-
plete the lift. During the minute and a
half that preceded his final attempt, he
"f think my greatest
challenge is to keep up
with the sophistication
of the young people,
They're learning
something all the time."
was acutely aware of the presence of
God, and he prayed, "I want to be part
of Your kingdom, and from here on
out, I'm making a real commitment.
I'm not trying to make a deal, God, but
I need Your help to get this weight
overhead."
Paul believes that night presented
the greatest opportunity of his life:
"God convicted me and brousht me
down into the valley of desiair to
realize that I needed Him."
He won the gold medal that night
and soon returned home to begin a pro-
fessional weight-lifting career. In his
exhibitions, he drove nails with the
palm of his hand. He lifted cars, and
tables loaded with grown men, and
even a horse trailer with two horses in-
side. He performed on the "Ed Sullivan
Show," played a part in a Hollywood
movie, and got into boxing and profes-
sional wrestling. His goal was to make
money for his dream-a home for boys.
Anderson had performed in severaljuvenile penal institutions, where he
saw young people who "didn't look like
young criminals. I found that many of
them were there because of truancy.
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New fromTozer
f) rior to his death in 1963,
I Tozer wanted to write
one last book . . . abook con-
cerning Christian worship.
Whotever Hoppened to
Worship? is that book-
compiled from tapes of
sermons preached to his
Toronto congregation in 1962.
ln these compelling mes-
sages, Tozer makes an
impassioned plea for a return
to true worship-the missing
jewel in evangelical Chris-
tianity.
Over 2,OOO,0O0 copies
of other Tozer titles sold!
Tozer enthusiasts every-
where will welcome this
powerful new book from a
man whose following and
popularity continue to grow
year after year.
To order Whatever
Hoppened to Worship?, or
any other Tozer titles, just
call toll-free-today!
(8oo) e32-0382 (PA)
(BOO) 233-4443
''i lin rstian Fubt iations
3825 Hartzdale Drive.
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011
They didn't have a place to go, or they
were bored and got into trouble. I
knew when they left those jails they
would know more about crime than
they did when they went in. So I de-
cided I would start a home for boys."
But for a time Anderson ran away
from the project. During this time Paul
Anderson met and married Glenda
Garland. After two years of marriage
and discussion about establishins a
home, Anderson finally stepped outind
started the Paul Anderson Youth Home.
The Andersons rented a two-story house
in Vidalia, Georgia, and soon had eight
teenagers living with them.
"The Lord taught me that young
people do not need a buddy or play-
mate. They need a leader, a father.
That is what God called me to be."
Today six Anderson homes house
up to 24 young people each. Anderson
said, "It would be more accurate to de-
scribe them as rehabilitation centers-
we don't keep anyone permanently. We
call it'home' so that the boys and girls
will feel at home. We meet them where
they are spiritually, academically,
physically, emotionally, and socially, as
we prepare them to go into the world.
In a year's time, with our rolling ad-
missions and graduations, we work
with far more than 24 in each home.
"Our program is short and fast-
paced. We do not want to institutional-
ize our young people. We keep them so
busy that they have little spare time,
but we do take them on recreational
and educational trips. We teach them
the operation and features of the free
enterprise system. We want them to
learn to earn their own way."
The Paul Anderson Youih Homes
ask only four things of the young peo-
ple who apply: they must be of at least
average intelligence; they must not be
guilty of a violent crime; they must not
require any special emotional or physi-
cal care; and they must sincerely want
to come. The first three reouirements
eliminate those who would-oualifv for
help from other agencies.
The home in Vidalia was established
24 years ago. The four homes in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area have been in
operation for 13 years. A new Paul
Anderson Youth Home is being built
in Washington, D.C.
The philosophy of Paul Anderson
Youth Homes is, "Let's live, work, and
learn together. We will love and re-
spect each other, and all of us will help
each of us." The boys attend school at
the homes and study an accelerated
curriculum that demands their atten-
tion and effort. After school, each boy
participates in chores necessary for
the maintenance of the home-painting,
building, or doing kitchen duty. As
might be expected of Paul Anderson
the athlete, each home is equipped
with a pool, track and field facilities,
and a weight room. The homes en-
deavor to develop good citizens through
spiritual guidance, academic excel-
Ience, and physical fitness.
"Y*ng people do not
need a buddy or
playmate. They need a
Ieader, a father,
That is what God
called me to be."
What is the greatest challenge for
Anderson? "I think my greatest chal-
Ienge is to keep up wit6 tLe sophistica-
tion of the young people. Whether
they're on the street or in school,
they're learning something all the time.
Many of them are blowing their minds
and losing their intelligence with drugs.
We don't try to be teenagers here at the
home; we try to be plain old adults.
However, we do try to keep up with
what they are doing and what the pres-
ent words and fads are. Another chal-
lenge we face is to keep our graduates
strong when they leave, because we
turn them right back out in the same
world they came from."
The world's strongest man is the
first to admit that he has had some
pretty strong support. Roger Staubach,
Tom Landry, and Joe Gibbs are just a
few of the people who have stood
strongly behind Paul Anderson Youth
Homes. However, the most important
person behind Anderson has been his
wife, Glenda.
The Paul Anderson Youth Homes,
all individual corporations, accept no
government funds and could not exist
without the support of other concerned
Christians. Likewise, the world's strong-
est man is the first to admit that he
"could not make it without Christ."
For more information, please write
to Paul Anderson Youth Home, P. O.
Box 525, Vidalia, Georgia 30474. I
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"f'm Impressed,.."
"I am impressed by Cedarville
College, the curriculum, and
most of all by the students. The
students are well equipped and
solidly grounded, having received
a combination of a sound
education, leadership experi-
ences, and spiritual values. That's
the reason General Mills con-
tinues to recruit at Cedarville -
one of only 13 colleges and
universities from which we
recruit for bachelors' degrees in
accounting and finance."
- David Kelby
Dartid Kellnt is senioraice president, growtlt,
1tlanning and treasury for General Mi//.e , Inc.,
M inn eapo /is, M i nnesota.
Cedarvi l le Col lege not only equips you with an outstanding educat ion -  i t  a lso gives you
the tools to select a career and to find employment. The college Career Planning and
Placement Off ice provides career/ interest test ing, compurer assisted job matching,
workshops, a course in employment strategies, and opportunit ies to interview with
potential employers. Each year representatives of companies such as General Mills,
Electronic l)ata Systems, J.C. Penney, General Electric, State Farm Data Processing
Group, and Ernst and Whinney recrui t  on campus. At Cedarvi l le Col lege you not only
earn a respected degree, you also obtain the assisrance you need to effectively pursue
career opportunit ies.
o
o
. Worldwide Christian Ministries
o Over 1800 studenrs from 45 states
.  F inancia l  a id avai lable
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
An accredited Baptist l iberal arts col lege
30 majors and 14 special programs
( ledan' i l le  Cbl lege ,  Box 601,  ( lodarv i l le ,  OH 45314 $1r766-ZZt l
BICGRAPHY
by lames L. Snyder
orn April 21,1897, in the moun-
tainous region of western Penn-
svlvania. Aiden Wilson Tozer
influenced his generation like no other
individual.
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A. W. Tozer
A Man in Pursuit of God
During his lifetime, Tozer, as he
preferred to be called, earned the repu-
tation of a twentieth-century prophet.
His spiritual gifts afforded him a de-
gree of insight regarding biblical truth
and the nature and state of the Evan-
gelical church in his day. Able to ex-
press his perceptions in a beautiful,
simple, forceful manner, Tozer was
often the voice of God when the words
of others were but echoes. He saw
through the fog of modern Christianity,
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pointing out the rocks on which it might
founder if it continued its course.
Just before his lTth birthday, Tozer
heard a street preacher on a corner in
Akron, Ohio, as he walked home from
his job at a rubber factory. He could
not shake off the simple message. "If
you don't know how to be saved," the
preacher said, "just call on God, say-
ing, '[ord, be merciful to me a sinner.'"
Wrestling with God for some time at
home, Tozer emerged from his attic
sanctuary a new creature in Christ.
Under the tutelage of his future
mother-in-law, Tozer progressed rapidly
in the things of God. She encouraged
him to read good books, study the Bible,
and pray. She also urged him to preach,
often gathering people in her home to
hear him.
In 1919, without formal education,
Tozer was called to pastor a small
storefront church in Nutter Fort, West
Virginia. In these humble beginnings
Tozer and his new bride, Ada Celia
Phaust, launched a ministry that was
to span some 44 years in the Christian
and Missionary Alliance.
In 1928 Tozer received a call from
the Christian and Missionary Alliance
Church in Chicago. Not too anxious to
leave his congregation in Indianapolis,
he pushed aside the invitation. After
some persuasion Tozer agreed to go and
preach, but he offered no guarantees.
That first Sunday in Chicago was
notable. Francis Chase, a commercial
illustrator in the area, and close friend
of Tozer's, remembered that first ser-
vice. "He said very little and I didn't
expect much. He was slight with plenty
of black hair, and certainly not a fash-
ion plate as we say. He wore a black
tie about I % inches in width. His shoes
were even then out-moded; high tops
with hooks part way up. I introduced
him and left the platform. He said
nothing about being pleased to be
there or any other pat phrases usually
given on such occasions, but simply
introduced his sermon topic, which
was,'God's Westminster Abbey,' based
on the eleventh chapter of Hebrews."
Writing to a friend after he accepted
the call to Chicago Tozer confided, "As
soon as I passed the city limits of Indi-
anapolis I had a favorable earnest of
my decision. There swept over my soul
a sweet peace and I knew that I was in
the will of God."
From the first, the congregation
was captivated by his approach to
preaching-with superior language
and phrases-and his splendid voice
and diction. Numberins around 80
people when Tozer began, the congre-
gation had to build larger facilities in
l94l to accommodate about 800. Manv
felt that there were only two greai
churches in Chicago, Moody Memorial
Church with Harry Ironside, and South-
side Alliance Church where Tozer pas-
tored. Hundreds of people flocked to
his services, especially nearby college
students. From l95l to 1959 Tozer's
ministry was greatly enlarged when
WMBI, the Moody radio station, broad-
cast a weekly program originating
from his church studv. His ministrv
to the nearby Bible .oil"g". was hii
special delight. Tozer pastored the
Southside Alliance Church from 1928
until 1959, when he accepted the call
from the Avenue Road Alliance Church
in Toronto, Canada.
Tozer was fond of saying, "I refuse
to allow any man to put his glasses on
To nr* the worship
of Gd was paramount
in his life and ministry.
His preaching as well
as his writings
were but extensions
of his prayer life.
me and force me to see everything in
his light." He literally burned the mid-
night oil in his quest for truth, giving
himself to the study of the great classics
in religion, philosophy, literature,
poetry, the church fathers, and Chris-
tian mystics. His special ove for poetry
and the hymns of the church gave
wings to his preaching and writing. A
voracious reader, he would read a bit,
then think and meditate on what he
had read. He often said, "You should
think 10 times more than you read."
He never read a book merelv to sav he
had read it. Always a book was to lead
him on in his quest for God, In an
editorial on the subject Tozer said that
the best book is the one that starts us
on a train of thought and then bows
out. Its work is finished.
In 1950 Tozer was elected editor of
the Alliance Weekly, now the Alliance
Witness, official magazine of the Chris-
tian and Missionary Alliance. The com-
mittee that presented Tozer's name
said of him, "His clear and forceful
style and his unique presentation of
a Christ-centered gospel will be ap-
proved. . . by Bible-loving Christians
everywhere." That proved prophetic,
as under Tozer's leadership the maga-
zine doubled in circulation.The Alliance
Witncss, more than anything else, helped
establish Tozer as a spokesman to the
Evangelical church at large. Someone
observed that the Alliance Witness was
the only magazine subscribed to solely
for its editorials. Manv who were un-
familiar with the Christian and Mis-
sionary Alliance subscribed to the
Alliance Witness simply for Tozer's
racy editorials and insightful articles.
His editorials were simultaneously
published in Great Britain. H. F. Steven-
son, editor of The Life of Faith maga-
zine in London, England, said, "His
survey of the contemporary scene was
as relevant to Britain as to his own
country, so that his articles and books
were read avidly here also."
In the first editorial dated June 3,
1950, Tozer set the tone. "It will cost
something," he said, "to walk slow in
the parade of the ages while excited
men of time rush about confusing
motion with progress. But it will pay in
the long run and the true Christian is
not much interested in anything short
of that."
Tozer's forte was his prayer life, He
often said, "As a man prayed so was
he." To him the worship of God was
paramount in his life and ministry. He
believed that true service would flow
out of pure worship. His preaching as
well as his writings were but extensions
of his prayer life. What he discovered
in prayer soon found its way into his
sermons, then articles and editorials,
and finally into his many books.
Tozer greatly appreciated crafts-
manship and excellence. His writings
reveal that he demanded the utmost
from himself. Wide reading and a disci
plined mind provided him tremendous
resources for the apt expressions that
flowed from his tongue and pen. Often
he would say, "There's a right word;
use it." Invariably he had the right
word at his fingertips.
The great care with which he pro-
duced his books established him as a
devotional writer of a classic nature,
who will long be read when his spoken
ministry is forgotten. He labored dili-
gently to develop a style and strength
of expression that continually attracted
attention.
Tozer's lively imagination and
descriptive powers gave force and
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vividness to his presentations. He spent
hours meticulously producing sermons
that were majestic and profound. In-
stead of shouting, he used crisp, pre-
cise, climactic sentences. His voice and
delivery were rather quiet, but the
sennon penetrated the soul. His idea of
sermoncraft was, "Get the idea down
and the words will take care of them-
selves at delivery."
Through his preaching and writing
Tozer issued a clarion call for Evan-
gelicals to return to authentic, biblical,
personal and inward positions that
have characterized the Christian church
when she was most faithful to Christ
and His Word. As he expounded the
Scriptures, analyzed, or explained a
biblical truth the listener was brought
face-to-face with decisions that would
never be forgotten or regretted.
As an intellectual beast of prey,
Tozer was capable of tearing the faulty
arguments of an author to pieces. He
seemed to have a spiritual intuition
that enabled him to scent error, name
it for what is was, and reiect it in one
decisive act.
Francis Chase, his close friend for
over 30 years, shares this insight into
his work habits. "He told me once that
he would often go to that little dismal
Ioft in the church to write some edito-
rials. He said his heart and mind were
as dry and uninspired as a burnt shin-
gle. He would open his Bible, possibly
a hymnbook, kneel at that old couch,
pick up a pencil, and then the Holy
Spirit would come upon him, and to
keep up with what flooded his soul he
would have to write ferociously. Four
or five editorials would be completed
at one time."
Some wonder why his writings are
as fresh today as when he was alive. A
close friend and colleague, Nathan
Bailey, late president of the Christian
and Missionary Alliance, answers this
query. "In his writings he left the
superficial and the obvious and the
trivial for others to toss around, giving
himself to the discipline of study and
prayer that resulted in articles and
books that reached deep into the hearts
of men."
Tozer's method of preaching was
the strong declaration of biblical prin-
ciples, never merely an involvement in
word studies, clever outlines, or statis-
tics. Listening to his numerous recorded
sennons or reading any of his many
books, the observer will notice the ab-
sence of alliteration. He thought alliter-
ation was artificial and he did not use
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it. His style was the simple unfolding
of truth as naturally as a flower un-
folding in the sunlight.
Much like that of Will Rogers,
Tozer's humor can be described as
good, honest, homespun wit. He was
not a storyteller or joke-teller, but in
the turn of a phrase, a sharp observa-
tion through satire, or a grotesque
illustration, he got his point across
most tellingly.
Of course too much humor can be
ruinous to any sermon, and Tozer
struggled to keep his humor under con-
trol. Raymond McAfee, longtime asso-
ciate of Tozer in Chicago, said, "I could
always tell by the content of humor in
his preaching just how tired he was. If
the audience was convulsed by his dis-
course, he was tired, his guard was
down, and humor sneaked through."
In the true and best sense of the
word, Tozer was a mystic. He placed
great emphasis on the contemplation
of divine things resulting in the God-
conscious life.
H, Iiterally burned
the midnight oil in his
quest for truth, giving
himself to the study
of the great classics.
The last literary project of Tozer's,
completed just before his death and
published several months after, was
The Christian Book of Mystical Verse.
This was a compilation of a wealth of
mystic poetry that had warmed and
blessed Tozer's heart throughout the
years. In the introduction of that book
he defined his meaning of the term
mystic. "The word 'mystic' as it occurs
in the title of this book refers to that
personal spiritual experience common
to the saints of Bible times and well
known to multitudes of persons in the
post-biblical era. I refer to the evan-
gelical mystic who has been brought
by the gospel into intimate fellowship
with the Godhead. His theology is no
less and no more than is taught in the
Christian Scriptures. He walks the
high road of truth where walked of old
prophets and apostles, and where down
the centuries walked martyrs, reform-
ers, Puritans, evangelists and mission-
aries of the cross. He differs from the
ordinary orthodox Christian only be-
cause he experiences his faith down
in the depths of his sentient being
while the other does not. He exists
in a world of spiritual reality. He is
quietly, deeply, and sometimes almost
ecstatically aware of the Presence of
God in his own nature and in the world
aroundhim. His religious experience is
something elemental, as old as time
and the creation. It is immediate ac-
quaintance with God by union with the
Eternal Son. It is to know that which
passes knowledge" (The Chistian Book
of Mystical Verse, Christian Publica-
tions, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania).
In his daily walk and ministry Tozer
had a sense of God that enveloped him
in reverence and adoration. His one
daily exercise was the practice of the
presence of God, pursuing Him with
all his strength and energy. To him,
Jesus Christ was a daily wonder, a
recurring astonishment, a continual
amazement of love and srace.
Toward the end of h'is life Tozer
remarked, "I have found God to be
cordial and generous and in every way
easy to live with." For almost 50 years
Tozer lived in God. He was not a per-
fect man; he had his faults and "warts."
He possessed a disposition that caused
him grief and heartache. He was never
nasty or venomous, but at times he had
to apologize to those he inadvertently
hurt when he spontaneously popped
their balloons of pretense, pomposity,
and posturing.
Toward the end of his ministry he
requested of his congregation: "Fray
for me in the light of the pressures of
our times. Pray that I will not just
come to a wearied end-an exhausted,
tired old preacher, interested only in
hunting a place to roost, Pray that I will
be willing to let my Christian experi-
ence and Christian standards cost me
something right down to the last gasp!"
On May 12, 1963, A. W. Tozer's
earthly labors ended. His faith in God's
majesty became sight as he entered
into the presence of God. At the funeral
his daughter, Becky, said something
typical of what Tozer himself would
have said. "I can't feel sad; I know
Dad's happy; he's lived for this all his
life." And so he had. Even though his
physical presence is far removed from
us, Tozer will still continue to minister
to those who are thirsty for the thihgs
of God.
I James L. Snyder is pastor of First
Alliance Church in Jacksonville, Florida.
TIUNDER IN THE PUIPIT
The Old Cross
and the New
by A. W. Tozer
ll unannounced and mostly
undetected there has come in
modern times a new cross into
popular Evangelical circles. It is like
the old Cross, but different: the like-
nesses are superficial; the differences,
fundamental.
From this new cross has sprung a
new philosophy of the Christian life,
and from that new philosophy has
come a new Evangelical technique-a
new type of meeting, and a new kind
of preaching. This new evangelism
employs the same language as the old,
but its content is not the same and its
emphasis not as before.
The old Cross would have no truck
with the world. For Adam's proud
flesh it meant the end of the journey.
It carried into effect the sentence im-
posed by the law of Sinai. The new
cross is not opposed to the human
race; rather, it is a friendly pal and if
understood aright, it is the source of
oceans of good clean fun and innocent
enjoyment. It lets Adam live without
interference. His life motivation is un-
changed. He still lives for his own
pleasure, only now he takes delight in
singing choruses and watching re-
ligious movies instead of singing
bawdy songs and drinking hard liquor.
The accent is still on enjoyment,
though the fun is now on a higher
plane morally if not intellectually.
The new cross encourages a new
and entirely different evangelistic
approach. The evangelist does not de-
mand abnegation of the old life before
a new life can be received. He preaches
not contrasts but similarities. He seeks
to key into public interest by showing
that Christianity makes no unpleasant
demands; rather, it offers the same
thing the world does, only on a higher
level. Whatever the sin-mad world han-
pens to be clamoring after at the
moment is cleverly shown to be the
Ti, cross made no
compromise, modtfied
nothing, spared nothing,
very thing the gospel offers, only the
religious product is better.
The new cross does not slay the sin-
ner; it redirects him. It gears him into
a cleaner and jollier way of Iiving and
saves his self-respect, To the self-
assertive it says, "Come and assert
yourself for Christ." To the egotist it
says, "Come and do your boasting in
the Lord." To the thrill-seeker it savs,
"Come and enjoy the thrill of Christian
Jerry Folwell
invites you to...
April lO-13
Feoturing
Dr, Elmer Towns,
Dove Adoms, ond
Doug Rondlett
speoking on
"Solving
the problems
of young
people"
ot
Thomos Rood Boptist Church,
Lynchburg, Virginio,
in conjunction with
Liberty University's
College-for-o-Weekend.
For more informotion coll
t-800628-2000
or write
Thomos Rood Boptist Church
6.|2 Thomos Rood
Lynchburg, Vkginio 24502
Attn: Mike Stewort
ond osk for o
YouthQuest'86 Brochure
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fellowship." The Christian message is
slanted in the direction of the current
vogue in order to make it acceptable
to the public.
The philosophy back of this kind of
thing may be sincere, but its sincerity
does not save it from being false. It is
false because it is blind. It misses com-
pletely the whole meaning of the Cross.
The old Cross is a symbol of death.
It stands for the abrupt, violent end of
a human being. The man in Roman
times who took up his cross and
started down the road had already said
good-bye to his friends. He was not
coming back. He was not going out to
have his life redirected; he was going
out to have it ended. The Cross made
no compromise, modified nothing,
spared nothing. It slew all of the man,
completely and for good. It did not try
to keep on good terms with its victim.
It struck cruel and hard. and when it
had finished its work, the man was no
more.
The race of Adam is under death
sentence, There is no commutation and
no escape. God cannot approve any of
the fruits of sin, however innocent they
may appear or beautiful to the eyes of
men. God salvages the individual by
liquidating him and then raising him
again to newness of life.
That evangelism which draws
friendly parallels between the ways of
God and the ways of men is false to the
Bible and cruel to the souls of its
hearers. The faith of Christ does not
parallel the world, it intersects it. In
coming to Christ we do not bring our
old life up onto a higher plane; we
leave it at the Cross. The corn of wheat
must fall into the ground and die.
We who preach the gospel must not
think of ourselves as public relations
agents sent to establish goodwill be-
tween Christ and the world. We must
W, are not diplomats
but prophets, and our
message is not
a compromise but
an ultimatum,
not imagine ourselves commissioned
to make Christ acceptable to big
business, the press, or the world of
sports, or modern education. We are
not diplomats but prophets, and our
message is not a compromise but an
ultimatum.
God offers life, but not an improved
old life. The life he offers is life out of
death. It stands always on the far side
of the Cross. Whoever would possess
it must pass under the rod. He must
repudiate himself and concur in God's
just sentence against him.
What does this mean to the individ-
ual, the condemned man who would
find life in Christ Jesus? How can this
theology be translated into life?
Simply, he must repent and believe. He
must forsake his sins and then go on
to forsake himself. Let him cover
nothing, defend nothing, excuse
nothing. Let him not seek to make
terms with God, but let him bow his
head before the stroke of God's stern
displeasure and acknowledge himself
worthy to die.
Having done this let him gaze with
simple trust upon the risen Saviour,
and from Hirn will come life and
rebirth and cleansing and power. The
Cross that ended the earthly life of
Jesus now puts an end to the sinner;
and the power that raised Christ from
the dead now raises him to a new life
along with Christ.
To any who may object to this or
count it merely a narrow and private
view of truth, let me say God has set
His hallmark of approval upon this
message from Paul's day to the pres-
ent. Whether stated in these exact
words or not, this has been the content
of all preaching that has brought lifrj
and power to the world through the
centuries. The mystics, the reformers,
the revivalists have put their emphasis
here, and signs and wonders and
mighty operations of the Holy Ghost
gave witness to God's approval.
Dare we, the heirs of such a legacy
of power, tamper with the truth? Dare
we with our stubby pencils erase the
lines of the blueprint or alter the pat-
tern shown us in the Mount? May God
forbid. Let us preach the old Cross and
we will know the old power.
I Adapted by permission from The
Alliance Witness.
ftesents
he dramatic true story of
Evanplelist Tom and Pam Williams'
battle with death and their victorv
of love.
76mm Motion Picture-Color-79 Minutes-Rental 575.(M
,QlM ffiIOECIIIEN
This moving film is a must for every Christian who desires a
deep, abiding walk with God, for every family member who
wants his family to be a warm and loving unit, and for every mar-
ried couple who longs to experience the ultimate meaning of
true love and intimacy.
Here it is - the inspirational and uplifting story of all-con-
suming trust and of the great provision of God. You cannot help
but watch. . .and weep. . .and laugh. . .and go away changed for
HIS glory.
For more information, write or call: Olive's Film Productions, Inc.
P.O. Box 9, Madison, AL 35758 . (205) 837-4166;
or call your local Christian film distributor
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Dersonal ife and character
in keeping with what he
appears to be in the pulpit?
Unfortunatelv. there have
been a few who have per-
formed with outstandins
success in the pulpit foi
years, or who have been
writers of Christian books,
who were ultimately dis-
covered to be, like the
Pharisees, white on the
outside but corrupt on the
inside. The practice of reli-
gion seems 
-by 
its very
character to tempt those
who depend on the confi-
dence of the public to pre-
tend to be something they
are not.
The mills of God may
run slowly, but they grind
exceedingly fine. As Paul
wrote the Galatians, "Be
not deceived; God is not
mocked: for whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he
also reap" (Gal. 6:7). If not
rendered accountable to
man, the one who is a liv-
ing fraud is ultimately
judged by God.
What is the secret of
integrity for a pastor or
any Christian? It begins
with a sincere and accurate
evaluation of his own
spiritual life. In preaching
on spiritual themes, the
preacher must include
himself as one who needs
the divine grace of God to
Iead a holy life as much as
those who are listening.
Pretense, pride, self-exalting
Inlegrity
by lohn F. Walvoord
In Proverbs l0:9 the
spotlight of the Word of
God focuses on an indis-
pensable quality of Christian
life and character in the
words, "He that walketh
uprightly walketh surely:
but he that perverteth his
ways shall be known."
Absolutely essential to a
godly ministry of an indi-
vidual or an effective work
of a Christian organization
is the quality of integrity.
In the Old Testament,
integrity is the translation
of the Hebrew word /ore,
found 50 times translated
in various ways. Some of
its synonyms are "per-
fection," "simplicity,"
"strength, " "uprightness"
(a very common translation),
"soundness," "without
blemish or defect,"
"honest," and "sincere."
The same concept is found
in the New Testament in
Titus 2:7.
A preacher of the Word
of God is especially sub-
ject to the temptation of
being less than what
integrity requires. He is
expected to preach the
perfect standards in Scrip-
ture even though, like
others, he falls short, He
is expected to be a holy
man in the pulpit on Sun-
days. But the searching
question is, What is he on
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday? Is there a cor-
responding integrity in his
stories or references, and
similar inaccuracies eem
to paint a picture that
does not corresoond to
reality. A close walk with
God, a study of the Scrip-
ture for one's personal
spiritual needs, and the
experience of intimate, fer-
vent prayer will do much
to keep an individual on
track in the matter of
integrity.
What is true of indi-
viduals is also true of
Christian organizations.
Advertising should not
present a false picture.
Claims for accomplish-
ments should not be col-
ored with fine stories of
success that do not accu-
rately portray the situation.
Instead. the careful inves-
tigator should find that a
Christian organization is
all that it claims to be.
Ultimately, this is an abso-
lutely necessary ingredient
to secure the confidence of
others, financial support,
prayer interest, and coop-
eration with its ministry.
Usually when individuals
or organizations fail, it is
because at heart they lack
this indispensable quality
of integrity.
In the history of insti-
tutions and individuals,
departure from integrity is
sometimes theological,
sometimes moral, some-
times a false picture of the
real situation. Harold
Lindsell in his Battle for
the Bible points out how
many organizations, such
as schools founded by godly
men who believed in the
fundamentals of biblical
truth, gradually lost their
integrity. The first evidences
of departure were denied.
The next steD was to admit
to departurei, but defend
them as advances or im-
provements. Finally, the
change in direction, doc-
trine, or morality is justified
bv a totallv new statement
oi the dire"ction of the
institution. What is true of
organizations is also true
of individuals. It is easy to
deny moral or theological
departure in its earlv
ph-ases. It is easy to pre-
tend that it just is not so.
Eventually, when the truth
comes out, there comes
justification or accommo-
dation of the change either
in theology or moral stan-
dards. Such is the road
away from integrity.
The truth of Proverbs
10:9 is simple and direct.
"He that walketh uprightly
walketh surely." He does
not have to fear investiga-
tion or examination. He is
all that he appears to be.
On the contrary, with loss
Word Study
Ruach is the Old Testa-
ment Hebrew word for
spirit. It l iterally means
"wind" and indicates an
unseen force whose activity
is evidenced by powerful
results (see John 3:8).
Pneuma is the New Testa-
ment Greek word for spirit
and indicates that which is
immaterial. It is used in
Scripture to denote the
inner life of man.
Sermon
Oulline
The New Birth-John 3:1-21
I. Necessity of the New
Birth (w.1-3)
II. Nature of the New
Birth (w.4-8)
III. Nearness of the New
Birth (w.9-17)
IV. Neglect of the New
Birth (w.18-21)
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of integrity, truly, "he that
perverteth his ways shall
be known." Sooner or
Iater in time or eternity,
the lack of integrity is
uncovered.
The application of this
truth is so important that
there must be honest ex-
amination of our life or
situation in the light of the
Word of God. The question
of what God thinks about
it assumes ultimate impor-
tance. Honesty in rep-
resenting oneself or
organization will protect
from deviation from what
one should be. If there has
been lack of integrity, the
remedy is, first of all,
honest and complete con-
fession to God. There fol-
lows the necessary correc-
tion before those who have
been misled. The lack of
integrity must be replaced
by complete honesty and
sincerity. This is the path
of God's blessing in time
as well as in eternity.
I John F. Walvoord is
oresident of Dallas Theo-
iogical Seminary, Dallas,
Texas.
Why Your
Church's
Teens Get
Involved
in Cults
by Larry Kreider
In Unholy Devotion,
Harold L. Bussell makes
the alarming statement
that children raised in
Evangelical churches are
increasingly being lured
into the cults.
Admitting that we can
and are losing teenagers to
the seduction of alien
dogma and practices is dif-
f icult. How can it happen?
The answer l ies some-
where between the all-out
onslausht of Satan and his
kingdom and an ignorant
Christian church.
Here are seven primary
reasons for many falling
away.
Insufficient biblical
grounding. Children have
had a cranium full of Bible
stories and Scripture
memorization without the
motivation for it to make
a difference in their lives.
The basics of the faith are
not presented as exciting
and contagious, and young
people are not trained to
detect the subtleties of
sects or cults.
Uninspiring leadership.
There should be a system
within every church where
honest concerns and evalu-
ations of lessons and ser-
mons can be brought to
the attention of the church
leadership. Often there is
an unwil l ingness to r€-
place a leader with someone
who is more gifted, but
everyone's problem can be
solved by honestly and
gently placing and replac-
ing people in the areas of
their strengths.
Departmentalization
without integration. A kind
of elitism can develop
lrom a constant attent ion
and preoccupation of teens
with their own problems
without developing a sense
of caring and responsibility
to all ages. Churches need
to plan family events where
all ages are integrated.
Young people can expand
their horizons beyond their
own ego-centered needs.
When a young person de-
velops a social relationship
with an adult, he is less
likely to disappoint hat
adult by deserting the
church for a cult.
Cold orthodoxy. Actually,
the orthodox faith embraces
all of the Scriptures,
which by God's very na-
ture and intent prevent it
from being cold. The inse-
curities of adolescence
make teens susceptible to
persons who show love
and concern. A pat on the
back and trying to solve a
problem that is a primary
concern to the young per-
son should not be left to a
hired youth worker. Car-
ing attention from adults
provides the kind of unifi-
cation that many teens
find in the warm circles of
cult members.
Pluralism. Pluralism
creates two problems; one,
there is a tendency to look
at religion and faith as
s imi lar  to  t ry ing on a pai r
of shoes. Wear them until
they either wear out or no
longer fit. Second, the
unlimited choices create
confusion. Without some
foundation for measuring
truth, teenagers are left to
their senses and desires to
make the r ight  choice.
Sometimes pluralism leads
to paralysis, and no choice
can be made.
No outlet for service.
Being motivated to serve,
teens leave the sanctuary-
to go back to the rout ine
of l i fe without an outler
for the compassion that
has been aroused within
them. If the desire is
strong enough, a teen wil l
either find a legitimate
out let  wi th in Chr is t ian i ty
to express his zeal for ser-
vice. or he mav be attracted
to a cult wheie such op-
portunities are ample.'
Insecurity. The possi-
bil i t ies of unemployment,
nuclear war, crlme, per-
missiveness of parents,
confusion over beliefs, in-
consistencies of friend-
shios all lead to a teen's
deslre for someone to tell
him what to do and when
to do it. Though teens
often reject authority,
there is a deeo-seated
desire to have life made
simple. A "thus saith the
Lord" once in a while and
an accurate presentat ion
of legitimate biblical abso-
lutes can prevent them
from seeking a cult where
thinkins is done for them.
Fortunately, it is never
too late to start making
changes. In fact, a church
that starts making positive
moves has the opportunity
for just as powerful an
influence on its young
people as those that have
been consistently doing
things right all along.
Adapted by permission from
Parents & Teenagers, Jay
Kesler, Editor. Published
by Victor Books and O 1984
SP Publ icat ions, Inc.,
Wheaton, Ill inois.
New Book
for Speokers
George Sweeting's new
book, Quotes and ll lustra-
t ions,  is  a great  co l lect ion
of brief information arranged
alphabetically by subject.
For example, under "per-
severance," Bil l Bright
says, "Inspiration without
perspi rat ion leads to f rus-
tration and stagnation."
The book wil l be useful
to preachers, teachers,
writers, and students.
(Word Books,  1985,  $1491
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Otf the Poge
into lhe Heort
by David W. Chapman
Above all else, Funda-
mentalists stand firm on
the Word of God. We proudly
proclaim our allegiance to
every word-"inspired, in-
fall ible, inerrant." Given
the zeal we possess for the
Word of God, one would
expect Bible reading to be
the focus of  our  worshin
serv ices.  ln  actual i tv .  for  a
number of reasons, too l itt le
at tenl ion and care is  g iven
to the reading of the
Scripture.
We seem so anxious to
speak for God, that we
scarcely give Him an op-
portunity to speak for
Himself. At best, such an
omission sends the wrons
signal - that  the Scr iptu16
itself is secondary to what
the preacher has to say
about it.
But even for those who
recognize the importance
of Scripture reading, there
are yet further diff iculties.
Reading of any kind re-
quires special vocal skil ls.
Even normally dynamic
speakers sometimes fall
into a dull and monotonous
vocal pattern when they go
from extemporaneous
speaking to reading aloud.
Bible reading is even more
difficult, since the char-
acteristic rhythms of the
King James Bible are at
odds wi th modern speech,
and since so many of the
words and expressions are
unfamiliar to our ears and
tongues.
To prevent Scripture
reading from being merely
a requirement of the wor-
ship service, and make it a
stimulus to worship, it is
necessary to give some at-
tention to the Scrioture
reading beforehand.
The first goal of a good
oral reading is to be under-
stood. If the reader mumbles
or slurs words together,
the reading will be use-
less. The two reouirements
for clear, distinci reading
are good pronunciation
and good ar t icu lat ion.
Pronunciation problems
can be corrected by ade-
quate preparation for the
passage we intend to read.
Articulation can be im-
proved by practicing vocal
exercises and tongue
twisters. We are told that
the great Greek orator
Demosthenes overcame a
speech impediment by
practicing his speeches
with rocks in his mouth.
Although such a drastic
measure is not recom-
mended, it does indicate
what persistence may ac-
complish in this area.
The goal of an outstand-
ing speaker or reader,
however, should go beyond
the min imal  comnetencies
of pronunciation and ar-
ticulation. When the Bible
is read with understandins
and feeling, the hearers
should be struck with the
beauty and majesty of
God's Word.  F lex ib i l i ty  is
the key to producing such
an ef fect  on lhe l is tenins
audience.  Al though the 
-
pronunciation of individual
words is fairly standard,
the tone of an overall
passage may vary greatly.
In quoting Exodus 20:3,
"Thou shalt have no other
gods before me," the
speaker should strive to
convey all the dignity and
solemnity due a sovereign
God who could drive
Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows:
yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and
afflicted. But He was wounded for our transgressions,
he was bruised for our iniouities: the chastisement of
our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are
healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have
turned every one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid
on him the iniquitv of us all (Isa. 53).
Pharaoh to his knees and
deliver His people out of
bondage. In Phil ippians 4:4
the mood is buovant.
jubilant: "Rejoice in the
Lord alway: and again I
say, Rejoice."
Reading Scripture in
the church need not be a
dull, uninspiring ritual.
When the reading is well
done. minds mav be readied
and hearts stiried for the
message to follow. Nor
must the reading always
come only before the ser-
mon. Special readings may
be given in conjunction
with Easter, Christmas,
and other special days.
Reading accompanied by
special music or appropriate
slides projected on a
screen behind the speaker
can greatly add to the im-
pact of the reading. But
regardless of how the Bible
reading is done, its pres-
ence in the worship ser-
vice is a good indication of
the commitment of the
church to making the
Word of God the founda-
tion stone for all faith and
practice.
Comforlers
Needed
Alice was a faithful
Christian, devoted to God
and her church. But when
her 14-year-old daughter,
Joanie, was killed bv an
automobile, all Alice could
do was ask, "Why? Why?"
Her pastor arrived at
her home and seemed
threatened by her ques-
tions. "God is not to be
questioned," he told her.
"His ways are beyond our
wavs." The familv was
told not to crv. blt to be
huppy becaus-e Joanie was
with Jesus in heaven.
At the funeral, the
pastor gave a public invi-
tation, and some of Joanie's
friends responded. Later
the pastor used these
"converts" as the reason
God permitted Joanie's
death. But the family had
a hard time understandins
why God had to work thai
way in order to save lost
souls.
In the months that fol-
lowed. Alice's Christian
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friends encouraged her to
"be happy" and help to
nurture the teenagers who
had trusted the Lord at
the funeral. Whenever she
wanted to talk about
Joanie or the accident,
Alice was told to "turn it
over to Jesus" and not
mention it.
A year after the acci-
dent, Alice left the church
and the faith. For three
years she drifted, deeply
hurt within and greatly
confused about God and
the Christian life,
There are thousands of
people like Alice in and
out of churches today,
people who desperately
want to trust God and
have their deep wounds of
sorrow healed. However,
no one has yet accepted
them as they are and
shown them what God can
do for them. Too many
Christians, like Alice's own
pastor, have pat answers
for complex questions and
simply do not understand
the dynamics of grief.
A broken heart is never
healed by cliches like
"Turn it over to Jesus!" or
"Be happy that she's with
the Lord in heaven." When
the pastor ministers to the
bereaved, he is putting his
own Christian Iife to the
test. He must be vulnerable
or else he is not real. He
must confess that there
are questions he cannot
answer and feelings he
may not want to face. Ac-
customed to talking, he
must learn to be silent and
listen. Blessed is that con-
gregation whose pastor is
a true shepherd-who
weeps with them that
weep!
Adapted from Comlorting
the Bereaved by Warren W.
and David W. Wiersbe,
copyright 1985, Moody
Press, Moody Bible Insti-
tute of Chicago. Used by
permlssron.
Church News
Chartering services for
the Liberty Baptist Church
in Richboro, Pennsylvania,
will be held on March 9.
Edward Guy, an LU gradu-
ate and a 1985 graduate of
Liberty Baptist Seminary,
is the pastor.
taxing the churches them-
selves, savs James M,
Dunn. executive director
of the Baptist Joint Com-
mittee on Public Affairs.
Dunn charged that "this
legislative tinkering with
time-tested principles of
church-state separation
flies in the face of the
First Amendment and
signals an abandonment of
the basic American con-
cept that the church
should not be required to
support the state."
We Asked
Chqrles L.
Feinbgrg...
Which are the five best
sermons you have ever
heard and by whom were
they preached? "On
Eagle's Wings" by Lewis S.
Chafer, "And Lot Lingered".
by George W. Truett, "Hell
in the Heart, in the Home
and in the Hereafter" by
Louis T. Talbot, "When
Death Should Not Have
Taken a Vacation" by
J. Vernon McGee, and
"The Five Pillars of the
Faith" by Samuel H.
Sutherland.
What are five character
traits of a good pastor?
Deep Christian experience,
godliness, Iove for
his family, love for his
sheep, and a burden for
souls throughout the world.
Complete this statement:
Growing churches in the
eighties must avoid the
fads of the day and keep
anchored in the Word of
God.
Who is your favorite
biblical character and whv?
Paul. He allowed God to 
-
have His way in his life.
Looking to the nineties,
how do you see the pastor-
ate changing? The lines
will be more clearly drawn
and many uncommitted
ones will be leaving for
secular work.
I Charles L. Feinberg is
dean emeritus and pro-
fessor emeritus of Talbot
Theological Seminary,
La Mirada, California.
The Christian Libertv
Academy of Arlington
Heights, Illinois, is spon-
soring a symposium on
education at the first Mid-
west Annual Christian
Reconstruction Conference
on March 7-8.
For more informa-
tion call Tom Parent at
312-259-8736.
Missionory News
Bob and Debby Lugar
just completed their first
year of service in Campigny,
France. Their special min-
istry to several churches
in the Paris area has re-
sulted in their invitation
to conduct other special
services in the churches of
missionaries in Belgium
and Paris.
Ron Wheeler has just
released his newest Chris-
tian tract, "The Nerd,"
which reaches adolescents
with humor and presents
God's unfailing love. "The
Nerd" is the fifth in a
series of cartoon-style
tracts that lure readership
with their creativity.
Wheeler is a profes-
sional cartoonist from
Kansas City. Tracts are
available from the American
Tract Society, P. O. Box
402008, Garland, Texas
75040.
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David Homer and his
family recently organized
the Lighthouse Baptist
Church in Hong Kong. The
work has been planned in
three phases for afforda-
bility. The first service
after phase one featured
Charles Billington as
special speaker.
Ed and Anita Hoagland
have now completed one
year of ministry in Mexico.
They have been working in
shelters with families who
lost their homes in the
earthquake. A new building
program was started in
January.
An exciting missions
event is coming up August
5-10. Norway missionary
Phil Brown is coordinatins
a conference of indepen- 
-
dent Baptist preachers and
missionary families in
Stavanger, Norway. For in-
formation write:
Eurofokus'86, Postboks 81,
4O5I SOLA, NORWAY.
Washington (RNS)-A
proposal before Congress
to tax church pension
boards would amount to
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IN REVIEW
WHEN IS IT RIGHT O FIGHT?
by Roberf A. Morey
Reviewed by Stephen Witham, assistant
professor of political science, Liberty
University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
This book is clearly aimed at readers
who believe that the Bible is both lit-
erally true and the authoritative guide
for Christian conduct. Robert Morey has
done an outstanding job of shedding
light on a controversial and often
misunderstood subject. He offers con-
vincing proof that biblical Christianity
does not require pacifism. This work is
thorough and carefully researched, the
arguments clear ly and logical ly
developed.
Morey surveys the Old Testament,
the New Testament, ancient and modern
church writers, and well-known denomi-
national creeds and confessions regard-
ing the use of force by civil government
and for self-defense. He demonstrates
convincingly that none of these, when
properly studied, offer a basis for
pacifism. The Old Testament records
with approval numerous cases where
God's people used force against op-
pressors. In the New Testament Jesus
did not denounce the use of military
force by Israel or the Roman Empire.
Indeed a review of Jesus' teachings, in-
cluding the Sermon on the Mount, re-
veals that He spoke with favor of the
justuseofforce and never condemned it.
The survey of Christian writers from
the apostle Paul and the church fathers,
through the Reformation, and down to
Francis Schaeffer, demonstrates that
they have followed the example of Jesus
by recognizing the possibility of Ie-
gitimate use of force. A similar pattern
is presented by the review of historic
creeds of leading Protestant denomina-
tions. Most of these explicitly allow for
the use of force by civil government and
for self-defense. Morey has done the
Christian communityaservice by collect-
ing and clearly presenting the great
weight of evidence to prove these points.
Of course Christians hould never be
belligerent or militaristic, but God does
not expect us to allow tyrants to deprive
us of our basic rights of life, Iiberty, and
the pursuit of happiness without resis-
tance. This book is highly recommended
to all Christians who are interested in
this subject, and it is must reading for
those who are tempted to view pacifism
as a valid interpretation of Scripture. An
extensive bibliography is provided.
@ethany House, 1985, 134pp., $4.95)
FIRST CORINTHIANS
by Roberl B. Hughes
In recent years Moody Press has
renewed its work on the Everyman's
Bible Commentary series and the re-
sults have been notable. Possibly the
preeminent example of this emphasis
is the excellent work done by Robert B.
Hughes on the Corinthian Epistles of
Paul. Hughes is recognized as an
authority on Paul's Corinthian cor-
respondence, particularly from his
doctoral work for the University of
Edinburgh. The succinct fruit of that
expertise can be found here as he
works to effectively communicate
Paul's argumentation to the Corinthian
situation. Of great significance to the
whole commentary is Hughes's in-
troduction to the epistle. Here he spells
out Paul's central thought that is then
applied to each need at Corinth (based
on the point of I : I 7). Hughes has done
a masterful iob and is to be commend-
ed for a commentary that is read-
able while reflecting in depth Paul's
declaration of the Cross of Christ and
the power of the Resurrection. Pastors
and students should not only recom-
mend this commentary to laymen, they
ought to read it themselves o as to be
gripped by Paul's whole argument
while avoiding a piecemeal approach
to this great epistle. (Moody Press,
1985, l57pp.,  $5.95)-J.D.M.
BAPTISTS AND THE STATE
by H. Rondel Rumberg
Many good brethren are just not
convinced that Baptists can really act
and speak in the political and social
realm without compromising their
commitment to Christ. The ammuni-
tion needed is the sort that calls such
friends to look at their past; the kind
that marshals the biblical and historical
evidence and proves that church ap-
peasement is no better than political
appeasement; and the kind that shows
that the church has both armament and
weaponry, namely God's Word, which
is up to the present struggle.
Baptists and the State is of just such
stuff. Ron Rumburg, one of the most
steady and well-rounded young Bap-
tists in America, makes available with
his little book, more firepower than
seen heretofore.
First there are the ideas. With sure
biblical footing, Rumburg shows the
relationship between church and state.
He demonstrates that God and His
Word are superior and foundational to
the state. And he tells how the Chris-
tian citizen fits in-what his rights and
duties are. Then he brings in "fresh
recruits!" Baptists from the past like
Isaac Backus, Richard Furman, Johns
Clark, and Leland and Gano, and more
moderns like B. H. Carroll. the founder
of Southwestern Seminary. Rumburg,
with his facility in history, shows that
while some of these men are currently
sAP o sR
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unfamiliar to modern-day Baptists this
should not be so. They were great men
who fought for the liberty of the church,
and the Christianizing of the state. Any
contradiction between creed and Christ
was not with activism but inactivism.
And further, these men were not "radi
cals," but rather, the very men we
claim today to be our founding fathers.
This clearly written little work
is precisely the kind of ammunition
many have found themselves without
in this difficult day. As calmly and
well-reasoned as it is, it should win the
hearts of many. (Baptist Society for
Biblical Studies, 1984, 96pp., $4.95)
-R.K.
IEtL lT IO fHE CHURCH: A BlBtlCAt
APPROACH TO RESOTVING CONFTICT
OUT OF COURT
by lynn R. Buzord ond Lowence Eck
"Our society says, 'If a man takes
your coat, sue him for everything he's
gotl'" Buzzard and Eck rightly assert
that this prevalent philosophy has com-
pletely overshadowed the words of
Christ in Matthew 5:40. They point out
that the mentality of individuality ver-
sus community responsibility, coupled
with materialism, has led to this sad
state of affairs.
Sound biblical theology is meshed
with solid legal knowledge to provide
an excellent resource book for settling
disputes in a wholly Christian manner.
The book includes a very informative
question-and-answer section and sev-
eral workbook-style lists designed to
help disputants evaluate the problem,
their own attitudes, and their biblical
responsibilities. Processes of concilia-
tion, reconciliation, mediation, and
arbitration are discussed and explained.
This book will be helpful in settling dis-
putes between individuals and churches
who will apply these principles. (Tyn-
dale House, 1985, 218pp., $6.95 paper-
back) _M.K.
EPISTI.E O THE HEBREWS
by Adolph Sophir
A converted Hungarian Jew (1831-
1891), the writer had deep affection for
Israel, and it is evident in this work,
first published in 1874. His knowledge
of the Old Testament helps explain
much of the difficult Jewish dress of
Hebrews. This commentary is an expo-
sition of the English text of Hebrews.
Well-written and easy to read, it mixes
explanation so smoothly with practical
application that one feels he is reading
well-constructed sermons. Accordingly
the commentary discusses Hebrews by
sections (e.g.,5:1-10). This makes it dif-
ficult to locate the interpretation of a
specific verse or follow the flow of
thought from one passage to another.
Both pastor and layman will profit.
(Kregel,  1983, 9l0pp.,  $14.95) -R.S.
STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING
CHRISTIAN ADUI.TS
by Wonen W. Wilberf
Recognizing that an unhealthy dis-
crepancy often exists between what
ls and what ought ro be in adult teach-
ing/learning experiences, Wilbert has
offered a useful book intending to re-
verse this negative trend. His four-part
text begins with some foundational
issues on instructional strategies. The
remaining parts of the book focus on
three methods which are prominent in
Wilbert's perception of education: lec-
ture/discussion, skill mastery, and case
studies. Though significant and prac-
tical content is offered in each of these
three units, variations within these
recommended strategies provide viable
options for the reader. @aker, 1984,
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Fastest-Growing Church Application Return by March 15, /986
Church Name
Pastor
zipCity
Attendance 1 985 -
Attendance 1 984
Growth
Attendance means average weekly attendanceofthe Sunday
a.m. worship/preaching seMce (not Sunday school). Do not in'
clude Sunday p.m. figures or any other attendance figures that
would reflect adouble count of persons in the reported figure.
Mail to Dr. Elmer Towns, Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA 24506
The search is for churches within the historic protestant tradition that are growing as a result of preaching
and teaching the Word of God, personal evangelism, and dynamic Christian living that attracts people into
their fellowshio and to Jesus Christ.
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How to
Gure tying
by Tim and Beverly LaHaye
Lying is unacceptable,
particularlv for Christians.
As we saw'last month,
there are many causes-
none of which should be
excused. The following are
proven steps to helping
your chi ld change this
habit.
Lovingly confront your
child with his sin. Each
time your child lies, explain
that lying is a sin and is
displeasing to God. Cite
Bible verses to let him ac-
tually hear God speak on
the subject. Withdraw the
benefits he is seeking, so
he realizes it is more ex-
oensive to lie than to tell
ihe truth.
Do not overreact, do
not humiliate him, and
never call him a liar. While
you cannot approve of ly-
ing, you must not reject
him as a person. He needs
to see that truth is the
path to gaining your ap-
proval and affection.
Start early. This will
help to build good char-
acter aualities-before the
habit of lying is deeply
entrenched.
Punishment is essential
in curing the habitual liar.
Restriction is better than
physical punishment in the
cure of lying. Associate the
restriction with the lie.
For example, if a fourth-
grade boy lies about where
he has been, put that place
off limits for an appropri-
ate period of time. Spanking
should be reserved for
sins of rebellion.
Be consistent. If you
set a penalty, make sure
you follow through. Other-
wise you teach your child
that your warnings are
meaningless.
Try to get the child to
repent and confess his sin
to God. If his lie involves
another person he should
ask forgiveness of that
person too. Assure your
repentant child that both
God and you have forgiven
him. Since he cannot hear
his heavenly father's voice,
he needs to hear your
voice on God's behalf,
using the Word of God (i.e.
I John 1:7,9).
Forgive and forget.
Never resurrect old sins
that have been dealt with.
Reassure your child of
your unconditional love.
Pray that God will de-
velop a healthy sensitivity
for truth in your child.
Like al l  habits,  ly ing is
best dealt with as soon as
you discover it. Gently cor-
rect your child. Be sure he
realizes that lying does not
benefit him, but that truth
is the key to God's and
your heart. "They that
deal truly are his delight"
(Prov. 12:22), and a delight
to their parents.
"When I Survey the Wondrous Cross"
When I survey lhe wondrous cross
On which the Prince of glory died,
My richest gain I count but loss,
And pour contempt on all my pride.
Forbid it, Lord, that I should boast,
Save in the death of Christ my God;
All the vain things that charm me most,
I sacrifice them to His blood.
See, from His head, His hands, His feet,
Sorrow and love flow mingled down-
Did e'er such love and sorrow meet,
Or thorns compose so rich a crown?
His dying crimson, Iike a robe,
Spreads o'er His body on the tree;
Then I am dead to all the globe,
And all the globe is dead to me.
Were the whole realm of nature mine.
That were a present 'far too small;
Love so amafing, so divine,
Demands my soul, my life, my all.
-I saac W atts ( I 674- 1748)
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by Ann Wharton
What does it take to get
people involved in vital
political, religious, or moral
issues? For the Larsons of
Fargo, North Dakota, it
took seeing the National
Right to Life film Assign-
ment Life, which shows an
actual abortion within six
weeks of delivery.
"It made me almost
ill," Pat, a registered nurse,
acknowledged. "It hit me
very personally-maybe
because it was at the time
I found out I was pregnant
with our third child. He
wasn't planned, and I was
questioning. I could asso-
ciate with the feelings
those women might have."
Before they were stirred
by the tragic fate of the
unborn child, Darrold
Larson describes them as
uninvolved with the issues
and ill-informed voters.
"I wanted to get in-
volved," Pat explained,
"but I didn't know what a
layperson could do."
Four years ago when
the Fargo Women's Health
Organization, an abortion
clinic, opened a few blocks
away, their first impulse
was to help an already
organized group, but their
plans did not mesh. Frus-
trated and determined to
do something, they began
picketing the abortion
clinic on the one day a
week when abortions were
performed.
The clinic, one of 1l
owned by a company in
New York, stil l operates
one day a week, and the
Larsons and others picket
each day abortions are
performed. When the picket-
ing began, the clinic was
the scene of 40 abortions a
day. Now the number is
down to 15 or 16.
To counteract the
picketing, the clinic now
provides volunteer pro-
choice escorts to women
entering the clinic. "But
some of them will talk to
us and turn around and so
home," Pat explained.
The Larsons' life has
been transformed since
that day four years ago
when they first took a
stand. They now operate
the Women's Help Clinic
(also known as the Women's
Help and Caring Connec-
tion), which is the object
of litigation. The abortion
clinic has sued, citing the
resemblance in the names of
the two organizations and
the Larsons' advertisements
as points of contention.
Fortunately, the Larsons
have found assistance
along the way as they
assist women who have un-
wanted pregnancies. A
board heads their help
center, doctors volunteer
their services, and others
picket with them. Recently
Darrold left his full-time
job to devote himself to
expanding their ministry
into a national effort.
When asked how they
became the subject for a
"20120" segment last winter,
the Larsons stated, "In
Fargo there is no clouding
of the issue. It is a clear-
cut,  number one issue.
They 1"20120"1 wanted to
see the effect the abortion
clinic had when it came
into a new community,"
Regardless of the prob-
lems thev have faced. the
Larsons iemain undaunted.
Explaining their view, Lar-
son said. "Once vou're in
the boat, the Loid's not
going to say, 'Go back to
shore.' He told the dis-
ciples to go to the other
side."
Their advice to others
who are thinking about
getting involved in the pro-
life issue is a challenge.
"Don't be afraid of the
cost. Take the plunge, be-
cause there's always that
general fear. There are no
easy answers. The only
way is to jump in and do
it. "
In explaining their
seemingly small efforts in
Fargo, Darrold said: "It's
Iike the story of the little
boy who walked along the
shore picking up starfish
and throwing them back
into the water. An old man
watching him said, 'There
are so many; you're not
even making a dent. What
difference does it make?'
The young boy answered
him, holding up the starfish
in his hand and throwing it
into the water, 'It ' l l make
a difference to this one.'"
Letters:
More than(bmmunication
by Mary Armstrong
"I've got to answer that
letterl" Just thinking about it
used to make me feel tense
and pressured. Nothing
made letter writing easier-
not pretty stationery or
soothing background
music. Usually I just
pushed the unanswered
letter aside and told my-
self I would phone next
week.
The apostle Paul was
one man who understood
the value of letters. He
preached, prayed, and then
wrote his letters. The
Epistles of Paul ring with
warm, affirming words
and glow with God's per-
sonal concern and love for
the believers in the early
church.
Years ago I read and
reread a long-neglected let-
ter from an old friend and
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felt completely over-
whelmed by the enormity
of her problem. I had abso-
lutely no idea where to
begin to answer her letter.
What I really wanted to do
was bury the letter and
forget about it. Then I re-
membered Paul, how he
had prayed before he
wrote, and decided it was
worth a try. I loved this
friend, and I knew that if I
were to help her at all,
God would have to supply
the words.
I bowed my head and
asked for God's help. He
gave me not only the words
I needed, but also a real
desire to write them. I had
begun to glimpse Paul's
secret.
From that day on I
have always taken a mo-
ment to pray before I
write any letter-plain or
fancy, long or short. I ask
God to fil l me with His
ideas, words, and thoughts.
I ask Him to empty my
mind of anxieties and dis-
tractions while I write.
Then I pray specifically
for the person to whom I
am writing.
Letters bathed in prayer
radiate our love, and when
friends know we love
them, it is easier for them
to believe God loves them
too. Nothing builds and
nourishes friendships the
way letters do, In an age
of unwanted junk mail and
computer printouts, a
prayerful, personal letter
may well be the high point
in anyone's day.
Despite rising postal
rates, a first-class tamp is
still the best bargain
around! What a miracle to
hear enthusiastic thanks
from a friend who says,
"That was such a help.
How did you know what I
needed to hear?" I did not
know, but the Holy Spirit
did. After learning that
powerful lesson, putting
pen to paper was never a
task asain.
Asleep
in the
Storm
by Victor Bobb
Thunder and lightning,
pounng raln, ancl our two
children were an hour late
returning from the church
youth group swimming
party. My wife stood at
the living room window. I
could see the worry-machine
cranking up inside her,
suggesting all the things
that could go wrong with
a dozen kids in a thunder-
storm at a lake 30 miles
away.
She needed to be com-
forted. I did not have to
hunt for the words; the
formula was familiar to
both of us.
"Go to sleep," I said.
She chuckled and moved
away from the window.
The worry machine had
been shut down-or at
least put on idle.
Go to sleen? It does not
sound like the kind of
spiritually comforting mes-
sage one sees on inspira-
tional posters, keychains,
stained glass, and greeting
cards. These words will
not greet you if you call
Dial-A-Prayer. But in a
very real way, that flippant-
sounding suggestion re-
flects one of the most
valuable lessons offered by
Christ's ministry.
Mark 4:37-41records
Jesus and His discioles'
crossing over to theiountry
of the Gadarenes. A great
storm arose. The ship was
battered by the rvau.r; ro
much water poured into
the ship that the disciples
feared it would sink,
drowning them all.
And where was Jesus
at this desperate time?
Asleep. Asleep in the stern,
peaceful upon a pillow.
When the disciples awakened
Him. frantic in their fear
of perishing, Jesus calmed
the storm, but then asked,
"Whv are ve so fearful?
How is it ihat ye have no
faith?"
Jesus could sleep in the
midst of the tempest,
which terrified the others,
simply because He was
completely and securely
committed to His father's
way. He walked in the
Spirit, guided by God, and
trusted God entirely. Among
the many lessons Christ
teaches to those who fol-
low Him, surelv this is one
of the most valuable. Fear,
worry, and tension are
troubles we should not
have to suffer if we are
properly traveling with
Christ.
Of course, worrying is
unavoidably human. My
wife was not completely
comfortable (and neither
was I) about that picnic
until the kids came bounc-
ing and laughing into the
house, full of stories about
their Keystone-Kops-type
scramble up from the
beach in a downpour. She
was not comoletelv
comfortable-but ihe was
completely comforted by
her faith in the wisdom
and love of Jesus and by
His example of sleeping
during the tempest.
The words, "Go to
sleep," convey an image
and message that are both
deeply comforting.
Worried about that job,
that pain, that car pay-
ment, that exam? Go to
sleep.
Mqrch .1986
number of Jesus' apostles.
While most teens consider
the Ten Commandments
valid and relevant todav.
only 35 percent could
recite five or more com-
mandments. Only three in
ten could remember all
the commandments.
Maybe we have taken
too much for granted!
Maybe we feel that because
we know the Bible, our
teens should know it-and
we have never checked to
find out.
I discovered that nearly
nine out of ten teenagers
pray. Half of them would
like to go on a youth re-
treat with a spiritual
emphasis.
We talk about relevant
subjects including abor-
tions, premarital sex,
nuclear warfare, and many
others. We ought to con-
centrate on the simple
fundamentals from the
Bible. We will be pleasantly
surprised at how the teen-
agers grab this. I find it so
in most of my sessions
with the young world.
Do not indict them or
embarrass them for what
they do not know. Just
plainly and lovingly teach-
with much respect for the
open mind of your listener.
When it was Kerry's
"week" everything was
reversed and the privileges
were all his. Through this
plan, they experienced the
simplicity of sharing and
taking turns.
The plan is flexible and
will cover nearlv anv situ-
ation or number of cliildren.
Children thrive where
there is fairness and
order. Constant sibling
souabbles need not be the
norm in a Christian home.
God has siven us the wis-
dom to hindle daily par-
enting efficiently.
If there is a tendency
to let younger ones always
have their wav, older ones
may become iesentful.
With the special week plan,
the younger children can
learn to sacrifice by giving
up favored positions and
privileges just as well as
the older ones.
We may never know
how many detonations
have been snuffed out
through our workable spe-
cial week plan. Of course,
it did not settle all of the
sibling squabbles that
arose.
But we figure that by
eliminating the first bill ion
or so, at Ieast we had
energy left over to settle
the other umDteen tril l ion!
I call all peacemakers
blessed!
Ghildren's
Bookshelf
Little Red Hen is written
for young children. This re-
telling of the familiar folktale
emphasizes being a doer of
the Word. Little Red Hen
Ioves to obey God's Word,
but her barnyard neighbors,
though Christians, always
manage to find excuses. In
the end. however, Little Red
Hen's resourcefulness and
compassion help to change
them. @everly Capps
Burgess, Harrison House,
Learn More about
Gentleness i a book and
cassette/record set about a
new baby in the house,
whose presence helps Stevie
and Nancy learn the impor-
tance of gentleness. Children
2-7 will enjoy reading along
and following the bright pic-
tures as they listen to the
words and tunes showing
what it means to be gentle.
Other sets available in the
Agapeland Character
Builders series include
"[,ove," "Faith," "Kindness,"
"Goodness," "Peace," J oy,"
"Self-Control," and "Pa-
tience." (Agapeland Press,
an Appetite
by Mel Johnson
Let's find ways to
create an appetite for the
Word of God! According to
a youth survey, only three
out of ten teens could cor-
rectly answer three simple
questions drawn from the
New Testament.
Twenty-nine percent
did not know what event
Easter commemorates. Only
one-third could name the
four gospels. Two out of
three save the correct
Peacemakers
Blessed
by Norma Jean Lutz
One of the more difficult
aspects of being a parent
seems to be the job of set-
tling umpteen trillion
insignificant sibling squab-
bles per day. At the table
or in the car there is a
coveted place where each
child wants to sit.
A snecial tumbler from
the piiza place causes a
major eruption as each child
wants to drink from it.
After a while the fight
over the Sunday funnies is
not funny. In fact, feuding
is extremely frustrating.
One battle follows another
until most parents lose
their cool completely.
Thankfully, our family
came upon a simple work-
able plan several years ago
that dissolved multitudes
of these small sibling
strivings. Our children not
only participated willingly,
but promoted this plan.
Many of the details were
of their own devising. It
perpetuated harmony by
nipping potentially explosive
situations in the fuse be-
fore they were ever ignited.
The plan was for our
two children, Kerry and
Rhonda, to alternate hav-
ing special "weeks" of
privileges, which proved to
be more successful than
taking turns each day. For
instance, if it was Rhonda's
special week, I woke her
first in the morning, and
she received first-one-in-
the-bathroom privileges.
When Rhonda came out
to the breakfast able, she
had the coveted "place"
that heretofore had caused
a fight. Ah, the peace of no
arguing about who sits
where. Such special priv-
ileges extended throughout
the week.
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"The g reatest unresolved
problem confronting the
church 
.today is the
screaming need for
Christi an leadershi p."
-
Dr. Howard G. Hendricks
Professor of Christ ian Education
Every year Dallas Seminary equips
qualif ied men and women with lead-
ership skil ls. Consider one of our six
graduate degree programs, and con-
tact us todav.
Office of Admissions
Dallas Theological
Seminary
3909 Swiss Avenue . Dallas. TX 75204
I
Quolity Educotion Wthout
Doctrinol Compromise
By God's groce, Luther Rice
Seminory st i l l  stonds on the fun-
domentols of the Vord of God. All
of our professors believe in com-
plete inspirotion cnd inerronry
of Scr ipture, ond most hold oco-
demic doctorotes from occredited
inst i tut ions.
lf you ore interested in o quolity,
Scripturolly-centered educotion, LRS
is your onswer. Externol (Off-
Compus) ond internol (On-Compus)
progrorns ore designed to meet
your needs. For more informotion:
-Co l l -
la-800-621-0807
1-800-824-2133 (FL)
or Write
Luther Rice Seminory
Dept. F/J
1050 Hendricl<s Ave.
Jocl<sonVlle, n- 32201(904) 396-2316
STOP
r An outstanding faculty!
o The tools you need for effective
ministry; M.Div., M.R.E.
r An evangelistic spiritl
r A vital connection to a
local church!
Call Now and Capture the Spirit of Liberty t.800.522.6225
or write to: Liberty
University, Office of
Admissions, Box 20,000,
Lynchburg, V424506
SPURGEON BAPTIST
BIBTE COTTEGE
4440 Spurgeon Dr,
Mulberry, Florido 33860
813-425-3429
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.  Seminary programs (M.Div. )  pre-
paring lor either North American
or cross-cultu ralministry.
.  Graduate Study (M.A.  )  wi th con-
centrat ions i  B ib le or  Miss ions
or Christian Education
.0ne year  of  basic  Bib le and Doc-
t r ine and Miss ions which mav be
appl ied toward an M. Div.  or  M.A.
.  0ne-year  l lex ib le M.A.  program
for experienced Christian workers
and internat ionals.
. Separate curricula for secular and
Bib le col lege graduates
Sludenls accepled regardless 0l  race, nal  0nal ly,
e t h n i c  o f i o  n .  s e x  o r  h a n d i c a o
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Capture the
VNION
I Fully accredited academic
excellence!
o Low tuition*-only $300
per semester
. Dynamic participation in
ministryl
tThe regular tuition of $1,250
per semester at Liberty
University is reduced by
a $950 scholarship avail-
able to all those who at-
tend the seminary.ffi;i**:
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MINISTRY UPDATE
Pastors'
Conference
Nears
"Once again I'm looking
forward to sharing with hun-
dreds of pastors my experi-
ences of over 30 years in the
ministry," remarked Jerry
Falwell, referring to the 1986
Jerry Falwell Pastors' Con-
ference. This year's confer-
ence will be held April2l-23,
a change from past years,
when it was held in the fall.
The 1985 conference was
so successful that a similar
format is scheduled for 1986.
Tuesday and Wednesday
morning, heart-to-heart dis-
cussions with Dr. Falwell will
again be the special feature.
Pastors will receive eight
hours of concentrated teach-
ing by Dr. Falwell. Each one-
hour session will be followed
with questions and answers.
Topics include the many
aspects of a pastor's spiri-
tual, emotional, physical,
social, and political life.
Other featured sneakers
are Adrian Rogeri, John
Rawlings, and Truman Dollar.
Evening sessions and a Lib-
erty University chapel service
will be filled with inspiring
music and dynamic preach-
ing. Billy Burden of the
American Renewal Founda-
tion will share his "Remem-
bering Names and Faces"
seminar, a critical aspect of
the ministry. Truman Dollar
will present his seminar on
finance.
Pastors' wives are encour-
aged to join their husbands
for lhis event. Special ar-
rangements have been made
for an all-day shopping trip
and a tour of historic Wil-
liamsburg, Virginia. Mrs.
Macel Falwell will host a
luncheon, where she and
other TRBC pastors' wives
will answer questions.
Registration is $50 per
pastor, $25 for wives, and in-
cludes all meetings and
seminars, cassettes, notes,
and transportation to and
from local motels. Deacons
and church officers mav also
attend. For further informa-
tion write to Glenn Reese,
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
LU President Prepares Youth to
Make the Best in Marriage and Family
How do you learn to be
a good husband or wife?
Does anyone offer classes on
Christian parenting ? Liberty
University does. A "Marriage
and Family" class, offered
through the university's aca-
demic curriculum, is taught
by no ordinary professor, but
by the university's president,
Dr.  A. Pierre Gui l lermin.
Guillermin began to teach
the class several years ago,
and the class has averased
100 students per term. M-ost
students who sign up for the
course are single.
"This course is usually
taught lrom an academic
perspective, but I wanted to
make it more practical and
down to earth," Guillermin
said. "In many ways this
class is used as a basis for
premarital counseling, pre-
paring the student for en-
gagement and marriage and
responsibilities he will be
assuming in life."
Why does Dr. Guillermin
take the time from his busy
schedule to teach the class
himself ? "I enjoy the contact
rvith the students, and it's a
subject that is important to
the students. This is one of
the few times I am away
from administrative duties,
and I love to teach."
The class is taught in a
"Donahue" format. Guiller-
min is the interviewer with a
"roving microphone." Stu-
dents say they like the class's
pract ical i ty,  informal i ty,
and interaction.
Guillermin often serves
as a marriage and family
counselor. His own family
includes his wife, Louanne,
two daughters, and I I foster
children who have passed
through their home. Guiller-
min is particularly fond of
his 5.000 "extended" chil-
dren*the students of Liberty
Universitv.
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514,
call (804) 5284112, or com-
plete and mail the registra-
tion form found on page29 of
this issue.
tiberty
Federation
Formed
The Liberty Federation
was formed on January 3
by Jerry Falwell for the
purpose of enlarging goals
and continuing and broaden-
ing the activities and inter-
ests of the Moral Majority.
Dr, Falwell explained, "We
shall always be pro-family,
pro-life, and pro-traditional
values. We shall always sup-
port the State of Israel. We
shall continue our support
of a strong national defense."
The Moral Majority had
received some criticism that
it was incomnatible with
national defensi, and though
that is contrary to fact, the
new federation will deal with
that accusation and make the
organization more interna-
tional in its effectiveness,
The federation also pro-
vides a channel for Dr. Fal-
well's involvement in tax
reform, a balanced budget
amendment, education re-
form, foreign policy, defense
matters, and other issues.
Calendar
March
Feb. 27,
Mar, 1,
34,6-8- LU Drama Depart-
ment presents
"Camelot"
10-14- LU Career Explora-
tion Week
21- Dr. Falwell speaks
at Cloverhill Eaptist
Church, Richmond,
Virginia
28.
Apr. 6* LU springvacation
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I,U to Restore Music Academy
Liberty University re-
cently purchased a historic
theater in downtown Lynch-
burg. The theater is one
of the top four or five in
America in its acoustical ex-
cellence, and including its
double balcony it seats 1,000.
While the purchase price
was extremely reasonable,
significant additional cost
lies in the restoration of the
proud old building. Local
Lynchburg residents inter-
ested in preserving the city's
theater, built in 1905, are
being asked to donate toward
the restoration.
Renamed the Liberty Uni
versitv Academv of Music
Theatir, the building will be
used for university dramas,
concerts. and other such ac-
tivities and will also be avail-
able for like performances
by other groups in the city.
According to the purchase
agreement, the university
has up to five years to re-
store the buildine.
Liberty
Broadcasting
Network
Established
On January 2l the Old-
Time Gospel Hour purchased
the National Christian Net-
work, a cable television net-
work in Cocoa, Florida. The
station is transmitted by Sat-
Com 4 Satellite, Transpon-
oer / .
This purchase will allow
the Old-Time Gospel Hour to
touch the world with Chris-
tian programming 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year. Plans
are to move the entire opera-
tion to Liberty Mountain.
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Dr. Jerry Falwell will
begin a live daily interview/
magazine format show as
soon as the operation is
moved to Lynchburg. Chapel
services at Liberty University
and most of the Thomas
Road Baptist Church ser-
vices are now on the air.
Forthcoming programs in-
clude sessions with Liberty's
Bible teachers and family
counselors, and music spe-
cials by Liberty and OTGH
singers.
While several million
American homes now re-
ceive this network, the goal
is to place the Liberty Broad-
casting Network in most of
the cable systems across
America. Duane Ward has
been named general manager
of the network.
He is known as the "tall
white-haired man who sits
down front," but 82-yearcld
Henry Morris does not mind
being a well-known figure in
the Thomas Road Baptist
Church. He and his wife,
Elva, moved to Lynchburg
after many years of retire-
ment for one reason: "T0
help Jerry."
If you were to meet Henry
Morris, he would shake your
hand and say,"Just call me
Pop." Pop Morris has a
twinkle in his eye and a
spring in his step because he
is doing what the Lord called
him to do.
Nine years ago the Mor-
rises were watching "The
Old-Time Gospel Hour" and
were moved by the testi-
mony of the homecoming
queen of Liberty University.
She smiled and said, "I didn't
a l a - "
have much money when I
came here. and I don't have
much in my purse now, but
I thank God that I could
come to Liberty."
"It was like the l,ord said,
'Get down there and help
Henry Morris: A Helper
those kids,"' believes Elva
Morris. "We had been pray-
ing for something to do in
our old age."
For several years the
Morrises opened their home
to students who could not
otherwise afford to finish
school. Al Henson, now a
pastor in Nashville, Tennes-
see, lived in their home for
over a year.
Presently Pop is busy
landscaping the campus of
Liberty University. A nurs-
eryman since 1972, he has
built a greenhouse that pro-
vides the university with
beautiful plants year-round.
Despite the continual con-
struction work, the grounds 
'
of LU are always green and
immaculately kept.
Toll-Free
Number Changes
When Old-Time Gospel
Hour toll-free operators
suspected computer ized
prank calls a few months
ago, Mike Ogden of AT&T
was contacted. Southern Bell
traced the calls to a man in
Atlanta, Georgia, who had
programmed his computer
to repeatedly call the min-
istry's toll-free number. Be-
cause of this action. the
toll-free number has been
changed to 1-800-628-2000.
AT&T has placed traps
on the OTGH lines to quickly
identify similar acts that at-
tempt to do injury to the
ministry. Such unlawful ac-
tivity has robbed the poor
and needy of many thou-
sands of dollars, due to the
financial burden it has placed
on OTGH. Legal action will
be taken to recover lost funds
and place them on missions
projects in East Africa, Haiti,
and other areas where the
OTGH is actively involved.
PCITER'S CIAY
by Suzanne Clark
he great English poet Gerard
Manley Hopkins vividly conveys
the doom of depression in "No
Worst, There Is None":
O the mind, mind has mountains;
cliffs of fall
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed.
Hold them cheao
May who ne'er hung there. Nor
does long our small
Durance deal with that steeo or
deep. Here! creep,
Wretch, under a comfort serves in
a whirlwind: all
Life death does end and each day
dies with sleeo.
To be human is to einerience moments
of futility, times when even the will re-
fuses to rise from the dust. The Chris-
tian is not exempt from "cliffs of fall."
Paul the apostle wrote, "For we would
not, brethren, have you ignorant of our
trouble which came to us in Asia, that
we were pressed out of measure, above
strength, insomuch that we despaired
even of life" (2 Cor. 1:8). Jesus Himself
was a "man of sorrows, acquainted
with grief" who cried from the cross,
"My God, my God, why hast thou for-
saken me?" In my own life, there have
been days stretching like a desert with
no relief from despondence.
While God does permit His children
to undergo dark seasons of mind, often
as tests of faith and opportunities to
learn "songs in the night," He does
mean for us to gain inner strength,
enabling us to act responsibly toward
ourselves and others. He wants us to
firmly believe that "in all these things
we are more than conquerors through
him that loved us" (Rom. 8:37). As the
ultimate psychology textbook, the Bible
lays down solid principles to strengthen
us inwardly. The following ones have
been especially helpful to me in those
times when I am tempted to say with
Prince Hamlet, "How weary, stale,
flat and unprofitable seem to me all
the uses of this world."
Talk to yourself. In Psalm 42:5
and ll, David says twice to himself,
"Why art thou cast down, O my soul?
Strongholds for the
Inner Man
And why art thou disquieted in me?
Hope thou in God: for I shall yet praise
him for the help of his countenance."
Many times, I have had to scold myself.
There I'll stand, taking clothes out of
the washing machine and muttering
things like "Buck up" and "Though He
Forgrt pust events-they
are dead and gone-and
continue serving God,
slay me yet I' l l trust him," when my
5-year-old aughter appears and aski
me who I'm talking to!
Put sins, indiscretions, and big
blunders out of your mind. "This one
thing I do," said Paul, "forgetting those
things which are behind, and reaching
forth unto those things which are be-
fore" (Phil. 3:13), Once, at a social func-
tion, I was being introduced to the
president of a college where I had
applied to teach, but during the meet-
ing I was thinking of something else.
Later I had occasion to chat with the
man and asked him politely, "Now
what is it that you do?"
Social mishaps cause me the most
anxiety. Apologizing is vital, but equally
important is not brooding about im-
perfect performances. Humility can
rescue the believer from being overly
concerned with his own shortcominss.
Forget past events-they are dead aid
gone-and continue serving God.
Dismiss the accuser. When you slip
into murky states of mind character-
ized by selfJoathing and lengthy recita-
tions of failure, take the inkwell of
indignation and fling it, as Martin
Luther is said to have done with a real
ink bottle, at the enemv of your soul.
"Who shall lay anything to ihe charge
of God's elect? It is God that justifieth.
Who is he that condemneth? It is Christ
that died, vea rather. that is risen
again, who is even at the right hand of
God, who also maketh intercession for
us" (Rom. 8:33-34). Refuse to view
scenes of your own misdeeds, to listen
to fumbled words. Sav aloud. "For-
given," then find an entertaining book
to take your mind off yourself or go for
a walk with a friend.
Always affirm that God has a pur-
pose for everything. Before becoming
a Christian in my mid-twenties, I lived
with a tremendous ense of uncertainty
about the future. What will become of
me? How will I cope with the inevitablb
death of loved ones? I saw the universe
as being left to randomness and myself
as being spiritually impotent. When I
later discovered that God loved me in
an exclusive wav. that the death His
Son endured on the cross was the
supreme xpression of His love, I was
overcome with joy, sorrow, and grati-
tude all mingled together. Romans 8:28
and Proverbs 16:33 were a marvel to
consider, to realize that God orders
even seemingly accidental events.
Live recklessly. I am not advocating
irresponsibility, but there is a wonder-
ful abandonment that comes with see-
ing one's true position in Christ. Gala-
tians 2:20-21 is a lifeline to me in times
of mental distress. We must learn to
die thoroughly and to let Christ be our
life so that we care little for material
success or esteem from others, but
rather for the honor of God. We may
fall and fall again, but we always get
up, pressing on. To be saved is to have
one's personality restored-both on
earth and in heaven-to the original
design. In the green pastures of God's
forgiveness there is room to run and
rejoice in our humanity. Truth is meant
for the innermost part of a person, and
when we who are susceptible to un-
even mental and emotional states con-
template and observe God's words, we
can indeed move mountains-even
those frightful pinnacles of thought
no one else can fathom.
I Suzanne Clark is a free-lance writer
in Bristol, Tennessee.
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IREASURES FRCM THE TEXT
by Richard D. Patterson
Look, ye saints! the sight is glorious:
See the Man of Sorrows now;
From the fight returned victorious,
Ev'ry knee to Him shall bow:
Crown Him!
Crowns become the Victor's brow.
-Thomas Kelly
tTl he words of this old hymn re-
I mind us of the victory that our
I dear Saviour won through His
Cross and Resurrection, and of His
triumphant Ascension into heaven,
where He tarries in glory awaiting His
glorious return as Conqueror and King.
The picture is a scriptural one, for it
is proclaimed gladly by the apostle
Paul in several contexts and particu-
larly in two important passages (2 Cor.
2:14; Col.2: I5), each of which is tied to
the key verb thiambeuo,"to triumph,"
or "lead in triumph."
Triumphant in Christ!
The background of this word gives
insight into Paul's precise meaning. In-
terestingly, the Greek verb had an un-
savory history before its utilization in
the New Testament. The verb derives
from the Greek noun thriambos, a
hymn sung in the festal processions
connected with the Greek god Bacchus
(or Dionysius), whose base and sensu-
ous rites were aimed at understanding
the mysteries of life, death, and immor-
tality. The noun thiambos passed, via
the Etruscans, into the Latin trium-
phus, descending ultimately in our
English word triumph. The Latin noun
was used characteristically of the tri-
umphal processions of Roman generals
who returned from their successful
campaigns, carrying behind them their
spoils of war and leading their cap-
tured foes before the onlooking multi-
tudes that thronged the processional
way. Customarily, sweet spices would
be used at specified intervals, so their
odors might contribute to the splen-
dorous scene. This derived meaning
can be felt in the Greek verb thriam-
beuo, which appears in the Greek
papyri and later writings to designate
the person over whom a triumph is
gained, the spoils displayed in a trium-
phant scene, or in a general sense of
putting something on public display.
Paul adopts much of this later im-
agery and relates it to God's victory in
Christ and of the believer's position as
united to Christ. Paul rehearses God's
great victory in Colossians 2:15. "And
having spoiled principalities and pow-
ers, he made a shew of them openly,
triumphing over them in it." The force
of the Greek text here indicates that
God stripped off, as one casts off a
constraining garment, the powers of
evil that veiled His glory vfhen Christ
achieved the victory at the Cross.
Henceforth, the now defeated, dis-
carded, and powerless antagonists are
boldly displayed as spoils of Christ's
triumph. Moreover, the Cross, the
place of seeming defeat, has become
the instrument of ultimate triumph
for all who know Christ as Lord.
The Greek verb is also used by Paul
to remind the believer of the means of
continuous victory in this life. "Now
thanks be unto God, which always
causeth us to triumph in Christ, and
maketh manifest the savour of his
knowledge by us in every place" (2 Cor.
2:14). The verb thriambeuo is better
translated here as "leads in triumph."
Thus, the apostle thanks God that he
stands captive in Christ's victory pro-
cession (cf. I Cor. 4:9). Whereas in Co-
lossians 2:15 the powers of evil are por-
trayed as spoils of the victory gained
at the Cross, we who were at one time
enemies of God (Rom. 5:10; Col. l:21-23)
and servants of sin (Eph. 2:l-3) are pic-
tured here as those who have found
freedom from sin and victorv in life bv
becoming trophies of Chiist's con-
quest. In Christ, then, we find recep-
tion by God, for we stand accepted in
the Beloved One (Eph. l:6). United to
Christ we find enablement for living as
God leads in His continued triumph
through us, and He makes us to be
vessels through whom the sweet fra-
grance of Christ is released. I
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GLIMPSES CF GREATNESS
Nehemiah-The Wall-Builder
by Harold L. Willmington
tTf o tell the truth, he was a bit
I sore. First there had been that
I long trip across the desert.
Then during the previous night he had
ridden around the area. Unusual activ-
ity for a professional politician. Now,
in the light of the rising sun, he could
fully view the ruins. What he saw was
not encouraging. Enemy soldiers and
the ravages of time had utterly devas-
tated the wall that had once stood tall
and strong around the beloved city.
Dismounting somewhat stiffly from
his horse, the rider entered a room
filled with the men he had personally
summoned. The rider was Nehemiah;
the city, Jerusalem; the ruins, its walls;
and the assembled men. kev Jewish
Ieaders. But what was the reason for
all this? In the words of Nehemiah
himself: "Then I told them of the hand
of my God which was good upon me;
as also the king's words that he had
spoken unto me. And they said, Let us
rise up and build. So they strengthened
their hands for this good work."
On September 25, 445 s.c., thou-
sands of grateful Jews stood by the
newly rebuilt water gate in Jerusalem
to hear the public reading of God's
Word by Ezra the prophet. Among the
multitude was Nehemiah, who doubt-
less stood with blistered hands and
grateful heart. In just 52 days this man
of faith had rebuilt the fallen walls of
the beloved city! What a cause for
celebration!
Nehemiah set an unselfish example
for all the people (5:14-18). During his
entire 12-year ministry as governor, he
took no salary (5:14). In fact he paid for
the food consumed by 150 of his helpers
(5:17-18) and loaned money without
interest to needy Jews (5:10). He worked
on the wall himself (5:16). Nehemiah
displayed total confidence in God (4:14;
8:9-10). "And I looked, and rose up,
and said unto the nobles, and to the
rulers, and to the rest of the people,
Be not ye afraid of them: remember the
Lord, which is great and terrible, and
fight for your brethren, your sons, and
your daughters, your wives, and your
houses" (Neh. 4:14). "Then he said
unto them, Go your way, eat the fat,
and drink the sweet, and send portions
unto them for whom nothing is pre-
pared: for this day is holy unto our
Lord: neither be ye sorry; for the joy
of the Lord is your strength" (8:10).
He refused to comDromise. "Then
answered I them, and iaid unto them,
The God of heaven, he will prosper us;
therefore we his servants will arise and
build: but ye have no portion, nor right,
nor memorial, in Jerusalem" (2:20).
He prayed. "Nevertheless we made
our prayer unto our God, and set a
watch against them day and night,
because of them" (4:9). "For they all
made us afraid, saying, Their hands
shall be weakened from the work, that
it be not done. Now therefore, O God,
strengthen my hands" (6:9).
He contended for the faith. "And it
came to pass from that time forth, that
the half of my servants wrought in the
work, and the other half of them held
both the spears, the shields, and the
bows, and the habergeons; and the
rulers were behind all the house of
Judah. They which builded on the wall,
and they that bare burdens, with those
that laded, every one with one of his
builders. everv one had his sword
girded by his side, and so builded. And
he that sounded the trumpet was by
me . . . . So neither I, nor my brethren,
nor my servants, nor the men of the
guard which followed me, none of
us put off our clothes, saving that
every one put them off for washing"
(4:16-18,23\.
He remained steadfast. "And I sent.
messengers unto them, saying, I am do-
ing a great work, so that I cannot come
down: why should the work cease,
whilst I leave it, and come down to
you?" (6:3)
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NEWS
U.S. Supreme Court Hears Baby Doe Case
tTl he U.S. Supreme Court has
I heard the "Baby Jane Doe"
I case-a Iawsuit that gained
national attention in 1983 when a
spine had not fused properly). Her con-
dition was further complicated by
several related deformities-excess
spinal fluid in the brain, an abnormally
small head, and neurological defects
that left the child immobile and in-
capable of controlling body wastes.
Dr. George Newman, the child's
physician at State University Hospital
in Stony Brook, New York, said even
if the child received surgery she would
be retarded, bedridden, and epileptic.
In fact, in testimony before the
state Supreme Court in New York,
Dr. Newman even questioned whether
the child should be considered human.
"On the basis of the combinations
of the malformations that are present
in this child she is not likely to ever
achieve any meaningful interaction
with her environment, nor ever to
achieve anv internersonal relation-
ships, the v-ery qualities we consider
human, and she is capable of ex-
periencing pain."
Dr. Newman's diagnosis was later
disputed by many doctors specializing
in the treatment of spina bifida. One
such doctor, Dr. David Mclone, chief
of pediatric neurosurgery at Chicago's
Children's Memorial Hospital, pre-
dicted that if the child was treated at
his hospital, Baby Jane Doe would
have normal intelligence and walk
with braces.
Without surgery, Dr. Newman said,
the child would live only six weeks to
two years. (The child has already
lived two years and three months-
without surgery.)
Based on Dr. Newman's dim prog-
nosis, the child's parents decided
against surgery to prolong the child's
life.
But when righrtoJife advocate
Lawrence Washburn learned-throush
a confidential tip-that the child wis
being denied aggressive medical treat-
ment, he filed suit in the state Supreme
Court.
The court accepted the emotionally
charged case and appointed attorney
William Weber as the child's lesal
zuardian.
Attorney Weber argued before the
court that "Parents do have a constitu-
tional right to family privacy tending to
the care of their children. But that rieht
is not so broad that it gives them ihe
freedom to bring about their children's
death by deliberate medical neglect.
"Parents may not rely on the Con-
stitution to inflict serious harm on their
children."
But attorneys for the parents argued,
"As long as the parents are in the sphere
ttPurrots 
may not rely
on the Constitution
to inflict serious harm
on their children,"
of medical reasonableness. it's their
choice. The parents are willing to accept
nonsurgical treatment."
Attorney Weber, however, character-
ized "nonsurgical treatment" as little
more than "changing bandages, cleans-
ing the spinal sack, and hoping for the
worst-death."
Some medical professionals believe
Dr. Newman chose "nonsurgical treat-
ment" based on the controversial l,orber
criteria. Named after British physician
Dr. John [,orber, the criteria recom-
mends surgical treatment for those
spina bifida children who could lead a
productive life. But for those perceived
as a burden to society, the criteria
recommends nonsurgical, or socalled
"conservative" treatment, so the child
will die quickly. Dr. Newman, during the
trial, said he was familiar with the
lorber criteria.
When the twoday hearing concluded,
Judge Melvyn Tanenbaum ordered treat-
ment for the child-but it would be the
last favorable decision the child would
receive.
baby girl born with spina bifida was
denied corrective surgery by her
parents.
Strangely, the court will not be
deciding on whether parents have the
right to refuse corrective surgery for
their children, but on whether the U.S.
government has the right to investigate
federally funded hospitals that may be
discriminating against handicapped
patients.
When Baby Jane Doe was born on
October I l, 1983, she suffered from a
malformation that af f l icts 8,000
newborns yearly-spina bifida (the
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Judge Tanenbaum ruled, "The child
is in imminent danger, and the infant
has an individual right to survive. That
right must be protected by the state."
The decision was immediately ap
pealed, and within 48 hours the ap
pellate division of the state Supreme
Court ruled in favor of the parents,
The appeals court found the parents'
decision "medically appropriate," and
"informed, intelligent, and reasonable."
Attorney Weber then appealed the
case to New York's highest court, the
state Court of Appeals. But the seven-
member court unanimously backed the
decision of the parents to choose non-
surgical treatment.
In fact, the court said attorney
Weber's effort was "offensive."
One newspaper columnist noted sar-
castically, "A person who calls the police
to protect a child who is being abused
next door is called a good citizen. A
nurse who tells the government hat a
baby is suffering the ultimate abuse is
a 'spy' or 'police informant' or
'busybody.' 
"
Meanwhile, as attorney Weber
worked his way through the state
courts, the U.S. government worked its
way through the federal courts to ob-
tain the child's medical records.
The Office of Civil Rights division
of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services was attempting to in-
vestigate whether the child was being
discriminated against because she was
handicapped.
According to a federal regulation,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, hospitals receiving federal
funds may not withhold treatment
from an infant "solely on the basis of
present or anticipated physical or men-
tal impairments."
Since Baby Jane Doe, according to
court records and news accounts, was
being denied corrective surgery solely
because she would grow mentally and
physically impaired, the Office of Civil
Rights ordered an investigation.
Dr. C. Everett Koop, the nation's
surgeon general, said the child's
medical records were needed to deter-
mine whether Baby Jane Doe was in
"imminent danger of death or dire
peril" for lack of surgery to correct her
spina bifida or relieve excess water on
the brain.
In an editorial in USA Todav.
Dr. Koop wrote, "If we stand idly by
and allow helpless babies possibly to
be denied appropriate medical treat-
ment simply because they are handi-
capped, who among us can say our
own rights are really safe? What civil
right is more precious than a baby's
right to live?"
University Hospital, however, re-
fused to release the child's medical
records to the Office of Civil Rights,
claiming the federal government-
despite its regulations-does not have
the power to demand accessibility
to confidential medical records-
even though the hospital receives
$40 million of its $100 million from
federal sources.
The Office of Civil Rights responded
by turning the case over to the U.S.
Department of Justice, which filed suit
in federal court.
But Federal District Judge lronard
Davis Wexler reiected the sovernment's
bid.
In a 23-page opinion, Judge Wexler
said the "decision of the parents to
refuse consent o the surgical procedure
was a reasonable one, based on due con-
sideration of the medical options avail-
able and on a genuine concern for the
best interest of the child."
Calling it an "extraordinary case,"
Judge Wexler said the federal govern-
ment could investigate charges of
discrimination, but since there is no
evidence that University Hospital was
discriminating against the child, the
government did not have a right to Baby
Jane Doe's records.
Justice officials argued, however,
that the whole reason for wantins the
records was to determine wh6ther
discrimination had taken place. If
discrimination must be proven before
the government begins iti investigation,
the ruling could represent "a major
obstacle to the vigorous investigation
and enforcement of federal health
regulations," federal lawyers said.
The Justice Department, therefore,
appealed its case to the 2nd U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
But the appellate court ruled against
the government also-a ruling, in fact,
that caused greater damage to the fed-
eral government's bid than the lower
court ruling.
For in that decision, the justices said
the federal government does not have
the authority to investigate decisions in-
volving defective newborn infants. The
court said Congress never intended gov-
ernment to investigate treatment deci-
sions of hospitals-even if the child is
being discriminated against, or the
hospital is federally funded, or the child
is handicapped.
The appellate court concluded that
until Congress speaks and gives the
Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices the authority to investigate such
charges, it must refrain from further
attempts to acquire a patient's records.
The Justice Department appealed
again, this time to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
In its brief, the government argues
that if hospitals were denying medical
treatment to children solely because of
their race or color, the courts would not
hesitate to allow Health and Human
Services to investigate.
Neither, then, should government be
prohibited from investigating charges of
discrimination when an infant is denied
medical treatment solely because he or
she is handicapped,
"There is nothing unfair or intru-
sive," the brief states, "about a provision
of federal law that requires the hospital
programs receiving these funds to re-.
frain from discriminating on the basis
of handicap in furnishing benefits and
services."
I Martin Mawver
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NEWS BRIEFS
Ohio Court Strikes Down
Child Pornography Law
An Ohio state appeals court has
ruled unconstitutional a state law
prohibiting the possession of child
pornography.
ln a 2-l ruling, the court said pos-
session of child pornography is legal
if there is no attempt to distribute the
material.
Attorney Ferd Kleinhaus, a public
defender who fought the law, said
the court ruled that although the state
has a legitimate right to control obscen-
ity, the mere possession could not be
prohibited.
"I personally thought it was a good
law, to tell you the truth," Kleinhaus
admitted. "But my job was to oppose
the law since I was appointed to repre-
sent the accused."
Kleinhaus said his client was ar-
rested when police learned from an
informant that the pedophile (one who
is sexually attracted to children) kept
child pornography in his apartment.
The pedophile had made no attempt
to sell or produce the obscene material.
A trial judge upheld the conviction.
But Kleinhaus won before the state's
appeal court when he argued that the
First Amendment's free speech and
press clauses protect the possession
of all printed material.
The state is expected to appeal.
Evolutionists Want More
Coverage in Textbooks
According to John Berry in the
October 15, 1985, Library Journal,the
California Board of Education has re-
quested that six major publishers add
more detail to the teaching of evolution
in the junior high school science text-
books. Berry says, "It seems apparent
that the Creationists will see the Cali
fornia decision as an attack."
Berry refers to another article in
the same journal, where Sanford Ber-
man avows that "Creationists want
Creationist literature to be considered
bona fide'science' and thus classified
by libraries in the Dewey 500s rather
than in 231.765, the notation specified
for'Creation.' " Both men see the "Cre-
7O Fundomentqlist Journol
ationist onslaught" as a danger to good
science education, "church-state sep-
aration, religious pluralism, intellectual
freedom, and elemental democracy."
"The California decision sives Amer-
ica's intellectual freedomJishters a
rare opportunity to take the olfensive.
For once, we are not forced into a de-
fensive reaction," Berrv added. He said
that librarians have no choice but
to enlist.
Pastor Released from Jail
Glen Ellis has been freed after spend-
ing 52 days in a county jail.
Ellis, who operates an unlicensed
church-run day-care school in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, was given his freedom
shortly before Christmas, after a fed-
eral court placed limits on the state's
right to intrude into the affairs of
private businesses.
State officials jailed Ellis on Octo-
ber 3 I after repeated refusals to obtain
a license to operate his church's day-
care school.
Steve Kukla, an assistant pastor to
Ellis, said the church refused the li-
cense because "the Book of Ephesians
says Jesus Christ is the head of the
church in all things.
"Our church has never been incor-
porated, It has never had any contract
with the state, so we are maintaining
a position of pure jurisdiction in that
the state does not have any say, what-
soever, over an unregistered church.
"That's been our position from
the beginning, and we are standing
purely on the First Amendment of the
Constitution."
The state released Ellis from prison
when a federal court, in an unrelated
decision, said the state does not have
the right to intrude into the business
affairs of a nearby bingo operation.
Wsconsin Law
Attacks Teen Pregnancy
The Wisconsin state legislature has
passed a law that, it hopes, will reduce
teen pregnancy.
The law requires grandparents to
financially support their grandchild
until the child's parents reach 18, join
the military, or get married.
By making parents liable for the
sexual irresponsibility of their teenage
children, makers of the law hope par-
ents will better educate their children
about responsible sexual behavior.
Prolife and prochoice forces teamed
together to pais the law through the
state legislature.
State Representative Marlin Schneider
said the law reestablishes the principle
of strong family involvement.
The grandparent liability law is
part of a larger law that funds sex
education in schools, pregnancy coun-
seling, an adoption center, and a cam-
paign to discourage teenage sex.
Pro-life forces have not addressed,
however, the question of whether some
grandparents will encourage their teen
children to have abortions in order to
avoid the financial responsibilities of
the law.
Llbrary of Congress Stops
Translating Playboy into Braille
The U. S. House of Representatives
has decided to cut $103,000 from ap-
propriations to the Library of Congress
for the translation of Playboy Magazine
into Braille. The bill was sponsored by
Republican Representative Chalmers
Wylie of Ohio. James Gashel, spokes-
man for the National Center for the
Blind, says he will lobby the Library
of Congress to retain Playboy. The
magazine is the seventh most popular
of the 36 titles translated by the govern-
ment into Braille.
AIDS Will Remain
a Homosexual Disease
According to Discover magazine,
AIDS will largely remain a disease
spread by homosexuals and intravenous
drug users, despite current media
claims that AIDS is spreading rapidly
among promiscuous heterosexuals as
well.
The magazine states that there is "no
solid evidence" the AIDS virus can
penetrate the surface membrane of the
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vagina and that AIDS has yet to turn up
in vaginal secretions, which would be
essential to widespread transmission
from women to men.
Author John Langone states, "AIDS
is a blood-borne disease that in most
cases trikes, and will continue to strike,
homosexual and bisexual males who
have been the receptive partners in anal
sex, a practice that tears the delicate lin-
ing of the rectum and allows the AIDS
virus easy entry into the body's cir-
culatory system."
Discover states that scientists who
attempt to tie the heterosexual popula-
tion (which is currently less than I per-
cent of the total AIDS cases) into the
spread of AIDS have relied upon "flimsy
cases."
"They've cited vague and unveri
fiable statistics about men who've con-
tracted AIDS from female prostitutes,
and made reference to the high in-
cidence of the disease among purported
heterosexuals in central Africa, while ig-
noring the likelihood that these AIDS
victims have secretly indulged in
homosexual practices, used unsterile
needles, or undergone ritual scarifica-
tion and tattooing."
The monthly science magazine con-
cluded that the chances of heterosexuals
who do not use intravenous drugs "con-
tracting AIDS is less than one in a
million."
Homosexual Rights Bill Rejected
BOSTON-The Massachuset ts
House of Representatives recently re-
jected a homosexual rights bill, after
vigorous debate over civil rights, con-
cern about AIDS, and the endorsement
of a homosexual lifestyle.
The 88-to-65 vote defeated the same
legislation that passed the House by 4
votes two years earlier. Supporters
said the concern about AIDS among
homosexuals was responsible for the
reversal.
The measure would have expanded
the authority of the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination to
protect homosexuals against discrimi
nation in housing, employment, credit,
and public accommodations.
Sponsors of the bill were hoping
Massachusetts would join Wisconsin
as the only states to affirm homosexual
rights, but opponents argued that pas-
sage would send a message of endorse-
ment for a way of life many Iegislators
considered unnatural and illeeal. I
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My father had little formal training
for the ministry. He was orphaned at the
age of 4. He left school in the fourth
grade when a teacher slapped him. He
was an alcoholic by 15. After his mar-
riage and conversion at 17, Mother used
the Bible as a textbook to teach him to
read. The only other schooling he had
was one semester of Bible college, and
he was never officially enrolled.
He learned the Bible by personal
study. He knew neither Greek nor
Hebrew and never read from any
translation but the King James Version.
His grammar and pronunciation were
sometimes poor. He did not read much.
He did not even regularly read my col-
umn, and had read only a few of the
books I have written. My father never
heard of Plato, Aristotie, or Demos-
thenes. He effectively preached on
Daniel, but the Babylonian and Medo-
Persian empires were as foreign to him
as the back side of the moon. But, Dad
was not proud of his ignorance and be-
lieved strongly in a trained ministry.
He even refused to preach wherever I
pastored, for fear of embarrassing me.
When he died he had pastored nine
churches, and over 75 men were in the
ministry because of his influence. It was
said at his funeral that over half the peo
ple who attended had been personally
won to Christ by him. People flew from
all over America, and the little church
was packed for his memorial service.
Those who filed by his casket included
medical doctors, a lawyer, a psychiatrist,
a pharmacist, bankers, and business
people. His family physician wept at his
death.
How could a man with such incredi-
ble limitations have such influence?
What elements in this man made possi
ble such an effective ministry? Well,
there is much to learn from his storv.
and every pastor should emulate some
things in his life. Let me outline what I
believe contributed to his success.
He was genuinely converted. After
he attended a west Texas Baptist revival
in 1935, my mother took him out to an
old chicken shack where on his knees he
trusted Christ. He never got over it. His
salvation experience was still fresh and
pure 50 years later.
He was divinely called to preach. He
never had a doubt about it and was not
dissuaded when told by his first pastor
that lack of education would nevei allow
him to be a minister. He besan im-
mediately, and he would p..ufh otr u
street corner as readily as in a pulpit.
My father was anointed of God.
He had an obsession about winnins
men to Christ. He personally *on anI
baptized several thousand people, and
his last effort was the nurse in the in-
tensive care ward where he died. He
asonized over souls and never took
Ht refused to be a
mdem " briefcase-totin "'
ecclesi as ti cal b urea u cra t.
seriously the stories of five-minute,
quick-pitch conversions. Hell was too
hot for him to lack thoroughness.
He Ioved people. My father had a
nicely decorated office, but it was rarely
used. He refused to be a modern "brief-
case-totin"' ecclesiastical bureaucrat.
He was deeply involved with people. He
believed that was the principal work of
a shepherd, often to the neglect of study.
He personally answered his own office
phone, and people did not have to wait
a week for an appointment o see him.
No battery of secretaries eparated him
from his people. He was accessible.
He had character. He was no cheap,
slick huckster who used the ministry as
a front for some personal scheme or am-
bition. He never got rich in the ministry
and he lived modestly. He believed in
honesty, fair play, loyalty, and the truth.
He had a sensitive conscience that daily
sought forgiveness for the slightest
moral error. He had a heart after God.
His background was not a standard
for training in the ministry, but his life
was a powerful witness to my genera-
tion. We have a lot to learn from the old
school. Dad was a better man than I will
ever be. The day he died, I prayed the
Saviour would give him special atten-
tion when he arrived. I thought his great
love of Jesus made that request not
unreasonable.
I Truman Dollar, pastor of Temple.
Baptist Church, Detroit, Michigan, is a
published author noted for his thoughr
provoking and unpredictable insights on
current events. He shares his views in
this column each month.
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AFTER ALL
Written December 17, 1985, the day of
my father's funeral
filoday, I buried my father in a
I quiet little cemetery in north-
I ern Virginia. He was dressed in
an inexpensive gray pinstriped suit
and laid in a big, polished oak casket.
He had on his old-fashioned, horn-
rimmed glasses, and with his hand he
clutched a brown New Testament. Six
strong deacons solemnly carried his
body to the grave. The death of Norman
Dollar ended almost half a century of
ministry.
I never knew it could hurt so badly.
During the two serrnons delivered at his
funeral I could not concentrate. I was
reliving my whole life with this noble
man. I did not weep. I had already done
that, and today I needed to be strong for
my mother.
My father was from the old school of
Fundamentalism. The whole memorial
service reflected those values and that
culture. The man who delivered the
primary address also sang three solos,
accompanied by a plunkity piano. No
one hurried, and the pastor reading the
obituary left out little that had happened
in my father's life in the last half cen-
tury. The women dressed modestly, and
there were a lot of polyester suits. The
service was neither sophisticated nor
slick, but there was a kind of rough-
hewn dignity. My father would have
been comfortable with the whole affair.
The little church was stereotypical,
a narrow little building with carpet
down the aisles, a steeple on the roof,
and a baptistry scene of some strange
lake. There was a small organ on one
side and a piano on the other. It looked
like every other building where my
father pastored in the last 35 years, but
it was clean and debt-free. He was from
the old school.
My father and mother had come to
this little Virginia town over two
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Ht agonized over souls.
Hell was tN hot for him
to lack thoroughness,
- - decades ago, when he was only 45. He
moved over 2,000 miles through the
snows of December in an old truck he
had purchased for that purpose. He
started this little church with no finan-
cial help, and he and my mother were
the only prospects he had. He painted
houses and preached that first year.
Moving that far with no promise of help
almost sounds absurd. I could not have
done what he did. Of course, he was
from the old school.
continued on page 73


